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Sports

2005-2006

a year in review

• Top Left: On August 29, 2005, the worst
storm in recorded history hit the Gulf
South. It was compounded by a smaller,
but just as devastating storm three weeks
later. Most weather services believe that
the 2005 Hurricane Season is the begin
ning of a severe hurricane cycle that could
last for the next two decades.

• Top Right: In the wake of Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita almost 750,000 people
throughout the Gulf South were displaced.
FEMA set up up to a dozen trailer park
temporary housing sites in Louisiana
alone. Some people also had trailers in
their front yard while their house was be
ing repaired.
• Middle Left: Late Night is an LSU tra
dition that began in 2002. Hosted by the
Tigers After 10, and held in the Union, is
it free entertainment and fun for all LSU
students. After a rocky start this year be
cause of a change in the leaders, the event
blazed on. Some of the events this year
were game shows, a step show, along with
usual free food.
• Center: Phase I of the renovations began
fall 2005 and were finished spring 2006.
It added approximately 9,000 square feet,
and will a weight/cardio exercise room, a
Smoothie King, two more studios, and a
new equipment layout that allowed the ad
ministration to add 60 more machines and
to extra basketball courts.
• Middle Right: Stadium Construction:
Construction of a new set of club seats
in Tiger Stadium’s west upper deck was
completed this summer. Work began midJanuary 2004 and was originally sched
uled to be completed February 2005.
People and companies who leased the area
for the football season were able to use the
unfinished suites. To purchase club seats,
Tiger fans had to pay between $1,950 to
$2,750 for the catering and food services
plus $36 per ticket for regular stadium
seats. The seats are leased for periods of
three or five years.
• Bottom Left: Fall Fest: It was created in
1995 as a way to welcome students, fac
ulty and staff to the school year. This year
had special significance. AFter being can
celled twice, creater Randy Gurie was de
termined that it would take place as a way
to welcome the thousands of displaced
students who enrolled as visiting students.
The events include free food, a step show
by Greek organizations, and many other
sponsor booths.
Vanessa Deggins
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2005-2006

a year in review

• Top Left: The Tiger Athletic Fund spon
sored, student managed project to build a
suitable habitat for live mascot, Mike the
Tiger, concluded October 12, 2005. The
project costed $2.9 million and expanded
his living space to 15,000 square feet.
• Top Right: In what had become a yearly
tradition, the protests against the display
ing of purple and gold confederate flags,
reached new heights this year. The Student
Equality Commission led a semester-long
set of protests and debates about the flag.
Though it was never officially banned,
Chancellor Sean O ’Keefe issued a state
ment against having it on campus.
• Middle Left: On October 5, 2005, in the
disputed region of Kashmir, a 7.6 mag
nitude earthquake hit. It was the worse
earthquake in the area since the 1936
Quetta earthquake in the same area. Some
estimated that the death toll could reach
100,000 and the cost of recovery up to
US$5 billion
• Bottom Center: The annual concert by
the Tiger Marching Band took place as part
of homecoming week activities. The band
plays popular songs like “Hey Fightin Ti
ger” and “Hit the Road Jack.”
• Bottom Left: Rioting spread to more than
300 cities. French President Jacques Chi
rac imposed a curfew in an effort to slow or
stop the rioting which consisted mainly of
inner-city youths of Arab or North African
descent and was started by the deaths of
teenagers from the long-neglected slums.
• Bottom Right: The LSU Sea Grant Col
lege-sponsored event invited middle and
elementary schools students from five par
ishes to learn about Louisiana’s wetlands
through interactive exhibits. The event has
taken place for the past five years. Some
exhibits include letting students tasted
Gulf of Mexico saltwater, learn about
Louisiana state parks and native wildlife.
Vanessa Deggins
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Academics

2005-2006

a year in review

• Top Left: Saints Play at LSU. Since the
Superdome housed many evacuees af
ter hurricanes Katrina and Rita, the New
Orleans Saints had to relocate their home
games. LSU gladly allowed them to play
in Tiger Stadium.
• Top Center: In November the Patriot Act
came up for renewal. The Act was passed
in 2001 and gave much looser require
ments to seek information about a citizen.
The only requirement was that the FBI
certify that the person’s records are “rel
evant” to a terrorist investigation.
• Top Right: The 6.8 earthquake struck
near Lake Tanganyika on the Congo-Tanzania border. It toppled dozens of homes
and hundreds were believed to be buried
in the rumble.
• Bottom Left: The Vatican released a
statement that active homosexuals are
not welcome into the priesthood. This
came after a long sexual abuse scandal in
which many charges were brought against
priests in various districts. The controver
sy reached its height in November 2002.
Right before the statement was released
was released the Vatican sent inspectors to
all 229 seminaries.
• Bottom Center: LSU Christmas Tree
Lighting Ceremony has been one of the
many traditions of LSU.
• Middle Right: As the wife of Martin Lu
ther King, Jr., she chose not to leave public
activism after his death. She developed her
own character of strength by successfully
raising four children while her husband
stood on the front lines of the Civil Rights
Movement. In august 2005, she suffered
a stroke andmile heart attack and passed
away Jan 30, 2006. She was 78.
• Bottom Right: After urging residents to
rebuild a “chocolate city,” Nagin apolo
gized for the comment. He stated he did
not intend for people to be offended.
Vanessa Deggins
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• Top Left: with oil profits reaching record highs
since Hurricane Katrina, LSU received its larg
est donation ever. ExxonMobil: $10 million,
BP and Chevron Texaco $5 million each. Shell:
$2.5 million. LSU has had a long relationship
with old companies in Baton Rouge, who regu
larly donate money and offer petroleum engi
neering and geology internships to students.
But in general, the money is to make amends
for the negative effects on the environment and
surrounding area.
• Top Center: After choosing to separate from
Southern University, the family reunion atten
dance dwindled to around 300 from 1,500 stu
dents. SU administrators discouraged students
from attending the Black History Month event.
• Top Right: Six months after Hurricane Katrina
ravaged New Orleans and its inadequate levee
system, workers with the Army Corp of Engi
neers stated that the levees would be repaired
to previous levels in time for the upcoming sea
son.
• Bottom Left: The Vice President accidently
shot friend Harry Whittington while pheasant
hunting. Claiming that he did not see him, Whit
ting was hit in the face, neck and chest with bird
shot. Ranch owner Katharine Armstrong waited
almost a day to release the information to the
media.
• Bottom Center: Veterinarians have labeled the
West Nile Virus a year-round problem in Loui
siana. In most area’s doctors test animals from
mid-March to mid-October. Summer is peak
season, put it is important for people cautious of
mospuito bites year-round.
• Middle Center: Three white Birmingham, AL
college students were found to have set fire to
nine rural churches. They claimed that it was
done out for a thrill. The students are charged
with arson and their court date was set for June
5, 2006.
• Middle Far Right: After a month of tension be
tween the two, the issue seemingly faded away.
Collins Phillips, leader of the Student Equality
Commission had escaped several sanctions by
the University and Katrice Albert, vice provost
of equality and diversity kept her job after a pe
tition for her resignation was brought forth by
100 students.
• Bottom Right: After claiming to have no
knowledge of the deal, President Bush said he
would veto any bill by congress to block Dubai
Ports World from taking over six major ports in
the U.S. After much criticism from both nation
al parties. The United Arab Emirates company
dropped its bid.
Vanessa Deggins
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K A TRINA

RITA
Front of the Pete Maravich Assembly Center
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Hurricanes: Katrina & Rita
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Hurricanes

Erin Parker of the Daily Reveille

Heather Gray

Hurricane Katrina formed over

and the city would be severly

who refused or were unable to

the Bahamas on August 23, 2005

flooded.

evacuate were stranded without

and then crossed the southern tip

The storm had weakened sub

food, electricity or a way to con

of Florida as a Category 1 storm.

stantially to a Category 3 by the

tact rescuers. Rescue operations,

The G ulf of Mexico’s warm wa

time the eye came onshore. The

for whatever reason, were inad

ters caused it to rapidly increase

wind and rain were fierce, but

equate.

to Category 5.

More than 1,400 deaths

Predictions on

once that passed and all that we

were reported in the seven states

when and where the storm would

saw was typical hurricane dam

that Katrina effected.

hit varied, but one thing was

age, we thought it was over, that

Even greater than the amount of

clear: Katrina was a storm of great

we’d gotten lucky.

people Katrina killed were the

strength, great size and would in

This rejoicing was tragically pre

lives forever changed.

evitably decimate a large area of

mature. A storm surge, a wall of

towns would never be rebuilt,

the G ulf Coast.

water pushed up by the hurricane,

some businesses never reopen,

Some

Most of us were glued to the tele

caused three different levees sep

some families never move back.

vision, watching Katrina’s steady

arating Lake Pontchartrain from

In spite of all that Katrina washed

progress toward southeast Louisi

New Orleans to break, flooding

away, the spirit of the people of

ana. As it got closer, the warnings

about 80% of the city. At its peak,

southeastern Louisiana refused to

by experts became dire.

be broken.

They

the water was 20-25 feet deep in

warned that if the eye hit New

some areas, and stood stagnant

Orleans, the levees wouldn’t hold

for days, even weeks.

Those

Hurricanes: Katrina & Rita

Anson Trahan of the Daily Reveille.
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Post Katrina
the Daily Reveille contributed to this article

20

Katrina

special needs shelter, hospital or a

1 p.m. on September 1st to get

Coast,

general shelter. Bob Johanneson,

to Lafayette.

evacuees, volunteers and disaster

communications director for the

ricane Katrina, they returned to

relief workers continued to swarm

state Department of Health and

find their home had received only

the Pete Maravich Assembly Cen

Hospitals, said that patients were

wind damage. But once the levee

ter and Carl Maddox Fieldhouse.

brought in and triaged as soon as

broke and the water level began to

Both facilities became temporary

possible to keep a steady flow of

rise, the National Guard brought

hospitals and triage areas after the

patients going in and out.

them to Baton Rouge.

hurricane.

Evacuees

A lot of patients in the centers

PM AC

were recovering from

surgery,

where, such as the Houston As

[prayed].”

transplants and things like that,

trodome and the Port Allen Com

At the time. Brown hadn't spoken

said one volunteer.

munity Center, if they didn't have

to her mother or sister in five days.

Patients were brought to the shel

immediate medical needs.

She and Williams sat on the curb

ters in buses and ambulances.

Lakisha Brown, 27, and Shawn

alongside a trash bag and book

They were separated according

Williams, 29, of Metairie, were

bag carrying all their belongings.

to whether they needed to go to a

attempting to find a rental car at

Days

after

swept

across

Hurricanes

Hurricane
the G ulf

After fleeing Hur

the

“I [felt] down, depressed and

for transportation else

sad,” Brown said. “I [cried] as I

waited

outside

Post Katrina

Bothphotos byAnsonTrahan, theDailyReveille.
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Civil Unrest in Community

At one point, the Chancellor’s O f
fice sent out a broadcast e-mail urg
ing University students and faculty to
make safe choices following rumors of
civil unrest in Baton Rouge.
Because of the safety concerns, the
P M A C temporarily went into lockdown.

Wal-Mart on college drive

closed at 10:30 p.m. for several weeks
following the hurricanes.

Firearm

sales in the Baton Rouge metro-area
escalated. Most rumors turned out to
be exaggerated.
22

Hurricanes

Civil Unrest

All photos by Anson Trahan, the Daily Reveille.
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Hurricanes

Open Door Universities

Parents in Dorms
Universities throughout the country of
fered to accept students from Tulane,
University of New Orleans, Xavier,
Loyola and other universities who were
not able to resume classes after the
storm.

Many Universities, including

LSU, offered not only to accept strand
ed students, but also waved their tu
ition or out of state fees. Parents stayed
with their children in dormitories and
off-campus apartments for up to two
weeks.

A ll photos by Anson Trahan, the Daily Reveille.
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Crystal Logiudiee, the Daily Ri

Gas Prices Soared

P«chw«>

Exxon PI
Unleaded

Chris Perkins. the Daily Reveille.

Even getting gas became compli
cated after the Hurricane.

As of

September 1, 2005, there were
120,000 displaced people swelling
the already busy streets of Baton
Rouge and a 10-minute or longer
wait to get to the gas pump was
common. Many stations could not
keep gas in supply.
Gas prices however, remained rel
atively stable compared to those in
other cities such as Atlanta where
gas was up to $5 a gallon.

26

Hurricanes

Anson Trahan, the Daily Reveille.

Gas Prices Soared

Anson Trahan, the Daily Reveille.

Crystal Logiudice, the Daily Reveille.
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Once Home, Now Rubble

ErinParker,theDailyReveile.

E r in P a r k e r , t h e
D a ily
R e v e ille .

E
t
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Once Home,Now Rubble

Chris Perkins, the Daily Reveille.
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Erin Parker, the Daily Reveille
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Crescent City Art Show

Morgan Ford

New Orleans native Noel Clapp’s

bourbon, crude oil, sweat and

lery has brought these artists to

acrylic paintings done prior to

tears collected from the disaster

gether,” Liljeberg said. “It gives

Hurricane

lively,

areas in Louisiana along with

people a chance to express them

colorful and boisterous; a devia

ash taken from the rubble of the

selves and find out how other art

tion from the hurricane-related

World Trade Center.

ists are coping.”

themes of most of the other works

tally, the piece was completed on

Liljeberg usually shows her work

done by displaced Louisiana art

September 11, 2005.

at the Sylvia Schmidt Gallery in

ists at the LS U Union Art Gallery

Katrina were

On the other end of the spectrum

New Orleans, but finds that she’s

Invitational appropriately named,

was Tom Varisco’s video dubbed
Katrina/ “Here After” tying independent

painting for herself these days

“Uprooted:

until the galleries there are able

Hurricane

Rita.”

film footage of the destruction

to reopen.

But even Clapp wasn’t able to

into an art form. Spencer Abadie,

Allan Stewart, mass communica

avoid the inevitable effect of the

graphic design sophomore, ad

tion junior, opted to recognize a

storms on his artwork.

mired the film, relating it to his

more apparent hurricane piece

own independent film of the de

done by Charles Simms called

IChristine Bergeron, student chair
person for the art gallery com
mittee, pointed out that Clapp’s

bris near his home in Slidell.

“F E M A , Where Are You?” for its

“This is a great show compared

background story rather than the

artwork, though devoid of any

to other’s we’ve had in the past,”

story told on the canvas.

hurricane matter in the piece, had

Abadie said. Abadie, a member of

Stewart

not escaped remnants of hurri

the art gallery committee, helped

Simms resourcefulness.

cane mold, now barely visible but

to set up the show and enjoyed

created his masterpieces with a

still there on one of the paintings.

mingling with the artists at the

small watercolor’s set, the only

“I believe it ads an aura to the

show’s premiere.

was

impressed

with

Simms

paints he could salvage from the
storm.

work,” Bergeron said, “a keener

“It’s interesting to see the artists’

sense of reality.”

work, post Hurricane Katrina and

Unfortunately

The gallery committee sent out

prior through their artwork and

were as ready to use the hurri

450 invitations to hurricane-im

personal

canes as a vehicle for their art

pacted areas asking artists who

said.

had previously shown their art at

Genevieve

the Union to submit their work

leans

and a personal statement relaying

statements,”

Abadie

not

all

painters

work.
Liljeberg,

artist,

felt

her

New

Or Jenny Kahn, who is from the

painting

Lakeview area of New Orleans,

“Palio”, evolved to fit her feelings

lost her home and studio to the

their feelings or experiences from

post-Katrina.

storm.

the storms.

She had begun painting her inter

talgic pieces of her childhood

pretation of the famed Palio horse

combining oil paints with old im

ments offers an authentic per

race before the storm.

ages of familiar scenes like Cafe

spective that we didn’t really get

found that not only did her sub

du Monde but her feelings post

here in Baton Rouge,” Bergeron

ject matter, a dangerous bare-

storm are less motivated to paint

said.

back horse race correlate with the

than her peers.

The invitation showcased a myri

chaos she felt during the storms

ad of different pieces and themes.

but also her finishing touches on

vigor through any kind of upset,”

the piece voiced her new found

Kahn said. “I wish I were one of

emotions post-Katrina.

them, but I’m still trying to catch

“The work along with the state

Neil

Burnstein’s

piece

named

contained

30

Coinciden

Hurricanes

interpretive

“Chaos

Mardi

Gras

Katrina”

Liljeberg

beads, “I think it’s wonderful that the gal

Usually she paints nos

“There are artists who paint with

my breath.”

Art Show

Living in the River Center

Crystal Logiudice, the Daily Reveille.

Chris Perkins, the D aily Reveille.
Chris Perkins, the Daily Reveille.
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Living in the River Center

Crystal Logiudice, the Daily Reveille.

Crystal Logiudice, the Daily Reveille.
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Furry Friends @ LSU

Morgan Ford
the Tiger wasn’t the

mals it housed,” said Caren

what I was doing was really

only furry resident on L S U ’s

Carney, a 3rd-year veterinary

great, but all they could do is

campus this school year. Over

student whose love for ani

pat me on the back and see me

1.000 animals were housed

mals compelled her to help out

on my way,” said Valerie Mel-

in the L S U AgCenter’s John

in any way she could. Carney

kes, a college graduate from

M. Parker Coliseum turned

worked 15 hours a day during

Iowa.

Shelter

the week after the storm once

in the cat section, had also

for pets displaced by Hurri

school started again she con

worked for The Red Cross for

cane Katrina.

tinued putting in up to 4 hours

two weeks.

every day until the shelter

Volunteers

closed.

line or went to the Coliseum

Mike

Emergency

Animal

“In the first 48 hours, we took
in over 500 animals.

We

signed

up

on

peaked at 1,287 on Septem

Carney started out by set

where they were put through

ber 12,” said Ginger Guttner,

ting up and managing the cat

a 10 minute orientation. Dur

public

coordina

ward. When full time volun

ing their four-hour shifts, vol

tor for the School of Veteri

teers were able to come in, she

unteers walked dogs, cleaned,

nary Medicine. “We estimate

assisted with cleaning cages,

fed the animals, kept up with

2.000 animals came through

feeding the cats and evening

paper work, answered phones

treatments and medications.

and moved supplies.

While students volunteered in

Around 1,750 pets were re

between classes and on week

united with their families be

ends when school resumed,

fore the closing of the shelter

individuals and organizations

on October 15. The remain

relations

the shelter.”
Animals brought into the Col
iseum included the expected
dogs and cats plus a pot-bel
lied pig and nine tortoises.
The majority of the pets came
from New Orleans and sur
rounding areas. It’s mission
was “to provide loving care

from across the United States

ing 250 animals were sent to

flocked to provide a lending

out-of-state shelters for provi

hand to the animal shelter.

sional adoptions.

Mary Prewitt, a lawyer from

The shelter received an abun

Kansas, was a full-time volun

dance of supplies including

teer feeding animals, entering

crates, pet food, and medi

pet information and working

cines.

the volunteer’s desk. Prewitt’s

shelter needed. Two weeks

dedication to the shelter went

before the shelter closed, it

as far as living in her car dur

had to stop accepting the do

ing her stay in Baton Rouge.

nations of supplies.

Prewitt, with 14 pets and a

Unsolicited monetary dona

know where each animal is in

pig of her own, grew very

tions received from individu

the Coliseum,” said Guttner.

fond of the black, pot-bellied

als and organizations through

pig staying at the shelter. “We

out the United States, Mexico,

named him Rupert,” said Pre

Canada and Europe were of

give cursory medical exams

witt, “he’s sort of become my

ten accompanied with “a let

to all incoming animals. The

special project.”

ter or photos of peoples’ pets

majority of those that needed

Carol and Bill, a couple from

with

medical treatment when they

Michigan, were amazed at the

arrived were treated for heat-

dedication and the sacrifice

stress.

made by others like them

“I started volunteering on day

selves. “You’ve got your pet

one before it officially opened,

lovers, but some of these peo

when there were about 15 car

ple have closed their pet prac

riers and no animals. It was

tices to come down here and

amazing to me how large the

help,” Carol said.

shelter got and how many ani

“A lot of my friends said that

and shelter for pets until they
could be reunited with their
families who were displaced
by Hurricane Katrina.”
Every animal that came to the
shelter was photographed and
its information entered into
a computer database.

“We

Veterinarians from around the
country and Canada helped

34

Melkes, who worked

Hurricanes

It was more than the

wonderful

expressions

of support and compassion,”
said Pat Edwards, Directory
of Institutional Advancement
for the School of Veterinary
Medicine

“Everyone

contributed helped

who

in their

own way and the response was
absolutely overwhelming.”

Furry Friends

All photos by Anson Trahan, the Daily Reveille.
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Easy Boys, Parents in Dorms!
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Anson Trahan, the Daily Reveille.

Hurricanes

Parents in Dorms

Lucas Haley, the Daily Reveille.

Julie Ginther, the Dailv Reveille.

After students waved off their

slept on our futon.”

her mom again.

parents

few

Canale’s father John joked about

“I haven’t lived with her since I

thought they would be living with

the situation, “A ll my life, I’ve

was a senior in high school,” she

them again after only one week of

dreamed of sleeping in a girl’s

said.

freedom.

dorm.

on

move-in

day,

Unfortunately it came 30

Spinner said 10 people and three

Hurricane Katrina’s devastation

or 40 years too late,” he said.

cats stayed in her apartment dur

left many New Orleans residents

Not all students were ready to

ing the hurricane.

homeless. The University allowed

have their parents living with

“The Tulane students who were

students to house their families in

them again.

with us went home,” she said.

residential halls to ease the strain

“It was draining and stressful,”

“My roommate’s mom is from

on Baton Rouge housing.

said Rachel Spinner, sociology

Baton Rouge, but she and her dog

Meggan

two-person

senior and Kenner native who

stayed with us a few nights when

dorm became a temporary home

lived with her mother in E C A for

her power went out.”

for her family of four.

Canale

awhile. “I know my mom doesn’t

Residential Life also tried to help

said she didn’t mind the company

want to be here, but she can t help

refugee

in her Evangeline room.

being here.”
Spinner, unlike Canale, has been

stress by throwing a last-minute
event, Family Day.

marketing freshman and Destra-

on her own longer and said she

was held in Acadian Hall.

han native. "My mom and sister

was not prepared to be living with

Canale’s

“It [was] very cozy,” said Canale,

families

relieve

their

The event

37

Holiday Housing
Mandy LeBourgeois
What may have been a way of

He was pleased with ResLife’s de

for Derrick and his family. Some,

dodging the winter break move out

cision and coordination of the hous

but not all of his family members

of the dorms proved to be a neces

ing plans, but he admitted “campus

were able to gather in Hammond

sary option for many of our visiting

can get really lonely during the

on the usually joyous day.

students. Residential Life’s way of

holidays.”

“It was somewhat depressing, being

aiding many displaced students in

He took his essentials and a few

my first holiday without my normal

their time of need was offering hol

decorative posters to his tempo

group of friends,” Derrick said.

iday housing. For $250, students

rary apartment in E C A , but nothing

“It was also kind of lonely, so I

were housed in the East and West

made him feel as comfortable as

got a Blockbuster movie pass,” he

Campus Apartments for the entire

his family and friends.

laughingly divulged.

winter break.

“Everybody

is really scattered,"

According to ResLife, 25 displaced

Holiday housing was essential to

Petit said of his displaced relatives.

students took advantage of the ac

Derrick Petit, a returning resident

Many of them had to relocate to

commodations during the winter

assistant in McVoy. He made use of

Mississippi, Texas and even Ten

break.

the housing accommodations after

nessee.

his house was destroyed in the vio

Christmas day was especially hard

lent storm.

38|

Hurricanes

Holiday Housing

All photos by Anson Trahan, the Daily Reveille.
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Students Discuss Response of Gov.
40

Meghan Ashley
ment than the weeks following Ka

buses to get the people without

country. Civilian casualties are ev

trina by celebrities and government

transportation out before the storm

erywhere, bodies lining the streets,

officials. Some people said they

hit.”

the stench of death permeating

were right to criticize the sluggish

In the wake of this crippling hurri

through every molecule in the air

response to the hurricane. For days,

cane we are all still attempting to

and the remaining survivors crying

relief didn’t seem to be coming,

get ourselves together. LSU is tried

out in desperation.

and the government didn’t seem to

to help pick up the pieces right

Now

be trying to speed up the process.

along with the rest of the country.

Picture a war zone in a third world

picture

an American

city.

29th, 2005, this was New Orleans.

Biochemistry freshman Brian Wad The P M A C and the Fieldhouse
dell expressed his disappointment were used to house patients and
in the government. “The only per evacuees. The displaced people of

Once the city was evacuated and

son who

the restoration process was set in

people of New Orleans right now is

opened arms.

motion, the question on everyone’s

the mayor [Nagin].”

All we can hope for is that we learn

mind became: who is to blame?

Almost everyone was affected by

from our mistakes to prevent a ca

Many LSU students were affected

the natural disaster, but some more

tastrophe of this magnitude from

by the hurricanes. Many students or

than others.

ever happening again.

their families lost homes and loved

Architecture junior Michael Bou

ones. They wondered along with

quet has friends who were greatly

the rest of America: what happens

affected by the hurricane. “I think

next? Stronger words were never

that because it was a mandatory

spoken towards the U.S. govern

evacuation, they should have had

Once prosperous and beautiful, now
dreary and desolate. On August

Hurricanes

seems to care about the

New Orleans were welcomed with

Government Response

Erin Parker, the Daily Reveille.
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the Daily Reveille contributed to this article

and staff faced similar situations

versity professors called the hotline

ages were replayed over and over-

but still rallied to help others. Each

to offer college professors from

-people stranded on their rooftops

volunteer had a different story, a

New Orleans campuses a room in

by floodwaters, the squalor and

different motivation.

their homes.

chaos of the Superdome, uncontrol

“I went to the P M A C and served

According to SG Executive Secre

lable looting and fires. Biochem

food and talked to the evacuees and

tary Crawford Leavoy, the hotline

istry junior Alyson M oll’s mother,

basically just provided extra hands

received more than 1,000 calls per

father, brother and dog had stayed

for whatever they need,” biology

day. The calls came in from all over

On every T V channel, the same im

in a house in Metaire to ride Hur

junior

said.

the nation. Leavoy, who worked at

ricane Katrina out. The horrifying

“There was a lot of help needed and

the hotline, said the experience was

images Alyson saw flashing on the

students were able to fill that.

very humbling.

T V and her failed attempts to con

was amazing how many LSU stu

“Not only [did] the LSU campus

tact her family were numbing.

dents answered that call.”

come together, but the entire nation

stead of just feeling hopeless and

Student Government opened a tele

[was] so generous with their sup

worried, she decided to volunteer at

phone hotline to manage all the vol

port,” she said. “It has been such a

the Carl Maddox Fieldhouse, help

unteers and find a good match for

rewarding and amazing experience

ing out Hurricane victims. Maybe

their skills.

to give back to a community who

somewhere her family was safe in

hotline could donate their time, sup

a shelter and someone like her was

plies, housing or try to find loved

helping them out.

ones who might be located in one

Many University students, faculty

of the campus shelters. Some Uni

Hurricanes

In

Jackie

Zimmerman

It

Those who called the

has given so much to me.”

SG Volunteer Line
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Ross Young

O c t o b e r 17-21

The Elements

M usic & M ayhem
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The M ichael Foster Project

All photos by Kel Peck

Week

During the week of October 17, 2005,

forming unique types of music each

enjoyed by the students. About 2,500

students passing by the Union were

day of Music and Mayhem Week.

students attended the shows.

treated to a cornucopia of sights and

Seemingly unknown and local bands

“I feel that Music and Mayhem Week

sounds.

Music and Mayhem Week

were the stars of the week.

was quite successful. Personally, I was

had invaded Free Speech Plaza as a

“With today’s top artists, we would be

stunned by the reaction that the pro

week-long celebration of music in a

lucky to have enough money in our

gram received. It was more than grati

few of its many forms.

entire budget to afford an A-list con

fying to know that all of our hard work

cert to give to our students. However,

was so greatly appreciated,” Johnson

‘Music is universal, and its impact is

felt around the world,” said Pete John just because an artist isn’t at the top

said.

son, Music and Mayhem Chair of the

of the charts doesn’t mean they can’t

This unique event is slated to happen

Union Program Council.

give a great performance,” Johnson

again next year.

According to Johnson, the concept for

said.

his desire to possibly create a new

the program was developed near the

music from The Elements, Lincoln

LS U tradition with Music and May

end of the 2005 spring semester by the

Conspiracy, and Chubby Carrier, The

hem Week.

Music and Mayhem Committee.

Michael Foster Project and the Bayou

“Through this program, we were able

This year’s lineup included

Johnson expressed

Swamp Band. The genres ranged from

to celebrate music with students who
jazz
and
piano
rock
to
zydeco
and
reg
were as diverse as music itself,” he
hem is, of course, music, and we de

‘‘One major aspect of Music and May
cided that it should be celebrated in a

gae.

major way,” he said. This came in the

The week’s concerts were thoroughly

said.

form of having different bands per
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women's CENTER
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Meghan Ashley
It is the year 2005 and women in

and men of the University to study,

the center hosts.”

this country have come a long way.

meet and participate in their campus

April Skains, a junior psychology

L S U ’s Women’s Center is no excep

community. The center has valuable

major, said that the women’s history

tion. October 5, 2005 the center

resources for students like weekly

celebrated its 10-year anniversary.

HIV testing and a family resource

In the eyes of everyone present, the

room.

anniversary celebration was total suc

One of the greatest aspects of the

gest programs, Women in the Arts,”

cess. The festivities took place in the

center are its programs. One thing on

she said. “That is when we have a

house that became the home of the

the agenda for the center was a series

showing of pieces from women artists

Women’s Center 10 years ago. The

of informational programs on get

in Louisiana. This year will be our

event was also used as an opportu

ting what you want as a woman from

second year to have the bridge pro

month is when the center really gets
active.
“In March, we have one of our big

nity to introduce some new people to

school, work and relationships. An

gram with the African American Cul

the center to see what it has to offer.

other amenity that the center boasts is

tural Center. It forms a link between

Tours were given by the student staff,

a library with over 1,000 titles. The

March and February. A link between

and refreshments were served.

library consists mainly of books by

the history of women and African

Although the Women’s Center has

women and about women.

Americans.”

only been at the University for a

Amber Vlasnik, the manager of the

decade, the origins of the Women’s

center, spoke enthusiastically about

Center go back much further.

the mission of the Women’s Center.

ry. Educators and members of other I

Helen M. Carter was the first fe

“The Women’s Center focuses on the

organizations came too.

male dean at LSU. In 1939 she ran

campus community. We are about

the Home Economics house where

whatever the campus is about at the

girls were required to stay and learn

time. The center is here to provide

domestic skills in college. She was

somewhere for you to get the most

one of the forerunners of women’s

out of your time in college,” she said.

rights at the University. Therefore,

While serving as a refuge for some

she fittingly had the new women’s

students, the center doubles as a

center named after her. Since Mrs.

place of employment for others.

“I very much approve of the goals of I

Carter’s time there have been many

Sophomore psychology major Sarah

the Women’s Center and what they

more things done by the center that

Gautheir is a desk assistant there.

doing. I will be working closely withl

she would be proud of.

“I have been working here for about

them for programming and things. I I

For years the Women’s Center has

a year,” she said. “Students here are

been providing a place for the women

usually involved in the programs that

want to support the center and what it
does.”

Students were not the only people in I
attendance at the Center’s anniversa- I

After Hope McPhatter, a worker
for the Student Health Center aptly
listened to Amber Vlasnik give her
introductory speech, she made a
comment about why she came to the I
celebration.

a ll photos by K e l Peck
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Mandy LeBourgeois

Fall Fest:TheTigerBehind
When Fall Fest was first mentioned,

ed something that would bring out the

This annual day of relief from the usual

Dr. Randy Gurie and his team planned

famous “Tiger Pride.” Being in Louisi

chaos of classes allows students, fac

to serve a few hot dogs and Cokes.

ana, a festival seemed to be the perfect

ulty and staff to mingle in the Quad—a

They had no idea it would become

solution. The word spread and volun

place where they can feel comfortable.

an L S U tradition. Dr. Randy Gurie, a

teers became anxious to carry out the

"You may see a student, then a dean,

1969 L S U graduate and true Tiger at

idea. There was a beginning expectan

then a janitor, standing in line for a

heart, began something that our com

cy of 1,500 attendees. The volunteers

burger,” said Gurie.

munity has treasured ever since. This

set out to speak to as many students as

The whole process is made possible

former student body president, Tiger

possible and received amazingly posi

by donations of food and refreshments,

Band member, resident assistant and

tive feedback. Everyone loved the idea

and most of all, pride for LSU. Dr. Gu

R O T C cadet has the perfect mix of T i

of free food in a festival atmosphere.

rie described the efforts of the commu

ger pride and drive to piece together

The first Fall Fest was carried out in

nity by saying “people want LSU to be

one of our school’s most beloved ac

fall of 1994 and exceeded everyone’s

successful so they are willing to help.”

tivities. He was and still is extremely

expectations with a final turnout of

When asked how so many donations

involved in L S U and all it entails.

19,000 students, faculty, and staff.

were raised he simply said, “we asked.”

“I went to class in my spare time,” ad “It was a collected, cooperative effort
of lots of people making this a reality,"
mits Gurie. In 1993, Gurie and his

For anyone who has had the pleasure

said Gurie. “We do it for the students.

to say that Dr. Gurie has a personality

committee felt that something needed

to be added to our campus. They need That’s the most important part."
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of making his acquaintance, it is safe
that is not easily turned down. His in-

It All
fectiously cheery disposition was no

the second time since its beginning.

True dedication is shown each year by

doubt a major part in the success of

Thankfully, the donations had not yet

numerous volunteers from the com

the entire project.

been shipped to the campus. Hurricane

munity students, student organizations,

Rita caused another cancellation, for

and faculty members. Endless plan

which Gurie and his volunteers were

ning and booking takes place to allow

not so lucky. The baked goods donated

for a smooth operation for all parties

by various vendors had to be given to

involved.

food banks around Baton Rouge.

‘When the Golden Band from Tiger-

erything. He’s industrious,” said Josh

Many in the LSU community were

land enters the Quad, it’s like a call to

Johnson, a mathematics senior who

fearful that Fall Fest 2005 would not

arms, or call to food,’’ Gurie playfully

also works with Dr. Gurie.

happen, but Gurie, his committee, as

said of his most memorable part of

well as faculty, staff and administra

Fall Fest.

He is described as quite “cherubic" by
Natalie Miller, a finance sophomore
and student worker of Gurie’s. “He
just cracks me up."
"He’s got a great attitude about ev

Fall Fest became such an important
part of LS U and had only been can
celled once before 2005. Hurricane
George forced Fall Fest 1998 to be
cancelled for the first time since it be
gan in 1994. Hurricanes Katrina shook
up our campus and community, forc
ing Fall Fest 2005 to be canceled for

tion knew that the campus desperately
needed it more than ever. “You could
almost hear people yelling ‘Fall Fest,
Fall Fest, Fall Fest,” ’ he joked. Fall
Fest 2005 took place and was a huge
success with only minimal loss of do
nations and participants.
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Vanessa Deggins
When you mention a Harry Potter

you might as well go ahead and ban

books exhibit has been going on since

novel to someone, the last thing you

the Bible and Koran and any other

1982.

may expect to hear is how evil it is.

religious book.”

Since 1999, at least 13 states and hun

Kirby Pillette, a philosophy senior,

dreds of congregations of conserva

has been to the exhibit for the past

tive Christians have criticized or tried

two years.

to ban the book series.

“It’s interesting how people ban things

“The American Library Association
publishes a list of challenged and
officially banned books each year,”
Shalaron said.
According to the A L A , the board

Most accused the book of promoting

they are afraid of,” Pillette said.

governing the library has the final say

the occult. This year’s Banned Books

Other commonly discussed books

whether or not to fully ban a book.

Exhibit highlighted this issue.

were displayed, such as Huckleberry

In Louisiana, the state has obscenity

University students were invited to

Finn, which has been banned by many

and freedom of education laws that

post their comments on a bulletin

middle schools because of its use of

are usually used when a book is chal

board in the Middleton Library lobby.

racial slurs.

lenged.

One anonymous quote stated, “If you

According to Peggy Shalaron, Head

want to ban Harry Potter books, then

of Education Resources, the banned

A ll photos by Wallace Levy
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Morgan Ford

The Ideas and Issues Committee of the
Union Program Council really nailed

Ron Jeremy

it when they booked Ron Jeremy, re
nowned porn star, and Michael Leahy,
former porn addict turned anti-porn
advocate, for a debate.
“We are constantly looking for pro
gramming ideas that involve enter
tainment along with tackling press
ing issues and encouraging people
to think outside of the box,” Meghan
O'Hara, UPC president and business
administration senior said.
The 1,300-plus student that showed
up couldn’t agree more.
Leahy, executive director of a grassroot’s organization he founded called
Braveheart, spoke first to the audience.
His organization speaks out on behalf
of the estimated 20 million men and
women in the United States who are
diagnosed sex addicts.
“Through high school and college
Penthouse and Playboy became re
quired reading, hanging around like
the daily newspaper,” Leahy said. “I
started to form my own beliefs and
attitudes about relationships basing

P o r n Deba

them a lot on what I had gotten from

Leahy’s newest concerns are the lat

of his life.

these magazines.”

est strain of pornography coming

Jeremy’s first rebuttal to Leahy’s

Leahy said his sexual addiction was

through the Internet and the easy ac

statements was that millions of peo

not obvious to him until he lost his

cess children have to it.

ple see adult movies and don’t have

marriage, his job and his inabilities to “The porn industry seems to embrace

affairs or have some of the same

control his compulsive and addictive

any means of distribution as a way

problems.

behavior with pornography. He felt

of growing

Jeremy didn’t deny the use of the

their market,”

Leahy

this was largely due to his employ said. “The rules that worked to regu
ment in the very industry that was

late pornography 20 years ago aren’t

but he added that the porn industry

marrying itself to porn.

working anymore and the country

isn’t like Joe Camel advertising out

Right out of college, Leahy was re has no clear strategy on how to deal
cruited by IBM. The easy access to with this issue.

side of schools and it’s not trying to

Internet porn that became main stream

After Leahy’s position was stated, it

like many soap operas and television

in 1995 was the “gateway drug” for

was time for Jeremy who needed no

shows.

Leahy leading him to have an affair.

life’s story to explain where he was

Technology and porn became bed

from and why he was there.

partners early on and have had an
incredibly fast growing relationship
ever since,” Leahy said.
Since recovering from his addiction,
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Internet to expand the porn industry
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Jeremy entered the porn industry in
the 1970s and his credentials include

be sneaky about its sexual nature

"We label ourselves, we tell you from
the very beginning we’re X X X ,” Jer
emy said.
Jeremy admitted that he won't defend

an arsenal of adult films, appearanc “renegade productions” and Internet
es on talk shows and a documentary sites that aren't approved by one of

my’s member, the debate came to a close
Michael Leahy

with the announcement that both Jeremy
and Leahy would be outside shortly for
any extra questions and autograph sign
ings.
Students eager to have Jeremy sign a
poster, movie or take a picture stamped
ed out of the auditorium doors to form a
line down the hall of the Union.
As Jeremy set out t-shirts and doused
himself in cologne, Jacob Savoy, engi
neering freshman, and Time Durel, psy
chology freshman eagerly waited at the
very front of the line.
“I went for a cheap laugh,” Savoy admit
ted.

Savoy was thoroughly entertained

by Jeremy’s no-holds-barred humor.
“Better behind Ron than Ron behind you,”
Durel said conceding with Jeremy’s po
sition on pornography.
Though Leahy was left with only a few
admirers, he only had good things to say
about Jeremy.

A ll photos by The Daily Reveille

te Packs House

Despite their different perspectives on
the pom industry and sex, Leahy and
Jeremy had becomes friends a year ago
and have since talked on the phone, hung
out and shared their personal struggles.

the major companies. He stressed

abusive content and child pornog

that despite the promiscuous nature

raphy.

the porn industry gives off, the in “M y main concern is pornographic
dustry is very professional.
material that is going mainstream
Jeremy agreed with Leahy’s con

and their continuous effort to push

cern for children being able to ac

the bar a little further,” Leahy said.

cess pornography but contended

Students

that it was more the parent’s re

about Jeremy and Leahy’s current

sponsibility

love lives and relationships.

than

anyone

else’s

to regulate what their child could
access both on the Internet and on
television.

began

inquiring

“Sex is easy, relationships are hard,”
Jeremy said. “Hollywood’s a tough
place to have a relationship.”

During the Q & A portion, students
lined both sides of the Union walls
to ask questions they thought were
pertinent or at least humorous to
the debate topic.

of the growing sector of extreme
including

Leahy admitted he has abstained
from sex since 1998, not wanting
to go there until he’s in a commit
ted marriage relationship.
As the questions deteriorated to

Both debaters agreed on a concern
pornography

then

commending Jeremy for being the
King of Porn and jokes about Jere

bestiality.
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Pum pkin Decor*
O c t o b e r 20
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tin g Con test
In the middle of The Michael Foster

Stahl said students just needed to show

turnip with a piece of burning coal in

Project’s

up and be ready to paint.

it.

New

musical

Orleans,

journey

Gumbo

through

distributed

This year’s winners were Johanna

When Irish immigrants came to the

yearbooks and students painted pump

Rushing, a theater freshman and Bri-

United States, they began using pump

kins.

tanny Osterling.

kins and the tradition spread.

The Pumpkin Decorating contest was

The tradition of painting pumpkins

part of Octoberama, which is spon

comes from Ireland. “Stingy Jack”

sored by the Union Program Council

was a man who was not allowed to

and was open to all students.

enter heaven or hell and spent nights

Union Art Gallery Director Judith

wandering around with a carved out
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battle of theBANDS
A CUP OF TEA

A So u p n a m e d St e w

YELLOW LIGHT G
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Kelly Cook of The Daily Reveille contributed to this article

Ten bands ranging from hip-hop to rock

try. They judged based on the bands’

for their favorite bands.

duked it out for 20 hours of free stu

stage presence, musicality, crowd re

Grayson Davis, a business adminis

dio time and other prizes in this year’s

action and the overall opinion of the

tration freshman, said he came to see

Battle of the Bands. It was sponsored

judges.

Random.

by K L S U and Students on Target, a

Each band performed for 20 minutes

section of Student Government.

‘I had seen them before and I think they

on two stages.

played well here,” Grayson said.

The winner would also be the opening

A Soup Named Stew, an alternative

act for Groovin on the Grounds in the

The studio time and prizes were worth

band, was the obvious favorite and

more than $ 1,000.

spring.

winner. Their motto is “Making you

Over three days, the bands were judged

feel better about your band.’’

by members of the local music indus

Many students came to show support

D ee 1 & t h e C r e w

Ra n d o m
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N o v e m b e r 29

Rebekah Allen and Amy Brittain of The Daily Reveille contributed to this article

Tree Lighting
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The sound of Christmas carols and

canned goods for the Greater Baton

Scott Hannaman, biology junior and

children joyfully yelling, the smell

Rouge Food Bank and children were

L S U Ambassador, said he volun

of steaming jambalaya and the spirit

asked to bring wrapped toys for the

teered because he loves Christmas

of the holiday season filled the Carl

U.S. Marine Corps Reserve Toys for

and wanted to see the changes in the

Maddox Fieldhouse.

Tots Program.

Fieldhouse after Hurricane Katrina

The 16th annual LS U Holiday on

Carolyn Landry, co-chair of the pro

victims were housed there.

Campus took place November 29th.

gram, said the celebration has contin

“The last time I was there, the [Field-

Staff Senate sponsored the event

ued to grow every year.

which provided free food, entertain

“This gets bigger and better every

ment and activities for University stu

year,” Landry said. “We have a lot of

dents, employees and their families.

wonderful sponsors, and this year we

According to Lisa Verma, Holiday on

added a caricature artist.”

Campus program chair, planning for

Landry said the program’s success is

the event began in July 2005. Verma

due in part to the student volunteers,

said that instead of charging admis

including University Recreation staff

sion, adults were asked to bring

and LS U Ambassadors.

house] was a nursing home,” he said.
“This was misery turned into hope. “
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Tanesha Craig

Keeping healthy and staying in shape

also added new features including new

has become one of the main priorities

climbling walls, sliding doors and sand

“With the new equipment and the bet
ter weight rooms, I make it a ritual to

of LS U students. The new and im volleyball courts.

come to the gym once a day, said engi

proved recreational center has bigger

Betsey Sweeny, music education se

neering sophomore Vyron George . He

and better equipment and facilities.

nior, said that she loves the changes

also said that his money is being well

The comprehensive project began in

that have been made so far. “ I really

spent in this new project for a better

summer 2005.

love the new fitness rooms and all the

University Recreation.

Some of the changes that have taken

new equipment,” she stated.

Completion of the entire center is set

place are the expansion of over 7,000

A new guest service area and multime

sq. ft to the Rec making the entire cen

dia classrooms for student clubs and

ter 85,000sq ft. According to the As

organizations.

to be completed in fall 2006.

The expansion of the

sociate Dean of Operations Michael

Rec Center has stretched all the way

Giles, Jr. the University Recreation

to the north side of the tennis courts.

will expand the center to twice the cur The construction has been able to stay
rent size. Fitness and the main weight on schedule with all their new innova
rooms are now doubled. The Rec has

tions to making a better environment.

l photos by Anson Trahan, The Daily Reveille
A
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Preparing for Fin
It is the time of the year where libraries

ing, supplemental instruction, study

and that is why I am so passionate

are filled to capacity, when the demand

smarter workshops and tips for pre

about the Center of Academic Success

for coffee and any protein supplement

paring for finals. Time management

and what it has to offer,” said account

goes up, and when people are running

and preparing for finals are the most

ing sophomore Amy Leblanc.

around like chickens with their heads

popular programs. Time management

also explained some of the advantages

cut off. It’s finals week. Everyone has

focuses on the importance of having a

of the center.

to take them, so why not be prepared?

balanced schedule between a student’s “Our programs are free of charge to all

At the Center for Academic Success,

academics and other curricular activi

LS U students.

there are various resources available

ties. Students are given valuable tools

dents move from memorization skills

for all L S U students. Starting this se

to ensure success during finals weekin

to a deeper understanding of learning,”

mester, C A S offered several seminars

the preparing for finals seminar.

she said. She also added that the pro

and formats, such as time manage
ment, tutorial sessions, service-leam-
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“When I was in college I was chal
lenged with my academic curriculum

She

We want to help stu

grams offered help students to become
more motivated and helps build their

A ll photos by The Daily Reveille

als
self-confidence.

enough. I understand twice as much

The tutorial center program is one of

At CA S, there are proven strategies to

as I did before! I feel so much more

the most favorable programs at CAS.

excited to study now,” said premedical

‘"The tutors are very patient with you

help students become better learners.
There are several online ventures as

and they are also there when you need

freshman Amanda Bittner.

well to assist students to become more

There are several

supplemental

in

academically inclined. Students rang

struction sections and also tutorial

ing from undergraduates to graduate

center programs that will help LSU

students have benefited from the dili

student to sharpen their comprehen

gent staff and directors at the CAS.

sive skills. Learning Strategies work

“I tried out the study tips and sure

shops help students to enhance their

I did the intense

time management between school and

study session because I was a little

other activities and demands that they

behind in my Biology class, and sure

might have.

enough, it works!

help,” Bryan Wilson, biological sci
ence sophomore, said.
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Mandy LeBourgeois

On October 20, 2005 multicultural or

also organized by the Black Culture

ganizations around campus joined to

Committee, the Office of Multicul

honor African culture. Harambee is

tural Affairs and the African American

Swahili for “a coming together.”

Cultural Center to increase students’

“It’s a unity and welcome back cel

involvement in volunteer programs

ebration for LS U ,” explained Alexis

that benefit victims of Hurricanes Ka

Garner, 2005 Black Culture Chair.

trina and Rita.

The festivities included a step show,

Harambee is a way for the campus

Jeffrey Johnson, a speaker and host

to embrace diversity by honoring the

from Black Entertainment Television,

culture that is important to so many in

Martin Luther King Dance Ensemble

the LSU community. There were 2000

and Ebony Renaissance Choir. The

students, faculty and staff that took

celebration for multicultural students

part in making Harambee a success.

has been held each year beginning in

“We had a great program with great per

1970.

formances,” said Garner. “It brought

A Community Involvement Fair was

about a unified front.”
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N 2006

2006 marked the 20th anniversary of

spoke and did several excerpts from

ulty and members of the Baton Rouge

the national holiday to celebrate the life

her plays and performances.

community participated in the 20th

The Uni "It truly was an honor to be in her pres
versity celebrated his life and legacy ence tonight, she is such a legacy,” said
psychology freshman Nakia Gray.
for the entire week. This year’s theme
of Dr. Martin Luther King.

anniversary of Martin Luther King.
His legacy lives on through all of us.
He was a man that looked at people’s

was "Beyond the Path of Injustice—On

There were also many opportunities

character and not their skin color. His

the Journey to Empowerment.”

for LSU

doctrines and beliefs are still being

students to express them

selves through poetry, song and even

proclaimed all over the world. To this

ing this year, it brought everyone to

dance.

day. Dr. Martin Luther King will never

gether on campus,”

The 2006 Dance Ensemble performed

been forgotten.

'The candlelight vigil was truly touch
said Candisse

Doyle, sophomore sociology major.

"The Rivers.”

They also mentored

This year also marked a great sense of

and teach dance routines to inner-city

unity and harmony.

children in Baton Rouge. “It was very

LSU, Southern

University and Baton Rouge Commu

rewarding to be apart of such a great

nity College all came together to pay

group of young women; we became

tribute.

Each student body president

one when we performed,” said mass

spoke on the lesson that they learned

communications freshman Christina

from his many teachings and doc Allen.
trines.
Yolanda King, Dr.

By the end of the week, students, fac
King’s daughter.
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006
Rachel Smith, the 2006 Miss LS U -U S A

as much out of it as she puts into it.

is as involved as they come! The Mass

“It is my heart and soul,” she proudly ad

Communication and French senior is a

mits. “It has greatly impacted my life.”

member of Chi Omega, LS U Ambas

Her fans including her mom, sister,

sadors, Mass Communication College

friends, sorority sisters, even first grade

Council, and Society for Professional

teacher and next-door neighbor were

Journalists. Rachel makes a signifi

present at the pageant to support her.

cant difference in all aspects of LSU.

Rachel is thankful for her “extremely
strongsupportsystem/’asshecallsthem.

Rachel
the

is

a marketing

W BRZ

news

intern

station

in

for

addi As

Miss

LS U -U S A

2006,

Rachel

tion to her many accomplishments at

hopes to “accomplish a legacy of

LSU. She plans to be a news anchor.

service.”

‘I

thrive

she

from

admits.

know

what

being

“If I’m
to

do

very

Through her dedicated in

busy,” volvement, she has and will continue

idle

I don’t

with

myself.”

to make a lasting impression on LSU.

As Make-A-Wish Chair for her so
rority and official “Wish Maker," she
positively impacts the lives of many
terminally ill children. She gets just
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Kelly Cook of The Daily Reveille contributed to this article

Ten bands ranging from hip-hop to rock

try. They judged based on the bands’

for their favorite bands.

duked it out for 20 hours of free stu

stage presence, musicality, crowd re

Grayson Davis, a business adminis

dio time and other prizes in this year's

action, and the overall opinion of the

tration freshman, said he came to see

Battle of the Bands. It was sponsored

judges.

Random.

by K L S U and Students on Target, a

Each band performed for 20 minutes

section of Student Government.

on two stages.

played well here,” Grayson said.

The winner would also be the opening

Alternative band A Soup Named Stew

The studio time and prizes were worth

act for Grooving on the Grounds in the

was the obvious favorite and winner.

more than $1000.

spring.

Their motto is “Making you feel better

Over three days, the bands were judged

about your band.”

by members of the local music indus

Many students came to show support

“I had seen them before and I think they

All photos by Kel Peck
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On the list of “ 101 Things To Do Be

In the evening, a low of 39 degrees

fore You Leave L S U ,” Number 48 is

couldn’t keep hundreds of ecstatic

he said. “I can’t tell you guys not to

“Attend Groovin’ on the Grounds.”

fans from attending the four-act con

drink, but be careful.”

This year marked the 10th annual

cert. Andy Harris, concert co-chair

When the raging rock band Puddle

“Groovin,’ ” which is a wellness fes

for SOT, said the executive staff tries

tival and concert hosted by Students

to select artists that will “please the

on Target.

masses with all genres” of music. “We

SOT is a branch of Student Govern

get the best we can get,” he said.

ment, and their slogan for the event—

Opening the concert was 2005 Battle

concert concluded just before mid

“A good time not wasted” — confirms

of the Bands 2005 winner “A Soup

night.

their mission of encouraging respon

Named Stew,” affectionately intro

Joey Harmon, a stage volunteer and

sible decisions relating to alcohol and

duced as “the worst band in Baton

theater major, thought “Groovin’ ”

of endorsing “a healthy campus com

Rouge.” The local band describes

was a very effective event. “It shows

munity.”

their style as “a blend of pop punk,

how much this university is willing to

The multi-faceted event was aimed at

pop rock, alternative, hip-hop, coun

put out,” he said. A particular benefit

promoting an alcohol-free environ

try, jazz and stand-up comedy.” They

for students, he added, was “that it’s

ment. It was held March 24 on the

released their first C D entitled “Yes,

free,” which “makes it all that much

Parade Grounds and began with a

No, Maybe” at a meet-and-greet after

more extraordinary.”

festival at noon. Students could keep

their performance, selling more than

busy with a wide range of activities

100 copies.

including a drunk driving simulator,

The next three acts were national

Dance Dance Revolution, 3D Minia

names in diverse music. When the

ture Golf, face painting, and an inflat

crowd’s screams became more dis

able slide and obstacle courses. In ad

tinctly feminine and the cowboy hats

dition, University Recreation brought

made their initial appearances, it was

a rock-climbing wall, and the Baptist

obvious that country music heartthrob

Collegiate Ministry held hoop-shoot

Josh Turner had taken the stage. His

ing contests.

deep voice resonated over the grounds

Over a dozen student organizations
and on-campus services were repre

but was not enough to drown out his
very vocal admirers.

sents. . .it’s an alternative to drinking,”

of Mudd made their headline appear
ance, the audience refused to be de
nied a performance of their No. 1 hit,
“She Hates Me.” After that song the

S O T ’s public relations chair Kara
LaFleur was also very pleased with
the overall success. “It was so reward
ing to see everything come together so
smoothly after months of planning,”
she said. “A ll the work [the exec
staff] put into it was definitely worth
it. I’m proud to be part of a group that
is so dedicated and willing to promote
such an important message.”
In conjunction with “Groovin’ ” was
a lecture by motivational speaker and

sented at tables, including Student

Following him, hip-hop and R & B art

Health Advocates, numerous Greek

ist Lyfe Jennings demonstrated plenty

societies, the TigerCard office, and

of crowd appeal. He pulled several ea

the Double Step Tigers clogging team

ger girls onto the stage and serenaded

formed earlier this year, which offered

them, much to their delight. Then he

on-the-spot dance lessons. Some lo

challenged the audience to prove that

cal entities also displayed their ser

they knew more lyrics than his own

vices such as the East Baton Rouge

band did.

Library, with its challenge to “Stump

Transitioning the acts was comedian

it’s not the things that you do, but the

the Librarian,” the Animal Protection

Corey Mack of “The Funny Bone”

things that you can’t do. Change the

and Welfare Society, represented by a

fame. Between his jokes and hysteri

things you can and don’t worry about

live canine mascot, Catholic Commu

cal voice impressions, he promoted

the rest.”

nity Services, and University House

the motivation behind the music: “Re

apartments.

member what tonight’s concert repre

author Marcus Engel, which took
place in the Union Colonnade Theater
the previous day. Engle spoke of his
life-altering experiences with a drunk
driver who had left him blind at 18 as
the result of a car accident. “The one
piece of advice I’d leave you with,”
he said, was, “Realize that sometimes
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What used to be the University Shop

Owner/Manager of Roly

ping Center frequented by students

pressed her delight for the move.

tomers as well as staff have enjoyed.

for its comfy, laid-back setting began

“I love our new spot,” she said, “but I

Chelsea’s is also a hot spot for local

a reformation process. It is soon to be

do miss the old neighborhood.”

bands to perform. “The new place is

the home of the new University House
Apartment complex. The apartment
complex is just the beginning of the
plans for a new and improved North
Gate area.
Some restaurants have relocated while
others have yet to recover from the
demolition. The former home of Roly
Poly Sandwiches, Chelsea’s Cafe, In
ga’s Subs and Salads and Baskin Rob
bins is being renovated in an attempt
to create a more upscale atmosphere in
the North Gate area.
Roly

Poly

Sandwiches

re-opened

March 19, 2006 at their new location
on Nicholson

Drive.

Tara Aucoin,

Poly, ex

The Nicholson Drive location is no
longer a convenient walk from cam

scenery are a few changes that cus

bigger, making it better for bigger, bet
ter shows,” Blanton said.

pus. Business for Roly Poly remains

Inga’s Subs and Salads had not planned

steady, but Aucoin showed some con

a re-opening as of April 2006, and it

cern for students’ knowledge of the

has been greatly missed by regulars.

move.

With 5 locations in Baton Rouge,

“A lot of people don’t know we are
opened, but business has been great,”

Chelsea’s Cafe re-opened March 20,
2006 at their new location near the
Road

plans for re-opening.
The Highland University House com

Aucoin said.

Perkin’s

Baskin Robbins has also not suggested

Overpass.

Kitchen

plex is scheduled to open on August
18, 2006 with 326 beds and leasing
applications are pouring in.

Manager Chief Blanton is pleased with

“Students seem to be excited about

the improvements that were able to be

the new complex,” leasing consultant

made during the move to the new loca

Therez Patterson said.

tion. New artwork and brighter colored

All photos by Anson Trahan, The Daily Reveille
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Many of the leisure classes offered

weeks with their dogs to learn over 20

handler to [better handling]. Each be

through the LSU Union Program De

different training techniques, some as

havior adds on to the next one each

partment are for pure fun and entertain

basic as sitting and staying and others

week,” she said.

ment.

more complex like taking a bow and

Helen Mason, a senior at LSU, brought

be used in the real world. The “Tricks

jumping through hoops.

her yellow lab, Lily, to learn some new

and Treats” dog training class is a cre

Students brought a wide variety of

tricks.

ative merger of the two.

dogs to the class, ranging from a little

‘I wanted to take behaviors from ba

Maltese to big golden retrievers.

Others offer practical tools to

sic obedience classes and put them to

“What I try to look at is the individu

something fun where people can rein

al dog and handler and see what will

force those behaviors.

work for that team,” Parks said.

‘Tricks’ is the

“We wanted to have some fun, and it’s
good exercise for Lily.

We like just

coming out and getting to play,” she
said.
When asked to comment about her en

most fun class that I’ve ever taught,” “Every time I have a class, I see the

joyment of the class, Lily simply re

said class instructor, Glenda Parks.

dogs progress from not being able to

sponded, “Woof.”

About 13 people came out for four

walk on a leash or pay attention to the
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Candidates from every aspect of cam

present ways of viewing and schedul

dent and Vice-President Candidates.
Plans for “The Difference” campaign

pus joined in the running for Student

ing classes within a curriculum. They

Government positions, all hoping to

plan to simplify the current degree au

began in July of 2005 with a team of

present the most appealing focus in

dit and scheduling systems as well as

driven, diverse students each assigned

their campaign. On March 22, 2006

enforce a flow chart system to increase

different tasks to cover all comers of

students logged on to their PAWS ac

availability of classes.

the campaign.

counts to vote for the ticket that would

“We believe these are two issues that

‘With our clear vision, dedicated mem

best represent the student body.

students enounter often and it is im

bers, and committment to the students,

Elected Student Body President Chris

portant for them to know what classes

the Student Government of 2006-2007

topher

to schedule for their major and for

will no doubt make The Difference,”

Christen Heaton of “The Difference”

them to have those classes available to

Odinet said.

ticket began their campaign with hopes

them,” Odinet said.

of building a “Student Government

Another platform was the creation of

that strives to be less about govern

new classes and broadening of cur

Odinet

and

Vice-President

ment and more about students.” They

riculum options, presented by Chaz

began with big plans to reform the

Caiado and Michael Faucheux, Presi

All photos by Jared Normand & Crystal Logiudice, The Daily Reveille
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Ross Young
“Blood isn’t something that can be
manufactured.

When we have blood

“When we come out here, it’s a com
bined effort.

It’s not a competition,

donor,” she said, “The finger prick was
actually worse than giving the blood.

drives, it’s to get enough blood for pa

it’s about saving lives,” Braud said.

A second of pain is nothing, because

tients that come in [to the hospitals],”

Students are allowed to give one unit,

you’re giving life to someone else.”

Sherry Braud, a spokesperson for the

or one pint, of blood per blood drive.

Stephen DiLorenzo, a junior philoso

group sent from Our Lady of the Lake

An average person holds 8-12 pints of

phy major, also decided to give blood.

Regional Medical Center for blood

blood in his or her body. Even with the

drives, said.

low amount of blood asked to be given,

helps out, and it’s really convenient.”

It’s amazing to think that just one pint

a surprisingly few number of students

When asked about the sting of the nee

of blood could save someone’s life, but

participate in the blood drives.

dle, DiLorenzo responded, “You’ve

“It’s a good thing to do.

I feel like it

this is the very truth several organiza “We have about 500 students a week
tions try to convey during the blood when we come out. Just with the Lake,

just got to get over your pain some

drives that periodically visit L S U ’s

the students give about 800 units a

in life.”

campus.

year, which is really nothing compared

Giving blood takes about half an hour

The blood drive comes about five times

to the size of enrolled students at the

and is free of charge.

a year and is coordinated through the

university,” Braud said.

Wellness Education Department. Our

Caroline Bergeron, a senior majoring

Lady of the Lake is just one of several

an artificial eye. If you lose an arm or

in English, is one of those students

organizations that send buses to LSU,

leg, they can give you an artificial arm

who decided to help out.

or leg.

along with Lifeshare, United Blood
Services and the Blood Center.

“I used to give blood in high school.

times, and that goes for a lot of things

“If you lose your eye, they can give you

But there is no substitute for

human blood,” Braud said.

I’m O-positive, which is a universal

A ll photosby Lucas Haley, The D aily Reveille
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Awareness Week

Disability Awareness Week is organized

very few were successful.

The Deaf and hard-of-hearing booth

each year to increase knowledge of

To simulate dyslexia, students were

consisted of samples of abbreviated

disabilities as well as simulate specific

asked to trace a key while only looking

notes based on phonetics. This abbre

disabilities. The event is organized by
the LS U Union Program Council and

into a mirror. Spectators watch as bio viated method is used by note-takers
to ensure that quality notes are taken
logical sciences freshman Dominque

the Office of Disability Services. The

Malbrough shakily traced the key.

12th Annual Week consisted of Mon
day FunDay and speaker Chad Crit
tenden from the reality television show

“It was tough, but it was a pretty accu
rate simulation, said Dominique, who
admitted to having dyslexia as a child.

“Survivor.”
The wheelchair obstacle required par
Monday FunDay, held in Free Speech
Alley, consisted of simulations of blind
ness and dyslexia, wheelchair obstacles
as well as an interpreter at a deafness
and hard-of-hearing booth.

ticipants to maneuver around cones for
a distance of about 30 feet. About six
students attempted the obstacle at a
time, most complaining afterwards of
sore arms.

for their Deaf and hard-of-hearing de
pendents. An

interpreter taught par

ticipants signs for everyday words like
“help,” signed by lifting the right hand
held in a kind of thumbs up position
with a palm-up left hand.
Delayed Auditory Feedback is used as
a way to correct speech problems like
stuttering. Headphones are placed on
the speaker while they talk into a mi

crophone. Their words are a few sec
“It’s only a minute sample of what it’s “It was difficult getting around in the
onds delayed in an attempt to improve
really like,” Benjamin Cornwell, Asso
wheelchair,” kineaseology senior Les
speech.
ciate Director of the Office of Disabil
lie Cox said.
“It was a unique experience,” biological
ity Services, said.
“Everyone comes out with a new re
science sophomore Paul Delahoussaye
A basketball goal is set up to simulate
spect for disabled people,” commented
said.
blindness. Students wearing blindfolds
kineaseology senior David Simoneaux.
attempt to toss basketballs into a goal;
91
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Greek

Week

In the fall of 2004, the LSU Greek Board
of Directors decided to take Greek Week
in a new direction. Instead of the usual
eight days of competition and games
between the on-campus fraternities and
sororities, they revamped the event to in
corporate a service theme and “to align it
more with its purpose— [to] bring people
together instead of pull them apart,” said
Autumn Caldwell of Chi Omega.
A Habitat for Humanity “ Blitz Build”
replaced the dating games and crawfish
boils of previous years. “It wasn’t achiev
ing what we initially hoped,” Assistant
Director of Greek Affairs Jerrel Wade
said of the old Greek Week. He feels that
the new Greek Week “gets back into what
we’re supposed to be doing.”
The change was so successful that this
year they’ve done it again. For one week
in March, members representing every
social Greek organization at LSU have
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worked hard not only to build up a

such as letter writing campaigns to

through what they went through.” A n

house for a local family, but also to

ask for donations from friends, family,

gela Guillory, Director of Greek A f

break down the negative connotations

alumni and corporate businesses.

fairs, also noted, “We’re ahead of the

of the Greek reputation.

Greek Links, a major source of the

game; many Greeks around the country

“It does improve our image a whole

fundraising, provided materials for the

are still doing competitions.”

lot,” Shelby Wynne of Sigma Alpha

campaigns. A minimum of $55,000

The new Greek Week offers bond

said after taking part in the building.

needed to be raised for the cause. Last

ing opportunities that the old Greek

“It breaks the stereotype and breaks the

year the Greeks collected $80,000 and

Week didn’t. “Because we’re working

mold— we actually do help the com

used the considerable surplus to pur

together towards a common goal, it

munity.”

chase furniture and appliances for the

brings out the best in everyone,” said

completed home.

Sydney Brown, an active member of

Every day during the week, CATS bus
of students to and from the site off Bur

So why Habitat for Humanity? “We be Zeta Tau Alpha who was also involved
lieve in the program,” said Wade. “It’s in last year’s Greek Week.

bank. The students worked for two- or

something everybody can get involved

three-hour blocks on a house for a sin

in— everybody

gle mother and her two young children.

give the family the opportunity to own

pate because I want to help others while

The number of students varied per shift,

a home.” He also noted that the Greek

having fun with my fellow Greeks.”

es daily shuttled three different shifts

but Sunday afternoon drew an impres
sive crowd of 80 volunteers.

comes

together... to

“By giving back to the community, we
show that we care. I personally partici

students were “being very receptive”
to the post-hurricane situation.

The spring Blitz Build was sponsored

“A lot of people are having to deal with

by funds raised in the preceding fall.

the aspect of rebuilding themselves.

The Greek organizations held events

They don’t want anyone else to go
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Debt
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Debt is something many students have

with freebies and discounts. How many

using them responsibly,” commends

gotten to be quite familiar with through

times have you gone shopping and been

Tucker.

their

asked if you would like to “save 10 per The study showed that 75.2 percent of
cent on your purchase by applying for a students reported using credit cards
credit card?”
for automotive repairs and 71.5 per

college

years.

Unfortunately,

many continue to feel the burden long
after their graduation. Credit cards are
major factors in acquiring debt.

“They make it so easy,” psychology

cent used theirs for food regularly. Us

When used responsibly, credit cards are

freshman Jael Holmes said. “I got 3

ing credit cards strictly for need-based

great for credit building and emergency

credit cards from department stores

purposes and paying the balance off

expenses. A 2003 study on credit card

just because they asked.”

monthly can build a nice line of credit

usage by the LS U Agricultural Center

Holmes admits proudly that she pays

after a few months of responsibility.

showed that 75.3 percent of students

on all of her credit cards upon receiv “The main problem is overdrawing ac

reported using credit cards for clothing

ing her paycheck each week.

on a regular basis.
'‘When using a credit card, it is impor

“It is very tempting to walk onto campus
and find a credit card vendor that will

tant to know the difference between a give you a free t-shirt,” says Tucker.
want and a need,” Jeanette Tucker, as Yes, they try to reel us in with all of
sociate professor with the L S U Agri
their little tricks, but LS U students
cultural Center, said.
have proven to be rather impressive in
College students are an ideal target their spendings.
for credit card companies and depart
ment stores looking to attract people

counts by overspending and not keep
ing track of your accounts,” a personal
banker of Hibernia National Bank in
formed.
“I would suggest watch what you spend,
open a savings account and pay off
credit cards monthly.”

“L S U students are carrying a high num
ber of credit cards, but they seem to be
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Ebru Sumer has traveled a long

learn the language of her heritage

again,” which she noted is based on

way, both literally and figuratively,

without confusing it with the Ger

a point system unlike anything in

to become who she is today. Just a

man tongue. When her brother Emre

American

few short years ago she made the

was born seven years later, Ebru was

tutions.

decision to leave her home of over

delighted to have a younger sibling.

After

twenty years and move overseas to

She lived in Turkey through high

worked for three years as a computer

America. Her goal of furthering her

school and attended Anadolu Uni-

lab operator at a school called Feyzi-

education in a communication field

versitesi, located on its namesake

ye Mektepluri Vekfi. Then she got

was all the more commendable be

of the Asia Minor peninsula. She

a job at an Internet service provider

cause she spoke no English. Now

graduated from there with a two-

called

she is not only fluent in the language

year degree in public relations. The

Through some mutual friends at the

but will be graduating in December

curricula of Turkish universities, she

office she met a man named Hakan,

with her second degree in public re

explained, are much more rigid than

and after three years of dating (“and

those of American universities.

you know,” she grinned knowingly,

lations.

higher-educational

receiving

MagNet

her

degree,

Internet

insti
she

Services.

Born in Germany to Turkish parents, “In Turkey, if you start one major, “break-ups, too”), the two married in
Giiven and §engiil, Sumer moved you [have] to go with it,” she said. 2000 at a civil ceremony. The cou
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with her family to Istanbul when she

“If you decide to change your major,

ple opted for a small service because

was four. Her father wanted her to

you have to take [an] entrance exam

“everybody has different tastes. We

Student Life

decided to keep our wedding simple.”

Rouge in March 2002 was, “It’s a vil

owning two parakeets, Fistik and Mis-

With regard to Turkish wedding tradi

lage! A big village! A ll the buildings

tik, and an aquarium of fish.

tions, she explained, “Every city has a

are very ‘apart!’ Everything is very

In December 2006 Ebru will

lot of different traditions... A common

big— cars [and] houses!” That first

receive a bachelor of arts in mass

tradition is, when people congratulate

summer was a rough one. “It was hot,”

communication with a concentration

you, they give you gold money. G iv

she remembered. “I cannot breathe!”

in public relations and a minor in busi

ing gold is giving opportunity to you.” And don’t even get her started on the

ness. She would like to work in the

She laughs as she says, “You can pay

infamous Louisiana mosquitoes.

United States after graduation: “M y

your debts after the marriage...it’s not

But the insects were a small physical

first choice would be one of the Amer

cheap to get married!”

challenge compared to the mental and

ican companies, because it’s a good

She eventually transferred to another

emotional ones she faced. “I didn’t

opportunity to practice [my English],

ISP called SuperOnline where she

[know] English when I came here, so

It would be [an] experience working

worked as the equivalent of an agent

I couldn’t talk, I couldn’t watch TV, I

with not only Americans but interna

at a call center. She was promoted to

couldn’t read anything. When I came

tional people.” She chose public rela

team leader and then to supervisor, but

here, it was like [a] trap for me.. .it was

tions because, “I talk too much!” She

“other than that I couldn’t move up,” very hard,” she said. “So six months

laughs, adding “I love to help people;

she said. “I had to have English abil

later I go back [to Turkey] to feel the

PR is helping the customer and the

ity and university education to move

freedom again. But then I realize— I

company...you manage both sides.”

up in my career.” This became her

miss it here.” She returned shortly af

primary motivation for moving to the

ter.

United States. “ [The] first reason was

She soon began to appreciate the di job. “She definitely works hard, but

to get the English education,” she said.

versity that America offered. She espe

she has a laid-back attitude,” said her

“I didn’t even think I’d be able to go to

cially loved “meeting with the different

co-worker Mercer Hathorn, a film

a university...It wasn’t easy, but I did

people. I don’t have to go to India to

studies junior, “and she’s always really

it— I’m almost finished.”

meet Indians, Africa to meet Africans,

helpful to patrons.”

In America

Ebru

could

be

Her dedication is evident also
to her fellow librarians at her student

Honduras.. .M exico.. .Japan.. .people

Whatever path she takes, she will no

nearer to family. “Being with [them]

from the different cultures.”

doubt be helping somebody; it’s part

gave me strength especially in the first

Before she could be admitted to LSU

of her nature as well as her national

year,” she remembered. Her brother-in-

to develop her English, she had to en

ity: “Turks, you don’t have to ask. We

law, Ron Sumer, had come to America

roll in their ten-month program for in

are hospitable people...too helpful,

twenty years before to attend LSU,

ternational students called ELOP: the

maybe!”

and he still lives in Baton Rouge with

English

his wife and his three young daugh

gram. At the end of the period she suc

ters. Ebru saw Ron as a role model for

ceeded in passing the T O E F L (“Test of

herself: “He finished school, got a job,

English as a Foreign Language”) and

and he is successful. He made it all the

was accepted into the university.

way up. It gives me hope that I can do

Language

Orientation

Pro

Now in her third and final year

it too.” And family ties are strong: her

at LSU, Ebru can look back with pride

parents-in-law, after receiving their

on all the obstacles, academic and oth

U.S. citizenship in March of 2006,

erwise, that she has surpassed. Upon

may also be considering the move to

her arrival in America four years pre

America to be close to their grand viously, she knew no English. Now
daughters.

she is fluent, and though she is a Turk

After experiencing the “crowd

ish citizen, American citizenship is not

ed, busy, New York”-like city of Istan

out of the question. Neither is starting

bul for most of her life, Ebru’s first

a family (at least after she finishes

thought upon her arrival in Baton

school), but for now she is happy with
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For 113 years the Golden Band from

This is all the average L S U student

many other engagements throughout

Tigerland has provided the soundtrack

ever sees of the Tiger Band but there

the year including the Chancellor’s

to life at Louisiana State University.

is much more to this Golden Band.

Convocation and Tigerama.

From the first 11 member band to the

Band members receive a one hour

The Tiger Band is directed by Frank

more than 300 that now take the field

course credit by meeting four times

B. Wickes who came to the University

every Saturday night in Tiger Stadium

a week for an hour and a half. Band

in 1980. Wickes, along with Associ

the Tiger Band has always carried a

members also receive a $640 scholar

ate Director of Bands Linda R. More

tradition of excellence.

ship for the fall season. Despite their

house and Assistant Director of Bands

The Tiger Band takes the field for

musical prowess only 20 percent of

Roy King craft, mold and continue

their famous pre-game performance

the members of Tiger Band major in

the great tradition of the Golden Band

as well as at halftime at home football

music related fields.

from Tigerland.

games. Members also travel to away

Besides providing music to cheer to

and bowl games.

at sporting events the Tiger Band has

Sports

All photos by Wallace Le vy
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The LSU Fans
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Golden Girls
They are the glittering girls in gold
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lect away games, as well as at events

Lauren

Miller,

Kenley

Minchew,

that enchant the crowd each Saturday.

such as the Chancellor’s Convocation

Lacey Minchew, Lindsay Ordoyne

They are the LS U Golden Girls and

and the Homecoming Pep Rally.

and Brittany Rayburn, Lea Ross and

have added flair to the Tiger Band

The Golden Girls are an essential part

Lindsay Wynn.

since 1959.

of L S U ’s rich traditions and continue

Prospective Golden Girls go through

to build on their past successes.

a rigorous audition process every

The 2005 Golden Girls are: Julie A l

spring to be named to the team. Once

dridge, Natalie Baily, Hilary Buras

selected the girls train and practice

(Co-Captain), Jackie Dixon (Co-Cap-

vigorously to prepare for their perfor

tain), Ragan Gainey, Amanda Joseph,

mances at LS U home games and se

Christy

Sports

Ladd,

Lindsay

Lauricella,

Wallace Levy

Kat Hilton

Wallace Levy

Wallace Levy
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Cheerleaders
The LS U Cheerleaders lead the LSU

show off their talents at various sport

Garcia, Toby Garcia, Jimmy Gravois,

faithful in cheers at various sporting

ing events and University functions

Tommy Griffin, Erin Hains, Stephanie

events throughout the year with dedi

during the school year.

Hickman, Amy Kirby, Ryan Krenek,

cation and spirit.

Members of the squad have the op

Brooke Ladner, Lance Laurent, Hunt

The squad is selected each year after a

portunity to earn scholarships and

er Louviere, Jamie Mascari, Land-

weekend of tryouts. The tryout week

compete in competitions. The squad

on McCoy, Kaley McKenna, Chris

end consists of clinics, evaluations

strives to compete in the U C A Na

Meeks, Mike Melito, Lizzie Montero,

and interviews. Cuts are made before

tional Collegiate Cheerleading Cham

Kimberle

the final squad is selected to represent

pionship each year.

Megan Prescott, Jaime Pylant, Braley

LSU

2005-06 LSU Cheerleaders are: Ja

throughout the year.

The cheerleaders work hard through

son Amadeo, Daniel Anderson, Jor

out the year to perfect their cheers,

dan Arce, Liza Boyer, Natalie Cohn,

jumps,
108
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stunts and tumbling. They

Bradley Caire, Kenny Daenen, Chico

Nuccio,

Katie

Prechtor,

Raborn, Jenny Richardson, Rusty Secrist, Kate Stone, Brandon Sullivan,
Codi Trahan, Kelley Walker and Scott
Watkins.

Kevin Paul

K a t Smith

Kevin Paul

Kevin Paul

10 9

Wallace Levy
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Tiger Girls
W allucc Ix*vy

The Tiger Girls entertain the

finishes in the competition in

crowd

cluding a national champion

at

basketball

games

with energetic dance routines

ship in 1999.

and LS U spirit.

Members of the 2005-06 Tiger

The 2005-06 squad consisted

Girls are: Tallie Adra, Megan

of

Bordelon, Christina Caporella,

16 members.

The

Tiger

Girls have to go through a

Alisha

rigorous audition process that

louche, Denise Dicharry, Ash

Captain,

includes a variety of dances,

ley Geig, Lacy Goree, Kristen

kicks, turns and much more.

Hebert, Kristin Loup, Angele

Each year the Tiger Girls strive

Louviere,

Aimee

Rachal

Pitre,

De-

Le-

to compete in the U C A Na Anne Riccardii, Megan Sut
tional Collegiate Dance Team ton, Natalie Viator and Heather
Championships. The squad has

Williams

achieved a collection of top ten

Wallace lx*vy

Crystal Log i uil ice. The Daily Reveille

1 1 1

Wallace Levy
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Color Guard
This year 25 young women

Members

of the 2005

had the honor of raising their

orguard:

Jennifer

purple and gold flags during

Nikki Blazier, Sarah Brignac,

C o l

Amedee,

pre-game and halftime presen Melanie Cash, Sarah Chandler,
tations at LS U football games.

Brooke

D ’Arensbourg,

Kan-

The LS U Colorguard entered

dis Furrate, Jennifer Hudgens,

its 35th season in 2005 and

Amanda

Johnson,

continued their contributions

Johnson,

Nikki

to Saturday nights in Tiger Sta

tain),

dium.

Melanie Little, Crystal Logiu-

Kristalynn

Georlin

Kelly

(Cap

Kindschuh,

The Colorguard accompanies

dice, Kelly Palisi, Lauren Pel-

the Tiger Band to all home and

tier, Anna Putnam, Danielle

games. Audi Ricks, Katherine Sanders, Lo 
tions are held each spring and ren Stelly, LaCean Sweet (As
sistant Captain), Alanna Tate,
are open to all women in good
away

football

academic

standing with the

Amy Triche and Tori Young.

University.
Kevin Paul

Kevin Paul

Kevin Paul

Kevin Paul
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in review...
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Football
the week classrooms at the University

1500 miles away in Tempe, Ariz. the

Chick-fil-A Peach Bowl trophy in At

were empty and Blackhawk helicop

Tigers pulled out a come from behind

lanta in the last week of December af

ters hovered overhead.

victory in the waning seconds of the

ter defeating the Miami Hurricanes it

With the campus turned into a refuge

game with Arizona State. The game

was with a sense of irony that they did

zone officials postponed the Tigers’

was relocated to Tempe as LS U con

so. It wasn’t the first time that year the

home opener against North Texas

tinued to assist in recovery efforts.

team, or the state, had encountered a

until October. Players joined the re

Back in Baton Rouge about 5,500

hurricane.

lief effort as the state of Louisiana

Tiger fans sat in the northeast end-

On Sept. 3 Tiger Stadium sat silent.

watched the greatest natural disaster

zone of Tiger Stadium and watched

Earlier that week Hurricane Katrina

in U.S. history unfold.

Dwayne Bowe catch a 39-yard touch

had torn through the Gulf Coast leav

A week later Tiger Stadium again sat

down pass from JaMarcus Russell

ing devastation in her wake. During

waiting for its home opener. Almost

with 1:13 left in the game. The score

As L S U football players hoisted the

120
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Wallace Lev y
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Wallace Levy

W allace Levy

12 1
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Footba 11
gave the Tigers the 35-31 vic

L S U ’s third overtime game of

tory with first year head coach

the season but had to settle for

Les Miles leading the way.

a 34-yard field goal. The Tigers

But the Tigers’ bout with hur

moved to No. 4 in the nation

ricanes was not finished yet.

with the 16-13 victory.

With the campus ready to host

The

ES P N ’s Cold Pizza and Col

against Ole Miss and Arkan

lege GameDay for the Tigers’

sas and headed to Atlanta for

matchup

with

Tigers

scored

victories

Southeastern

the SEC Championship as the

Conference foe Tennessee the

Western Division Champions.

threat of Hurricane Rita caused

It was not meant to be as the

ESPN to pull out and the game

Tigers, playing their 11th game

to be postponed to Monday,

in a row, were outscored 34-

Sept. 26th.

14. The Tigers never could get

With the first Monday night

into a rhythm and trailed 21-7

game in L S U football history

at halftime. The Tigers could

the Tigers finally took the field

never catch the Bulldogs and

at Tiger Stadium.

received another blow with the

Tennessee would win 30-24.

loss of JaMarcus Russell in the

As L S U fans called for the re

3rd quarter.

turn of Nick Saban the Milesled Tigers began a streak of

After the loss the Tigers re

nine victories that would lead

ceived

them to the S EC Champion

Peach Bowl for their final en

ship in Atlanta.

counter with a hurricane— the

The Tigers knocked off M is

No. 9 Miami Hurricanes.

an

invitation

to the

sissippi State and Vanderbilt
before two close calls with

The No. 9 and No. 10 teams

Florida and Auburn.

clashed in Atlanta and L S U fi

In the Auburn contest Tigers
escaped defeat when Auburn
photosbyW
alaceLevy

kicker John

Vaughn

missed

an overtime field goal. LSU
claimed the victory 20-17.
The Tigers next took on North

nally got the upper hand on a
hurricane. Led by Matt Flynn
who made his first career start
the Tigers ripped the Hurri
canes 40-3 and ended their od
yssey of a season with an 11-2
record.

Texas in a rescheduled game
and won 55-3 victory, then shut
out Appalachian State 24-0.
The stage was then set for No.
5 LS U to take on No. 3 Ala
bama in a clash of SEC West
rivals.
LS U came back in the sec

The first year of the Les Miles
era came to a close with the
second-highest number of LSU
victories in school history and
a No. 5 ranking in the Coaches
Poll and a No. 6 ranking in the
Associated Press Poll.

ond half and scored ten unan
swered points to take the game
into overtime 10-10.
The Tide had the ball first in

123

Football
Scores
Sat, Sep 10 Arizona St. 3 5 - 3 1 (W )
Mon, Sep 26 Tennessee 27 - 30 (L )
Sat, Oct 01

Mississippi St. 37 - 7 (W )

Sat, Oct 08

Vanderbilt 3 4 - 6

(W )

Sat, Oct 15 Florida 21 - 17 (W )
Sat, Oct 22 Auburn 20 - 17 (W ) O T
Sat, Oct 29 North Texas 5 6 - 3

(W )

Sat, N ov 05 Appalachian St. 24 - 0 (W )
Sat, N ov 12 Alabama 16 - 13 (W ) O T
Sat, N ov 19 Ole Miss 40 - 7 (W )
Fri, N ov 25 Arkansas 19 - 17 (W )
Sat, Dec 03

Georgia 14 - 34 (L )

-2005 SEC Championship Game
Fri, Dec 30 Miami (Fla.) 4 0 - 3

(W )

-2005 Chick-fil-A Peach Bowl

Les Miles
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August and September couldn’t have been

With the Tigers hanging on to a 27-24 lead

more tumultuous for Les Miles in his first

in overtime, the air went out of Tiger Sta

season as the Tigers head coach.

dium when Tennessee running back Ger

The Tigers home opener against NortTexas

ald Riggs charged into the end zone from

was postponed due to Hurricane Katrina.

the one-yard line.

A week later, with the campus still being

Most people would have chosen to be

used as a site for Katrina evacuees, what

anyone in Baton Rouge that night besides

was supposed to be the Tigers’ second

Miles.

home game was moved to Tempe, Ariz.

So what did the first year coach do next?

The Tigers pulled out a last minute victory

He led the Tigers to nine straight victories,

against the Sun Devils, but the first two

including overtime wins against South

weeks of the season had been anything but

eastern Conference rivals Auburn and Ala

normal for Miles and the team.

bama, the latter ranked No. 3 in the nation

Then there was the Tennessee debacle.

at that point.

With the Tigers ahead 21-0 at halftime,

Although the SEC Championship game

it seemed they were in the driver’s seat.

against Georgia did not work out the way

Then the Volunteers scored 24 second half

Miles had hoped it would, the Tigers re

points and sent the game into overtime.

deemed themselves with a 40-3 romp over

Photo courtesy of The Daily Reveille

Miami in the Chick-Fil-A Peach Bowl.
The Tigers ended the season ranked No. 5
in the Coaches Poll and No. 6 in the AP Poll
with an 11-2 record, only the third time in
program history the team recorded at least
11 wins. Those 11 wins made Miles the
most successful first year head coach since
legendary LSU coach Charles McClendon.
-Courtney Mistich

Photo courtesy of The Daily Reveille
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LaRon Landry
Free safety LaRon Landry was named a
semifinalist for the Jim Thorpe Award. But
Landry may not have been considered for
college football’s top defensive back award
- let alone be playing free safety - if not for
his older brother Dawan.
Dawan not only started at quarterback over
his younger brother but used the big broth
er role to teach LaRon lessons on the field.
LaRon grew up as a quarterback. When he
entered middle school, Dawan already had
mastered the position leaving LaRon in his
shadow.
“We played together when he was in eighth
grade and I was in sixth grade,” LaRon
said. “It always happened he was the start
ing quarterback and I was the backup, so
he didn’t give me much time to play.”
At Hahnville High School, coach Lou
Valdin moved LaRon to defense to give
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him more playing time. Dawan remained
quarterback throughout high school. Al
though they were on opposite sides of the
ball, Dawan still pushed LaRon to become
a better player.
“I had no work ethic,” LaRon said. “I just
played off God given talent. He used to al
ways tell me that I need to develop a work
ethic. I used to never work out. Every time
I worked out with him in middle school and
high school he would always put weight
on there he knew I couldn’t lift.”
Although LaRon did not start until his soph
omore year - Dawan’s senior year - both
brothers remembered the same high school
game as their favorite game together.
“It was a playoff game against Sulphur,”
Dawan said. “Our offense was not mov
ing the ball well and needed the defense
to stop them. They threw a pass into the

Featured Player

Bordelon of The Daily Reveille
y
e
Jo

end zone and LaRon intercepted it. We de
pended on him to get balls. Watching him

to discuss with each phone call.
“We still keep each other motivated today,”

always motivated me.”

Dawan said. “We talk about what we’re go

Despite its

ing to do in the game. We don’t talk about

11-0 regular season record,

Hahnville was eliminated from the play just football. We talk about school, and he is
offs in the second round of Dawan’s senior closer to home so we can talk about that.”
year.

After seven tackles by LaRon against Ala

Dawan signed with Georgia Tech out of

bama, including a sack on Brodie Croyle

high school and spent his first year quarter-

for a loss of 10 yards, their conversation

backing the scout team. After realizing his

may consist more of what LaRon recalls

ability, coach Chan Gailey moved Dawan

about their phone calls.

to free safety to give him the opportunity
to start.
With the move, LaRon taught his older
brother for once.
“I think [I taught him] how to hit,” LaRon
said. “I just showed him how to tackle - just
being reckless, just having a nose for the
ball, just being around the ball. Really, just
giving effort.”
No longer on the same field and 500 miles
apart, the two still make time almost ev
ery day to call and pick apart each other’s

“After every game we talk about hits we
made, who made the harder hit, things we
can improve upon, things like that,” LaRon
said. “We critique each other all the time.”
Dawan said through all the criticizing, they
still give each other positive feedback. Last
week when LaRon was named one of the
12 players up for the Thorpe Award, Dawan
made sure to give credit to his little broth
er.
“I am proud of him,” Dawan said. “It shows
that all his hard work is paying off.”.

games. But it is only a portion of their con
versation. Dawan said there are other things

-Tabby Soignier, The Daily Reveille
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It was an LS U volleyball season that

ment 3-0 that shouldn’t

season as a coach.”

began with seven straight weekends

mar a 21-8 season, the team’s most

The season began in Statesboro, Ga.

on the road that totaled 10,075 miles

successful winning percentage since

where the Tigers went 3-0 and were

of travel, wound its way around to the

the 1992 season.

named the Georgia Southern Invita

first Southeastern Conference West

“This team set a goal of being in the

tional Champions. Then Hurricane

ern Division championship in school

N C A A tournament and being S EC

Katrina slammed into the Gulf Coast

history, and ended at the program’s

West

two days later and changed the Tigers’

first appearance in the N C A A Tourna

goals, but those were certainly two of

ment in 13 seasons.

the main goals and to achieve those

Already scheduled to spend their first

It was a season of milestones for the

goals given the turmoil and adversity,

four weekends on the road because of

Tigers. Although the Tigers may have

I’m really proud of them,” coach Fran

renovations to the Pete Maravich As

been shut out in the N C A A Tourna

Flory said. “It was a very fulfilling

sembly Center, the Tigers

Sports

champions,

amongst

other

season.

All photos by Kat Hilton
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“I think that every goal we set for ourselves, we
achieved.” - Lauren Leaumont
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Volleyball

A ll photos by Kat Hilton

including an undefeated, though

for the program and will lead to

shortened, home season. The

higher expectations for future

Tigers played just six matches

seasons.

at home, including their final

“I think that this season was a

regular season match against

great season and a huge step

Kentucky, which along with a

forward,” Leaumont said. “We

Wildcat victory over the Arkan

have set new standards for our

sas Razorbacks later that week

selves and for the program. It is

end, gave the Tigers a share of

no longer acceptable to just get

the SEC West crown.

into the tournament— we now

LS U then headed to Tuscaloo

have to strive to win those tour

sa and the SEC Championship

naments.”

where things didn’t go as they

The Tigers have secured two

would have hoped. The Tigers

recruits for next season. The T i

were eliminated from the first

gers received National Letters of

round of the tournament by

Intent from Allen High School

Alabama and were sent home

(Allen,

to wait for an at-large bid to the

Alaina Klarquist and Brittnee

N C A A Tournament.

Cooper, a middle blocker from

After more than a week of antic

Thurgood Marshall High School

ipation the Tigers received a bid

(Houston, Texas).

to the tournament, the seventh in

“Alaina Klarquist is an out

school history and the first in 13

standing outside hitter,” Flory

Texas)

outside

hitter

seasons. The Tigers were sent to

said. “She is a dynamic play

Austin, Texas to face the No. 7

er with the opportunity to fill

Texas Longhorns.

Jelena [Mijatovicj’s place. She

The Tigers’ season came to an

is a very physical attacker and

end in the first round of the tour

a very well-trained volleyball

nament with a 3-0 loss to Texas.

player. Brittnee is physical and

It was a disappointing end to a

amongst the most gifted student

long season filled with many

athletes we’ve recruited.”

ups and downs.

Overall, Flory said that 2005

“I think that every goal we set

taught the players where they

for ourselves, we achieved,” said

want to be and on the ride home

outside hitter Lauren Leaumont.

from the N C A A

“We expected ourselves to be

they were already talking about

S EC Western Division Cham

what they want to accomplish

pions. While we didn’t perform

next year.

like we should have in the SEC

“This was a very positive step,

Tournament, we were fortunate

the first step of many, I think,”

ly given the opportunity to be in

Flory said. “The players got

the N C A A Tournament, and that

a taste of what it is to be in

was another goal of ours.”

the N C A A Tournament. They

The Tigers say they are opti

weren’t satisfied; they were dis

mistic after such a successful

appointed with the fact that we

2005 season. Players said that

lost.”

Tournament

this season was a step forward
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Melody Clark
Most of the time a name is followed by

was going to be tall, so she got me into

a title whether it’s student, organization

sports early on so that I could one day get

member or athlete. A ll these things gener

a scholarship,” said Clark who stands at

alize who that person is according to that

6’ 1”. She puts it to good use at her posi

one title placed behind his or her name.

tion as middle blocker, defending against

Melody Clark is all these things and more.

the opposition’s spike attempts over a 7’4”

She is a child psychology junior who has

net. Clark also ran track and played soccer

played on the L S U ’s women’s volleyball

till 9th grade, but decided to focus her at

team for the last three years.

tention on balancing one sport, volleyball,

Melody Clark may have started out in

and school.

the South but her road to L S U wasn’t the

Clark came to LS U in 2003, a pleasant

usual hour drive on the I-10 between New

change from the cold Rockies and a lot

Orleans, where she was bom, and Baton

closer to both sides of her family that re

Rouge. “M y Dad was in the army so we

side in New Orleans. “Sometimes I miss

moved a lot,” said Clark, “we moved to

the mountains and the snow, but I love it

Colorado Springs, Colorado, when I was

here,” said Clark. As for competing on the

six and I stayed there till college.”

volleyball team, Clark finds it rewarding

Beginning in 4th grade, Clark’s mother

“to play for such an awesome school with

was the driving force behind Clark’s in
volvement in sports.
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so much history in sports.”

“M y mom knew I “Our initial perception of Melody was that

Featured Athlete
she would be a great addition to our pro

sports and community service, she still

gram, not just as an athlete, but as a student

manages to find time for a social life. “It’s

as well,” said Fran Flory, L S U ’s head vol

not an extensive social life, but I don’t feel

leyball coach. Besides being very goal-ori

like I’m missing out on anything,” said

ented and possessing a great deal of physi

Clark, “Volleyball is my job and I don’t

cal talent, Flory sees Melody as being a

look at stuff they do on campus first. We’re

very balanced, grounded person on and off

being paid to do this, so volleyball comes

the court.

first and foremost.”

Clark finds it easier to balance school and

Clark has been able to enjoy a few of the

volleyball because of her time doing club

football games this season and likes to

volleyball in high school.

watch the basketball games in the spring.

“I was used to

traveling and I also enjoy reading so dur

She’s okay with waiting till after college to

ing the 9 or so hours on a bus, I can catch

pursue other ventures she would enjoy such

up,” said Clark who also makes it a point

as modeling, learning to play the piano or

to type up papers and do most of her study violin and taking ballet.
ing before she gets on the road.

But she

This season, Clark along with the rest of her

doesn’t take all the credit for being able to

team’s stamina was tested after 8 straight

balance 15 to 20 hours a week of practices,

weekends on the road due to the hurricanes

weekend games and a full schedule. “Aca

this season. “It was very hard physically

demic advisors at the Academic Center for

and mentally to keep up,” said Clark. But

[Student] Athletes help and there are tutors

when asked if it was ever just too much,

if I need them,” said Clark.

Clark responded, “When you’re out on the

Her major, child psychology, is a product

court and you’re playing, you forget about

of her fascination with the mind and also

it. You forget about all the stuff you have to

her love of children. “M y mom is a kinder

do because it’s just what you like to do and

garten teacher so I was around kids a lot,”

it’s so much fun you can’t imagine yourself

said Clark, “I hope to work with and help

not doing it.”

children that have been abused some day.”

Over the last three years, Clark has come

Clark’s dedication to LSU doesn’t stop

to learn from her teammates and coaches

with her performance on the court and in

“how to be a team player, to have a good at

the classroom, but it extends to the commu

titude and to stay positive.” She has taken

nity as well.

Clark is currently President

these things from the court and has inte

of the Student-Athlete Advisory Commit

grated them into all aspects of her life at

tee. The council serves as the governing

LSU.

body for the L S U student-athletes. Council

When asked what to expect of Melody her

members sponsor many community service

senior year, Flory responded, “As a senior,

events including the Halloween BOOzar,

I would expect more of the same for Melo

the Christmas Toy Drive, and other fund

dy. She will continue to be a leader in our

raisers.

program and to be a positive impact on the

The

Southeastern

edged

Conference

Clark’s community

acknowl

involvement

when she was named to the second annual

court, in the classroom and in the commu
nity.”
- Morgan Ford

SEC Volleyball Good Works Team in 2004.
The Good Works Team looks to highlight
an athlete from each school who gives back
to her community with superior service ef
forts.
Though Clark may seem weighed down
by the extent of her involvement in school.
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Courtney Mistich

Although the LSU soccer team finished

gia and Arkansas.

under .500 this season with a record of

season 13 of the team’s 21 players

The Tigers were on a positive upswing

8-10-2 and 3-7-1 in the Southeastern

were underclassmen in 2005. Thirteen

going into the SEC Tournament after

Conference, head coach Brian Lee be

new recruits will also joing the squad

two straight wins including their last

lieves the season built a solid founda

in 2006.

home game of the season against cross

tion for the future of the program.

The team began the season with two

town team Southern.

“Now they can look back for the rest of

134

cover from the loss of five seniors next

losses before rebounding with four

The first round of the SEC Tournament

their lives as we win SEC Champion

straight wins. After a tie the previ

saw the Tigers in a rematch with Ten

ships in the future and do great things

ous week the Tigers tied once again

nessee. The Volunteers had defeated

on the field and know that they were a

in their SEC opener against Kentucky.

the Tigers in Baton Rouge on Oct. 9.

big part in making that happen,” Lee

The team struggled through much of

said of his players in a press release.

their SEC schedule and collected wins

Even though the team will have to re

only against Mississippi State, Geor

Sports

The Tigers season came to an end in
that match in Orange Beach, Ala. with

A l l photos by Josh Molt. The Daily Reve ille
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Stacy McDougall
Watching her breezily jog from the sun-
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a break to refuel and regroup, she jovially

scorched soccer field toward the haven

exclaims, “Come on guys!” It is evident

of the shaded shelter, Stacie McDougall

that all the girls share an easy camaraderie

blends in easily with her fellow teammates.

that usually comes after years of playing

So much so, that initially, I have a hard time

together. Yet McDougall only recently re

picking out the midfielder from her soccer

joined the Lady Tigers soccer team after a

sisters once they crowd around the water

self-imposed two-year hiatus for “personal

cooler. Red shirt freshman Stephanie Ford

reasons.”

takes pity on my craning neck and points

McDougall has been in the game for a

her out. There she is: number three; hair

while. At four, she was already developing

in a loose pony tail. McDougall’s flushed

her soccer skills alongside her best friend,

cheeks; dimples and pleasant smile give

Tyler, whom she credits as being “the rea

her a cherubic appearance, but doesn’t

son I’m an athlete altogether.” Never one

give a hint at the athlete that her coach de

to limit herself, McDougall played softball

scribes as “competitive.”

and basketball, and also ran track and cross

According to her coaches and roommates,

country in high school.

McDougall is a positive individual, a big

After visiting other universities across the,

sister to all the girls. On the field, the fifth-

McDougall said she chose LS U because

year senior is equally adept at distribut

they had “the best athletic program by far.”

ing the ball to her teammates as she is at

At LSU, she was offered spots on both the

distributing encouragement. As they take

basketball and soccer teams. Choosing

Featured Athlete
soccer was a no-brainer.

underclassmen under her wing,” Ford says.

McDougall’s drive to play soccer was

McDougall’s generous spirit follows her

motivated by how much she enjoyed the

off the field as well.

game.“If it’s not fun, then there’s a problem

er Jessica Jimenez says that McDougall re

and that’s why I came back, because it’s fun

members everything. “Melissa

and it’s great,” McDougall says, alluding to

mate] had a birthday recently and she made

her departure.For McDougall, that was the

her a cake. After my surgery, she bought

problem and the reason for her unlikely de

me a SOBE. It’s like my favorite drink!”

parture from the Tiger soccer team. The fun
had left the game, and so did her passion
for it.“I played my first two years and I left
because it was no longer fun. I didn’t enjoy
my life then. It was like a disease; it spread
to my life and I knew that I had to change
something. It made me sad that it was soc
cer but, you know, everything works out for
the best,” McDougall says.McDougall has
no regrets about the decision. Off the soc
cer field for two years, McDougall gleaned
a profound perspective on the game and
life.“It’s just such a gift to get to play at this
level. No experience in life is comparable
to being an athlete at a division one school
and having the support that LS U athletes
have. It’s unbelievable and I appreciate it
on such a different level now that I have
been away for two years. Being older and
being part of a program now that is just go
ing to go to the top with these new coaches;
it’s just incredible,” McDougall says.Her
coaches and teammates are equally grateful
for her experience and it shows in her pres
ence on and off the field.“We are so happy
everyday that she rejoined the team because
she’s such a positive character on the team.
She’s always positive in her thinking and
reinforcement of others. She is a 90-minute
player; she always in for the full competi
tion,” Katie Davis, athletic trainer says.
Ford says that McDougall works her “butt
o ff’ and that she never complains.
“She plays very aggressively for her size.
She gets tossed constantly but it doesn’t
slow her down,” Ford says.Ford knew M c
Dougall before joining the team but M c 
Dougall quit before Ford’s freshman year.

Freshman goalkeep

[team

Jimenez says. McDougall’s journey back
to soccer began with a fortuitous phone call
this summer. In his first year as coach for
the soccer team, Brian Lee received a call
from someone who told him about M cDou
gall, that she was “a very good player and
a good person.”

“Before I know it,

I’m on the phone with Stacie,” Lee says.
Lee says that McDougall had what the
soccer team was looking for in a student
athlete, someone who acts in a good way
on and off the field. “She has a wonderful
mindset for a student athlete. Win or lose,
she’s always smiling,” Lee says.

Lee

says that McDougall is a great leader and a
great sounding board for her fellow soccer
sisters. “It’s like a family,’ McDougall says,
describing her relationship with her coach
es and teammates.

With a rejuvenated

soccer spirit, McDougall is positive about
the future of soccer at LSU. She says that
in the past, people did not take soccer se
riously because “we didn’t give them any
thing to take seriously.” McDougall says
soccer fans are really supportive.
She recalls one fan continuously shout
ing out “beast” during a game.

After the

game, said fan enthusiastically offered that
she was the one calling her a “beast.” M c
Dougall laughs and says she was unsure
how to take it at first. McDougall believes
even more people will start coming to the
games.
Ten years from now, McDougall sees her
next challenge as the world of medicine.
But for now, she is grateful for the opportu
nity to be back playing for the Tigers.
“There are two things you can control on

“She has always been a mother-type figure

the field: your attitude and how hard you
to our team. She’s got tremendous leader work...I'm positive. I always know we can
ship qualities. She’s not very outspoken but
win.”
she leads by example. She seems to take the
- Dinorah Balthazar
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Deonna Lawrence
For Deonna Lawrence, the jump from high

and that talking to the current athletes re

school to college athletics was really easy.

ally confirmed her decision.

As a high school senior, she was a member

She said she hasn't been disappointed with

of the World Junior Team and part of their

her college athletic career so far, but she

gold medal winning 4x400 meter relay.

hasn’t accomplished all over her goals.

“It was a good opportunity for me because I “M y main goal was just to improve my per
competed against some of the best athletes
in the world,” Lawrence said. She said it

Her personal records were extremely good

really prepared her for college-level com

coming out of high school: 23.60 seconds

petition.

in the 200 meters and 52.77 seconds in the

So when it came time for college, she had

400 meters respectively. But that wasn’t

her pick of the litter. Along with LSU, the

the only thing she had to worry about in

sophomore California native and sociolo

college.

gy major was recruited by the typical track

The stronger competition on the track is

powerhouses such as USC, South Carolina,

compounded by a heavier school work

and the University of Florida.

load as well.

But she said after her visit here, she was
sold.
“The school originally got my attention
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sonal records [in the 200 and 400 meters].

“I had trouble adjusting to the new training
program,” Lawrence said.
She came into the program making an

when they hosted the National Champion

impact. She was a member of yet another

ships [in 2002],” she said.

successful 4x400 meter relay, winning an

She said she didn’t really take many visits

indoor S EC title and placing fourth at the

Featured Player

National Indoor Championships. She then
went on to a season best in the open 400
meter time and placed third in the outdoor
S EC Championships.
It seems that for Lawrence, there’s no way
to go but up from here.
-Mandy LeBourgeois
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Ken Skupzki
To

a

perfectionist,

second-best

is

back home. While it was tennis and head

star Ken

coach Jeff Brown that eventually drew

Skupski, even the best can fall short of his

Skupski to LSU, the well-rounded athlete

monumental goals. It wasn’t enough for him

also plays soccer, golf and any other sport

to set the record as the only L S U player to

he feels an inclination towards.

unacceptable.

But

to tennis

win two S EC Indoor Championships. Nor

he said. “It’s a nice sport to relax and get

years (’04-’05 and ’05-’06 seasons), an

away from the strains of tennis.”

accomplishment

that

has

never

been

duplicated before or since by any athlete
in the SEC.
‘[I want to win] again, and again, and again,”
Skupski said. “If I don’t want to be the best
at what I want to do, there’s no point. I’ll
never accept coming in second.”
Bom and raised in Liverpool, England,
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“I play [golf] on a regular basis at home,”

was it enough to win them in consecutive

His younger brother Neal may soon be
following in his considerable footsteps.
While very different, the brothers serve as
each other’s inspiration.
“I’m more vocal, but he’s ‘Mr. Cool,”’
Skupski said. “He’s able to keep calm,
and when he’s under pressure he stays icecold.”

Skupski adopted his life’s philosophy from

Skupski, currently a junior in general

his dad, a former professional soccer player

studies, with minors in communications,

Featured Athlete

LSU's Mark Growcott (left) and Ken Skupski
Men's Tennis Wins at Vanderbilt, 4-3

social work and sociology. He plans to stay

retiring from soccer, serves as a role model

in America and turn pro after graduating

for Skupski. “I’d like to play tennis until

from LSU. And since being ranked No. 1 in
doubles isn’t good enough, of course, his
primary goal is to achieve a rank of No. 1
in singles as well.
‘Even though it’s a personal goal, it’s
beneficial for the team, too,” Skupski said.

I’m about thirty, and then have a family
and get more set financially,” he said.
“Right now tennis is my only goal.”
Skupski prefers live athletic events, but
he also enjoys watching televised games
for just about every sport. He claims his

Though he has had opportunities to go pro,

personal hero in the pro-tennis world as

namely after becoming a quarter-finalist at

Roger Federer, whom he confirms is the

the Junior Wimbledon tournament back in

new Pete Sampras.

high school, Skupski instead chose college
as a sort of “Plan B.” Right now he is
reluctant to consider anything beyond the
world of professional tennis— a world that
is just as eagerly anticipating his arrival—
he says social or police-work is another

Ken truly believes in the adage “practice
makes perfect,” and as this year’s winner
of the ITA All-American Championship
in doubles competition as well as the
ITA Scholar Athlete award, he is a living
testimony.

option to consider after his athletic career.
His dad, who became a police officer after

- Meredith Lapre
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Camila Caliari
When Camila Caliari picked up a tennis

relationship that brothers and sisters can

racket for the first time in her small seven-

have,” said Caliari.

year-old grip, no one was surprised. Bom

A native of Maringa, a city in southeastern

into a family of sports fans, Caliari proved

Brazil known for its coffee, Caliari grew

early on she had inherited the athletic bug.

up to become one of the country’s greatest

She developed her love of tennis after

tennis players. Before beginning college,

tagging along to watch her mom and older

Caliari left a legacy behind at her high

brother on the courts.

school, Colegio Regina Mundi, as one of

Caliari takes pride in her strong family ties,

the most successful tennis players in its

giving especial credit to her mom, Tania

history.

Mara Vecchi.
‘The biggest influence I have ever had in

LS U scene, winning 15 matches in her first

my life is my mother’s influence, not only

year and an equal number her sophomore

in tennis, but in everything I do,” she said.

year. She chose L S U for its tennis program

‘She is definitely not only a mom, she is my

and because she believes earning a diploma

best friend.”

from L S U will open many doors for her

Caliari’s two brothers, Juliano and Lucas,

when she returns to her native Brazil.

are also tennis fans, though their interest in

Now a senior, Caliari prepares to leave

playing is recreational.

behind

‘[We]
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In the spring of 2003 she burst onto the

have

the

prettiest

and

nicest

another

legacy,

this

time

in

collegiate sports. In the fall ’05 season she

Featured Athlete

reached a milestone of 50 doubles wins

In pro tennis Caliari has always enjoyed

in her LS U career and 51 singles wins.

watching Pete Sampras play, but these

Among these many victories, her most

days she also looks up to Roger Federer.

memorable was the team’s triumph over

In the broader world of sports, she gains

Tennessee in the spring of 2004 to win the

inspiration from Lance Armstrong, six

SEC West title.

time consecutive winner of the Tour de

Women’s tennis head coach Tony Minnis

France and cancer survivor.

feels very privileged to have the Brazilian
tennis star on his team.
“You can’t say a bad thing about her,”
Minnis said. “She’s got a great attitude and
she’s worked hard this semester. We’ve

“I think he is amazing as an athlete,” said
Caliari, “Also [in] how he taught all of us
how to be tough, no matter how bad the
circumstances are.”
Majoring in kinesiology has helped her

been very fortunate over the years.”

relate to the sport on a different level,

To Caliari, the most fulfilling thing about

helping her learn things applicable on the

tennis is its unpredictable nature.

athletic field.

“I love playing and not knowing what is

After graduation she plans to return to

going to happen in the next point.” she

Brazil and found her own tennis academy

said. “I think that is the beauty of this

where she wants to coach. She also wants

sport. I love having the chance to come
back in a match when you are losing and
your opponent thinks the match is pretty
much over.”
While some persistent injuries prevented
her in from competing in fall 2005 at the
top of her game, Caliari won two singles

to continue her education and earn a
master’s degree and a PhD. Her noblest
goal, however, is to volunteer in hospitals.
“I feel like I have always been so blessed
in my life, therefore I want to try to bring
some happiness to people that are not as
fortunate as me,” Caliari said.

matches in consolation play of the ITA

Wherever

life

takes

Southwest Regionals that season and one

demonstrated

doubles match in regionals.

succeeding in her goals.

that

she

her,

she

is

capable

has
of

- Meredith Lapre
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Garret Runion
Garrett Runion, a sports leisure studies

tremendously

major, picked up a golf club when he was

father and grandfather initiated his love

2 years old and has not been able to put it

of golf while his mom supported him all

down since. This junior from Orlando has

the way. Though he admits he is not able

competed in tournaments with the LSU

to go home often, Garrett remains close

G olf Team from California to Connecticut.

to his parents, grandparents and younger

His ultimate goal is to play on the PGA

brother Parker.

Tour.

"My mom rarely misses a tournament,”
said Garrett.

home tournament, the Mason Rudolph

His father played college golf at Kent

Intercollegiate, tying the third lowest

State and his mother performed in ski

score in L S U

shows at Sea World. With an athletic

Garrett’s

Sports

His

Runion shot a 65 in the 2005 Vanderbilt

G olf history. This was

Garrett’s college career best.

152

in his golf career.

family

supports

family like his, Garrett was destined to
him

excel in sports.

Featured Athlete

Unfortunately, an arm injury has caused

Skip Bertman spoke with Garrett during his

Garrett to “red shirt” this year. His inability

recruiting trip in 2002. He informed him of

to compete

in tournaments

has made

him love the game even more. It has also
allowed him to exercise his

influence

on underprivileged children through the
SEC Good Works Team. Garrett speaks at

the “dynasties and winning traditions” that
LS U had to offer.
“I didn’t know anything about LS U before,
but I wanted to be a part of that,” said
Runion.

elementary schools about drug awareness,
the importance of staying in school and

- Mandy LeBourgeois

striving to reach goals. Much like his
strategy in golf, he guides them to focus
and never give up.
“It really makes you thankful for what you
have,” Garrett said warmly.
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Melissa Eaton
If you told golf player Melissa Eaton that

ers, and her mother, a former professional

she eats, sleeps and breathes her sport, she

player, now serves as her coach. Her twin

might have trouble disagreeing with you.

sister Nicola plays with her on the LSU

When the vivacious athlete from South

golf team, and their older sister recently

Africa is not practicing her stroke on the

picked up some irons back at home. (In

University Club Plantation’s golf course,

South Africa golf is among the top sports,

she is working toward a degree in market

said Eaton, ranking right up there with

ing so that she can promote her own name

cricket and rugby.) But, according to her,

when she goes pro after college. In her lei “My parents never pushed me into playing
sure time, she enjoys reading biographies

golf. They wanted it to be something [I]

and “real-life stories” about golf players

wanted to do— they never pressured [me].”

and athletics in general. “Golf,” she ex A very diverse athlete back at her high
plains, is “a disciplined sport— you have
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school, Port Shepstone, Eaton swam and

control over what happens. Ultimately it’s

played tennis and hockey in addition to

individualistic— it’s up to you what results

golf. But, when head coach of the LSU

you get out of it. You can’t depend on your

golf team Karen Bahnsen sent an e-mail to

team,” she said, “and you have to be mo

the South African Ladies G olf Association,

tivated.”

the organization passed the word to Eaton,

Eaton’s passion for the game is shared

who had placed second in its Kwazulu Na

by her family. Both her parents are golf

tal order of merit two years running and

Featured Athlete
had ranked 10th nationally. It worked out

On a more personal level, she hopes to “get

perfectly: Bahnsen was looking for excep

my scoring average down to a 70/71— 1

tional golf players, and Melissa and her sis

know I’m capable.. .and I want to be in the

ter were looking for colleges. Both came

top 10 of the National rankings as well as

to L S U on golf scholarships. “We couldn’t

individually.” And with her level of moti

have asked for a better place,” said Melissa.

vation coupled with the progress she has

“L S U offered everything we were looking

shown since her arrival on campus, there is

for— it was meant to be.”

no reason to doubt her future success.

Eaton feels especially fortunate to have

With role models such as Ernie Els, Annike

such well-equipped facilities so close to

Sorrenstam, and L S U

campus. The team practices at the first-

ber David Toms, it’s no wonder she sets

class “U-Club,” which sports a 300-acre

her goals so high (or low, if we’re talking

championship course. According to Eaton,

handicaps). And don’t forget Tiger Woods:

alum PGA-mem-

“We have probably the best in the country!” “I look at the way he’s so focused. Even
Since her freshman year at LSU, Eaton has

when he’s struggling, he’s good!”

decreased her scoring average by almost

When Eaton left her native country and

three strokes, and she only continues to im

came to the United States, her frequent sa

prove.

fari excursions still couldn’t prepare her for

“She is making better decisions on the golf

the experience of LS U tailgating. “When

course and that leads to lower scores,” said

we first came here we thought, ‘you’re cra

Shane Warren, her assistant coach. “I am

zy!’ ” Now she’s a seasoned pro and wishes

not at all surprised at how well she has

football wasn’t limited to the fall semester,

performed this year. You will definitely be

because one of her favorite things about

hearing more from Melissa Eaton.”

LS U is the support that the school and the

She has so far achieved seven top 10s in her

community give to all its athletes.

career and was voted team captain in the

As one of those athletes, she puts her full ef

spring semester of 2006. Coach Bahnsen

fort into her sport. “It’s a constant battle in

feels she is well-qualified for this position:

your mind between you and the golf course,”

“Melissa has been a very good leader for us.

she said. “The minute you can step onto a

She has steadily gotten better and better

golf course and see nothing but the hole and

and I foresee her having a great senior year.

what you intend to do with your shot, and

She is a pleasure to coach and the type of

then actually do it, then that is the moment

young lady that represents LS U very well

you become Tiger Woods.” Or, maybe even

on and off the golf course.”

better, you become Melissa Eaton.

With only nine members on the women’s

- Meredith Lapre

golf team, the girls are a very close-knit
group, supporting each other on their bad
days and offering congratulations on their
good. One of the jokes they often throw
around is, ‘Can we swap our golf scores for
our school scores?’
As captain, Eaton has big plans for her
teammates. Her goal is “for the team to get
to nationals, and for us to be ranked in the
top 10. I’m determined to get there! And,”
she adds, “I just want to be there for the
girls, if there’s anything they ever want to
talk about or get advice on.”
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Niko Dalman
When he’s 10 meters off the ground— that’s

tion of Kelly Robertson, a silver and bronze

“the height of a three-story building” in lay

springboard medalist in the 1984 and 1988

man’s terms— Niko Dalman feels on top of

Olympics. “She taught me many lessons in

the world. That’s because the LSU sopho

the pool and out,” Dalman said. “She is over

more’s forte is the powerful sport of diving.

all just a great person to look up to.” And as

“I love the water and I also love flipping my

captain of his team in high school, Dalman

body off things,” said Dalman, who has been

was coached by Jim Southerland, a commit

a member of the men’s swimming and diving

tee member of USA Diving, Inc., which is

team since his freshman year. “So put those

recognized by the U.S. Olympic Committee

two things together and I guess I’m addicted

as the sport’s national governing body.

to this sport. [I] can’t get enough.”

Dalman is currently under the capable disci

Dalman has always trained with the best of

pline of LS U ’s diving coach Douglas Shaffer.

the best; his first coach was his own dad, Jeff “He really knows how to get into your mind,”
Dalman said. “He helps us mentally execute

Dalman, a former diver for SeaWorld. As

a child, “I came across a video tape of my the dive before even getting into the water.
father diving in the SeaWorld show in Or Visualization is the key in diving, and once
lando,” he said, “so my older brother and I you master it you can perform your dives at
started flipping around on the trampoline [in

the best of your ability, no matter if you are 1

the backyard] like they did in the show. Soon

or 10 meters above the water.”

after, we both began springboard and plat “Diving,” said Shaffer, is largely “a men
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form diving into the pool.”

tal sport. You have to be visually clear, and

Dalman has also been under the instruc

Niko’s always responded well to challenges

Featured Athlete
and competitive situations.”
Born in Buffalo, N.Y., Dalman was swim
ming by kindergarten, taking after his older
brother, Chris. He attended Auburn High
School in the state of Washington, where
he lettered in diving and water polo. He
laughingly recalls the headlines their ac
robatic feats inspired back then: “The
Dalmans dalminated once again in diving
yesterday...” He also participated in the Ju
nior Olympics, placing seventh in the West
championships and qualifying six times for

If that’s true, we will one day see Dalman,
who is leaning towards a major in forestry
management and geology, working for King
County Parks and Recreation back in Wash
ington. “My goal is...to help conserve the
environment and allow people to notice the
beauty of the land in the Northwest.”
In the meantime, though, Dalman has only
just begun to create his legacy in the South,
and we will be hearing more from him in
the years to come.
-Meredith Lapre

Nationals.
Though it was quite a hop, skip and a jump
across the country to come to Louisiana for
college, “all that LSU had to offer just sold
me compared to the other schools,” Dalman
said. “I picked LSU because of the team at
mosphere and bonding that I felt.” It also
helped that “three of the [LSU] divers at the
time were from the state of Washington and
informed me what it is like going to school
so far away.”
It didn’t take Dalman long to make a (pro
verbial) splash once he got here. In the 20042005 season he became the first LSU diver
to earn “SEC Freshman of the Year.” He
was the only freshman to qualify that year
for the N C A A Championships at the Zone
B Regionals, and he was the highest-scor
ing 1-meter diver at the NCAAs for LSU
since 2001. He was also the university’s
best finisher in the 1-meter and 3-meter at
the SEC Championships, and he earned the
2005 Honorable Mention All-American in
the 1-meter.
The following year he placed 12th in the
platform competition at the NCAAs, help
ing LSU enter the Top 40. But “the records
don’t mean a bunch to me as long as I’m
doing the best that I can,” Dalman said. “I
mostly just go to the pool every day to dive
and have fun.”
In addition to learning the difference be
tween a back pike and reverse layout, Dal
man has also learned the importance of at
titude through his sport. “Your attitude is
what makes you who you are and how you
will go about doing everything in your life,”
he said. “If you have a positive attitude you
will succeed eventually.”
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LSU Women's Swimming

Heather Brand
Swimming, diving, hockey, rugby, cricket,

leading her team as captain and being named

gymnastics, track and cross country— L S U ’s “Swimming Sportswoman of the Year.”
swim team captain Heather Brand has done

After high school, “if you want to carry on

it all, and soon she hopes to take her cho

swimming,” she said, “you [want] to go to

sen collegiate sport all the way to the top by

America.” Though she had never before set

proudly representing her native Zimbabwe
in the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing.

foot on United States soil (or water), she
“jumped on the airplane with a wave and a

From a young age Heather’s parents encour

proud tear from my mom and a punch in the

aged her to participate in a variety of sports.

arm from my dad,” and flew over 7000 miles

Her dad, James, was an accomplished rugby

to begin her first year at LSU in the fall of

player and hurdle runner, and Pamela, her

2001.

mom, was a swimmer. Now, as the senior “When I got to Louisiana my first impression
prepares to graduate from LSU, she can at [was] ‘where is the oxygen?”’ she remem
tribute much of her success to their uncondi
tional support.
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bers. “It was so hot and humid.”
While the weather was certainly motivation

“My mom is my idol and my dad is my hero,"

to jump in a pool every day, “[field] hockey

she said. “Without them I wouldn’t be half

would have been the next in line” if college

the person I am.”

swimming hadn’t worked out for her.

Brand first took to the water at the ripe age of

Fortunately for L S U ’s swim team, that back

five. At eight she made the Eastern Transvall

up plan proved unnecessary. After taking a

team and began to swim competitively. She

red shirt her freshman year, Brand swam in

continued to compete throughout high school,

every meet of the 2002-2003 season and re-

Featured Athlete
ceived the LSU Director’s Cup. Since then she

is to one day return to Africa and run a safari,

has competed in the SEC Championships for

where I can bring people in who have never

four years running. She has lettered for four

felt the warmth and peace of the African sun.

years and she’s been named as many times

I’d like to say that any LSU Tiger, young or

to the SEC Academic Honor Roll. She was

old, will always be welcome,” she said.

hailed on the lsusports.net Web site as “argu

In the meantime, though, she’s excited about

ably the most valuable swimmer on the squad”

graduation “because now I am going to be

in the 2004-2005 season, and that same year

able to fully concentrate on my swimming

she was the only member of her team to par

and preparing myself to qualify for the Olym

ticipate in the N C A A Championships. In 2005

pics,” she said.

she represented Zimbabwe in four events at
the FINA World Championships.

“I have been so privileged to have this oppor
tunity to get a degree and train intensely,” she

Swimming and diving assistant coach Anne

said. “I plan to stay here at LSU [as a grad

Shawhan said, “When I think of what it means

student] and train until 2008.”

to be a “tiger,” Heather Brand immediately
comes to mind. [She] has been an incredible
athlete to coach, always pushing herself to
the edge. As captain she led the Lady Tigers
with tremendous passion and unsurpassable
energy.”
Heather has achieved a number of LSU re
cords, including the third-fastest mark in the
100-meter butterfly. But the “highest moment”
for the swimmer was breaking the school re
cord in the 200-meter freestyle relay and plac
ing third at the 2006 SEC Championships; as
the final swimmer in the relay, she finished
0.01 seconds before Kentucky.* More recent
ly, at the 2006 NCAAs, she was a member of
the 400-meter freestyle relay team that broke
LSU ’s school record with a time of 3:22:21.
Such success didn’t come without unrelent
ing determination and effort. She truly be
lieves that “if you work hard enough and
want it badly enough and believe in yourself
you can do it.” She values the discipline and
knowledge she has gained over the years as
an athlete.

As an international student, Heather can more
fully appreciate the diversity of her team.
“That’s the great thing about American college
swimming — there are quite a few foreigners,
and when we go to international meets we all
meet up,” she said. “It’s awesome.”
Best friend and opera singer Megan Barrios
met Heather when the swimmer worked as
Associate House Manager for the LSU Union
Theater. Barrios said, “We connected on the
performance level. Mine is very subjective;
hers is very objective. “Seeing her succeed
in music pushes me forward,” said Heather.
“We learnt so much about how, even though
we are in completely different fields, we do
a lot of the same things...like practicing a lot,
being determined, and having all the passion
in the world for what we do.”
Brand has also thrived off of the comraderie of her team here at LSU. “Team is so big
and important here,” she said, comparing her
LSU training to the training she received be
fore coming to the States. “[It’s] just wonder
ful because it’s not just about you, you do it

‘1 have had to make many sacrifices for my

for your team.”
[sport],” she said. “I have always had to jug As captain for the second consecutive year,
gle a sport and school,” which compelled her she thinks “being a good leader is having
to develop time management skills. But often good followers. My team believed in me and
her sports offered opportunities for hands-on

they know that I believed in them full-heart-

learning that schooling in a classroom didn’t.

edly. It has been a great experience.” Team

She “[learned] about lactic acid before I ever

mate Jeanine Malbrough said, “She was the

did in a biology class” and “how to splint up

type of person that never let you down...Her

a broken ankle...just from listening to my
coaches.”

leadership skills were seen both inside and
outside the pool.”

But within the classrooms of LSU, Brand has
chosen to study wildlife, another of her life
long passions. In May of 2006 she will earn
her undergraduate degree in wildlife manage
ment with a minor in sociology. “My dream
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LSU Basketball
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Garret Temple
When your father and brother both precede

couldn’t ask for a better team player than

you in something that you are trying to do

Garrett Temple,” Brady said. “He rejoices

well at, there’s always a certain amount of

and feels good when his teammates do

anticipation as to how well you will perform.

well.

For Garrett Temple, that something is

accolades he could get for the sake of the

LS U basketball and he has satisfied and

team.”

superseded all expectations.

Glen Davis, Temple’s teammate and friend,

Before Temple even attended LSU, the

also had nothing but good things to say

Temple name was a part of the tradition of

about him.

LSU basketball. His father, Collis Temple

player,” Davis said. “The sky’s the limit

the LS U basketball team when he began

for him if he keeps up the hard work and

playing in 1971. Garrett’s older brother,

dedication that he has.”

Brady from 1999-2003.
Continuing

the success of his family,

Garrett has proved to be an exceptional
player.

He sports the reverse of both

Collis’ #41 jerseys, playing #14 as a guard.
After red-shirting last season, Temple has
made his presence known on the court. “I

Sports

“I’ve seen him grow into a miraculous

Jr., was the first African American ever on

Collis Temple III, played for Coach John

170

He’s willing to sacrifice whatever

Speaking of their friendship, Temple has
known many of his teammates for quite
some time.
“Two of my best friends from when I was
young are Tyrus Thomas and Glen Davis. I
also have grown close to Tasmin Mitchell.
I’ve been playing with him since I was 12,”

Featured Athlete

Temple said. "Knowing each other before

[Mitchell] leaving, we’re going to need

we came here, we have a certain something

another guy to hit open jump shots. In the

that a lot of other teams don’t. It’s just the

off-season, I’m going to work hard.”

icing on the cake to get to play with these

As previously stated, Temple’s family has

guys.”

had a history of playing basketball for LSU.

As a young player through with his first

The talent and experience given to Temple

regular season, Temple’s potential will

from his father and brother have changed

continue to grow and develop over the

him as a player and as a person.

coming years.

“They taught me to be a team player and to

'He’s improved tremendously as the year

relax while playing the game, make it fun,"

has gone along.

His junior and senior

Temple said. “Plus, Collis [III] played

year, he’s going to be an all-league player.

under the same coach as me and at almost

There’s no question in my mind,” Brady

the same time as me. It helps a lot having

said.

a basketball background.”

“I’ve seen him adapt well

to college

“It all goes back to [Temple’s] character

life and college basketball,” Davis said.

and the kind of person he is,” Brady said.

“His demeanor and the things he does

“He’s been raised right. He’s got a value

as far as basketball goes have changed

system that is impeccable.”

tremendously.”

Temple will be someone to watch for in

Even with the positive support from those

the coming years as a star player for the

around him, Temple still feels he can

Tigers.

always get better.

"His time’s going to come,” Brady said.

“I want to work on my jump shot and
my quickness,” he said. “With Darrel

- Ross Young
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LSU Mascot

PhotobyKevinPaul

Mike the Tiger
So you think you know Mike the Tiger?

the Dance Dance Revolution tournament!”

Whether he is leading L S U to victory,

Mike boasted.

climbing the clock tower or flirting with

There is nothing Mike loves more than LS U

the ladies he is sure to show his competi

sports. His fondest memories are from the

tive, silly or even charming side. All of

many challenges and victories of LS U ath

these qualities might seem a little much,

letics. The Peach Bowl was a momentous

but all of them comprise our beloved Mike

victory for the L S U football team with a

the Tiger.

40-3 defeat over the Miami Hurricanes.

“M y goal is to take a picture with every stu “We beat Miami by the biggest margin in
dent that comes to LSU, especially all the history,” Mike said.
women!” Mike growled.
Mike was delighted to partake in Spring

Devils was also one of M ike’s favorite mo

Invitational where he was able to meet

ments of this year.

many of the incoming freshmen. He sized
each of them up for that certain Tiger Pride
that is required for admission to LSU. Ap
parently, Mike has a skill that few know
about, Dance Dance Revolution. After
meeting and greeting the freshmen, Mike
let his competitive side shine.
“I went on to show them all who is king in
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The Sweet Sixteen defeat over the Duke

“Beating Duke made the Sweet Sixteen
really sweet and then both the men’s and
women’s teams made it to the Final Four!”
Mike said proudly.
The Gymnastics team pleased Mike once
again with their return to nationals. The
softball team held up a 13-game winning
streak.

“It was one of the best seasons in history!”

admits.

Mike said.

Everyone, especially Mike, was glad to

Mike is always ready for competition! He

welcome students from New Orleans after

tells of his routine during a gameday.

this year’s hurricane season. Everyone was

“Any gameday for any sport starts out with

pleased to accommodate the displaced stu

a properly balanced diet of the opposing

dents, hoping to make their time at LS U a

mascot,” Mike said. “Then I go through my

memorable one.

pregame practice cheers.”

“I made a lot of new friends from other

He makes sure to get everyone, team and

schools in New Orleans like UNO, Xavier,

fans, pumped before the game.

Dillard, and even Tulane!” Mike rumbled.

“When I run the team out of their locker
room, I’m ready to beat whichever unlucky
team has to play us that day,” Mike roared.
Mike was reluctant to comment on his love
life. He did, however, proclaim himself to

Nobody loves Gumbo more than Mike the
Tiger. He adds a few extra ingredients from
around the Southeastern Conference (SEC).
Mike loves mascots!
“A

little razorback, elephant, gamecock,

be a “stud.” He has a confident demeanor

bulldog, gator and wildcat are always on

that he would never want perceived as “big

my diet!” Mike roars.

headed.” He uses his playful side to get

-Mandy LeBourgeois

laughs.
“I love to cheer people up and make them
laugh so I am always joking around,” Mike
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April Burkholder
ESPN sportscaster and former elite gymnast

national champion. She was also a member

Bonnie Berstein once said, “Gymnastics

of the 1997 Region III team that placed first

is one of the world’s most physically

at the U S A G National Championships.

demanding sports, but its lifelong benefits

Though her older sister, Ashley was also a

far outweigh the rigors of practice and

gymnast, it was Burkholder’s father who

competition.”

became her biggest influence.

Nine-time All-American April Burkholder

‘He pushed and supported me to the point

can attest to this statement. Her lifelong

that I realized how important dedication

benefits date back to age three. When

was in my sport,” Burkholder said.

many

Burkholder can trace another, not-so-well-

toddlers

are

taking

their

first

tentative steps, she was already “climbing

days: rap music. Forming a rap group

their daughter to stay off the furniture,

with three other friends, April “Alazae”

her parents signed her up for gymnastics

Burkholder went on to become a step team

lessons.

co-captain, her new nickname emblazoned

Bom

and

raised

in

Houston,

Texas,

Burkholder trained at Excel Gymnastics

Sports

on the back of her shirt.
When

Burkholder

began

looking

into

under David Worley. By high school she

colleges, it was the gymnastics coaches at

was already making a name for herself as

LS U that sold her.

a three-time Junior Olympic all-around
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known passion back to her high school

all over everything.” So, rather than telling

“[They] were very supportive on my trip,

Featured Athlete

and I felt real at home,” she said. “I didn’t

May she wants to see the Lady Tigers win

get that feeling on my other trips.”

a National Championship.

Starting her college career off with a bang, “Competing is the best thing about our
Burkholder was named the SEC Freshmen

sport,” Burkholder said. “[It] requires so

of the Year. Four years later, as she prepares

much hard work and dedication that it takes

to graduate after building an extraordinary

over our lives growing up and defines us

resume, it’s hard to find a record she hasn’t

as a person to a certain extent.”

broken.

Her teammates also look up to her with the

At L S U alone, she’s set the school record

utmost respect.

in the all-around with a score of 39.875, “She is very team-oriented person. She
and she is the only individual to score
had received many accolades and I know
two perfect 10.00s on beam. She shares without a doubt she would give up any of
the record for beam, vault and floor with

those achievements for the team to make

perfect 10.00s. She has also scored no less

Super Six. This is her last year and she is

than four 10.00s on floor; no one else in

very focused on doing her best,” teammate

LSU history has been able to score more

Kelly Phelan said.

than two. Neither has any other LS U

This summer Burkholder will be gracing

gymnast earned conference athlete of the

Seaworld

year honors.

nationally acclaimed artistic abilities to

with

her

presence

and

her

Beyond LSU, Burkholder is also the only

perform with a show entitled “Riptide.”

gymnast in school history to notch two

Her ultimate goal, though, involves her

perfect 10.00s at the same meet. But she

rap music.

didn’t earn these significant achievements

As a gymnast, though, she’ll never be

without

forgotten at LSU.

a

remarkable

level

of

self-

confidence in striving towards her dreams.

“It has been wonderful

working

with

“Most people don’t realize that in sports, if

someone so dedicated to the sport and so

you don’t believe in yourself, nobody else

talented,” said Kelly. ’’She has pushed me

will,” Burkholder said.

to be a better gymnast and I will miss her
love of the sport.”

Burkholder has the highest confidence
in her team as well. In fact, before the
general studies major leaves LSU this
- Meredith Lapre
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LSU Baseball
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Clay Dirks
Some may strive for knowledge in order

never know what can happen,” Dirks said.

to gain an advantage over others, but Clay

He is also interested in coaching high

Dirks strives for knowledge in order to

school baseball. He realizes the impact he

pass it down. He has proven to be a true

would have on the lives of young athletes

leader and sincerely enjoys helping out his

and students.

fellow ballplayers.
Dirks has passion and pride in everything
he sets out to accomplish. He remains fo
cused both on and off the baseball field.
When the Mississippi native is not studying
or playing baseball, he is fishing or golf
ing. He also speaks to elementary school
students on the importance of life issues
through the LSU Student Athlete Advisory
Committee.
As a General Studies major, Dirks is con
sidering graduate school for criminology.
Dirks is attracted to the field because of its
unpredictability.
“It is an interesting field because you really
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“High school is such an important time in
anyone’s life,” Dirks said.
His most rewarding aspect of any of his
activities is when he is allowed the chance
to help and guide others, especially those
younger than him. He can remember his
elementary school being visited by a base
ball player from Ole Miss and the impact it
had on him as a young child.
”I remember looking up to him thinking
how cool he was,” Dirks said. “I knew I
wanted to be a college athlete.”
He learns and grows from every person,
experience and challenge he is met with.

Featured Player

Dirks’ family, teammates and coach have

there for me,” Dirks laughed.

all instilled with prized qualities that he ex

He is extremely close to his entire family.

plains will never be taken for granted. He

His sister played basketball for Christian

credits his late father with entrusting him

Brothers University, while his older brother

with his most prized attributes.

played college football.

“He taught me dignity, respect for others,

Dirks feels he is given the opportunity to

courage and work ethic,” Dirks said thank
fully.

guide his younger teammates with baseball

Though his father passed away during

The roster for the 2005-2006 season con

and every day struggles they encounter.

Dirks’s freshman year of high school, he

tains 16 freshman and seven sophomores,

was able to teach him some of the most

forcing many older players like Dirks to

valuable lessons that continue to play a ma

take on leadership roles.

jor role in his lifestyle.

“I always try to be a good leader for the

Head Coach Smoke Laval has taught Dirks

guys,” Dirks said “and I hope I’ve done

that “everything matters.” Dirks said that

that.”

he understands the importance of the small

The younger players are likely to be faced

things in life that comprise a larger picture.

with normal stresses of school and baseball

“Whether it is just one pitch, at bat or in true
life,” Dirks said. “It all matters.”

similar to those faced by Dirks.
“We all go through the growing pains and

Dirks’ mother, step-father, older sister and

learning experiences,” Dirks said.

older brother all support him in his ath

Dirks continues to learn and grow from

letic career by listening to or watching ev

those around him. He looks forward to

ery game if attendance is not possible. His

leading the Tiger baseball team in the com

mother takes a great interest in her son’s

ing year with an intent outlook.

talents. She let her motherly instincts take
over when Dirks was hit with a ground ball
during a game.
“She called my phone during the game and

“Every day counts,” Dirks said. “You can’t
take it for granted when you have things to
accomplish, life to live and family to love.”
-Mandy LeBourgeois

left me a voicemail to let me know she was
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LSU Softball

Photo courtesy of LSI lsports.net

Lauren Delahoussaye
L S U Softball third baseman Lauren Dela

out in everyone. During summer camps

houssaye is highly regarded by her team

hosted by the softball team, Delahoussaye

and coach for her personality, passion and

is said to be a favorite of the youth. Her

talent.

positive attitude excels her into leadership

Delahoussaye recently moved from short

roles in the camp.

stop to third base and excelled immedi “The kids always gravitate to her,” Gir
ately. She was a member of the 2005 SEC

ouard said.

Academic Honor Roll for her excellence in

Delahoussaye is a humble and valuable

study of Mass Communication, 2004 First-

player to the team. The most important as

Team All-Louisiana, 2004 Purple and Gold

pect of LS U softball to her is just being a

Challenge All-Tournament Team, as well

part of such a great department and team.

as other teams honoring her ability.

She has immense respect for her team and

Delahoussaye, called “Della” by her team,

coach and readily credits them for many of

is described as the girl that everyone

her outstanding attributes.

loves.
“She has a bubbly, infectious personality,”
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“I cherish being a part of a team that gets
along so well,” said Delahoussaye.

“We

coach Yvette Girouard said.

all have great chemistry.”

Personality is a key element in forming a

She has admittedly learned a great deal of

unified team, and Delahoussaye brings that

her passion and competitiveness from the

Featured Athlete

L S U team. Realizing the skill of her team

able to start among all of these other ath

mates has caused her to push herself more

letes that are all really good,” Delahous

than ever.

saye said.

“In high school, I was always a hard worker, “She is a pleasure to coach because she is
but I took a lot for granted,” Delahoussaye

such a passionate player,” Girouard said.

said.

-Mandy LeBourgeois

During her high school career, Delahous
saye was the 2002 Gatorade Softball Player
of the Year, member of Who’s Who Among
the Nation’s Top Athletes, M V P of the
2002 High School All Star Game, recipient
of four academic letters, president of the
student body and prom queen. She gradu
ated in 2002 with a 4.0 GPA.
Not surprisingly, Delahoussaye was a star
player at Teurlings Catholic High School.
Transitioning to L S U softball was a slight
shock for her, but forced her to become
even better.
“It’s awesome just getting here and being
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Memorable moments...
Two hurricanes and a return to prominent tournaments for two LS U teams
marked one of the most memorable fall semesters in sports in LS U history.

August

August 29, 2005- Hurricane Katrina
Hurricane Katrina slammed into the G u lf Coast on August 29, 2005, forever

changing the lives o f those she affected. With all o f the suffering and
devastation she left in her wake, sports seemed inconsequential. But the
sports world continued to move, although it moved in a different way at
LSU.
The Pete Maravich Assembly Center ceased to hold sports practices.
Instead, it was turned into a hospital that served Katrina evacuees brought
in on helicopters that landed on the track field. Athletes, as well as
members o f the student body, donated their time and effort to the relief
effort.
With the campus so involved in the relief effort, the football home
opener against North Texas was postponed until October. A week later the
Tigers played what was supposed to be their second home game 1,500 miles
away in Tempe, Ariz. Another hurricane, Hurricane Rita, would delay their
home opener a third time two weeks later.
With their usual practice facility used as a hospital, the volleyball
team moved out o f the P M A C and into the University Recreation Center. The
team, already not scheduled to have a home game until a month into their
season because o f renovations to the P M A C , then waited eight weeks to play
their first home game.
Other teams, including soccer and cross country, had games and meets
canceled. It was a strange disruption for a campus that so loves its
sports.
Eventually, with time, things returned to normal. But Hurricane
Katrina had certainly left an imprint on the LSU sports world.
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September

September 18, 2005- Volleyball takes down No. 8 Notre
Dame

It’ d already been a weird week in the L S U sports world.
The Tigers’ third try at a home opener seemed like it was

The Tigers beat a top ten ranked team for the first time

finally going to happen when Hurricane Rita introduced

in 13 years when they knocked o ff No. 8 ranked Notre

herself to the Louisiana coast. With the threat o f the ap

Dame. The Tigers won three out o f the match’s five games
to defeat the Fighting Irish. The Tigers took the

proaching storm, ESPN cancelled its planned visit to Ba
ton Rouge for a Friday morning taping o f Cold Pizza and

first two games 30-28 and 30-22 before the Irish fought

an edition o f College GameDay and L S U ’s contest with

back and won the next two 23-30 and 26-30.

Tennessee was moved from Saturday, September 24 to
Monday, September 26.

The match was sent into a fifth game and the two teams
played each other closely. An attack error by Notre Dame

The Tigers seemed in control during the first half o f

gave the Tigers the game 20-18 and the match 3-2. The

the first ever Monday night game in school history, taking

Tigers improved to 7-1 on the season and picked up 86

a 21-0 lead into the locker room at halftime. But Tennes

votes in the C S TV /A V C A Coaches poll after the victory,

see wouldn’ t give in and scored 24 second half

though they would not crack the Top 25 until the next

points to send the game into overtime. LSU scored a field

week. That ranking would be the first for the Tigers since
1993.

one-yard touchdown when they took the ball next and sent

goal with their first possession, but the Volunteers scored a
92,000 Tiger fans home with a 30-27 loss.

September 26, 2005- Tigers lose 21-0 halftime lead, fall
30-27 to Tennessee
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October 22, 2005- Auburn’s missed field goal gives the
Tigers a 20-17 overtime victory

October 28, 2005- Soccer advances to the SEC Tournment
for the first time since 2002

It seemed like deja-vu when the Tigers went into overtime
against Auburn and had to settle for a field goal when they

With a win against Arkansas in Arkansas for the first time

took possession o f the ball. A ll most Tiger fans could think

in program history, the Tigers launched themselves into the

about was that the Tigers’ loss toTennessee had begun the

Southeastern Conference Tournament for the first time in

exact same way.

three years.

LSU found itself in its second overtime game o f the season

The Tigers found themselves in a five-game SEC losing
streak and needing a win to qualify for the tournament

by virtue o f tying Auburn with a Chris Jackson field goal
with 1:40 to play in regulation. The Tigers took the 20-17

when they headed to Fayetteville. LS U was holding on to

overtime lead and readied themselves

a 4-1 lead when the Lady Razorbacks scored two consecu

for Auburn’s retaliation.

tive goals to cut the score to 4-3. But Arkansas would
not score again and the Tigers would take the victory and

Those Tigers too were forced to attempt a field goal. The

the invitation to the SEC Tourney in Orange Beach, Ala.

ball left the foot o f John Vaughn and sailed toward the stu
dent section before hitting the left upright, denying Auburn
the tie and giving LS U the 20-17 victory.

October
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November

November 12, 2005- Tigers win another overtime thriller, beat No. 3 Alabama
It was a battle for the lead o f the SEC West when No. 5 LSU met No. 3

Alabama in Tuscaloosa in November and the game certainly lived up to all o f
its hype.
Tiger fans had a reason to be nervous when L S U went into the locker
room at halftime trailing the Crimson Tide 10-0. But the Tigers came alive
in the second half to score 10 unanswered points and send the game into
overtime.
L S U found itself in its third overtime game o f the season. After
winning the toss, the Tigers elected to play defense. The Tide settled for
a 34-yard field goal to move the score to 13-10. The Tigers took possession
and moved the ball to the 15-yard line with a JaMarcus Russell to Justin
Vincent pass before gaining another four yards on a reverse to Xavier
Carter. Moments later an 11-yard pass landed in the arms o f wide receiver
Dwayne Bowe and gave the Tigers the victory 16-13.
The Tigers gained control o f the SEC West and moved to No. 4 in the
national rankings.
Novem ber 27, 2005- Volleyball receives bid to the N C A A Tournament for the
first time in 13 seasons
After assembling the most wins in one season since 1993 and winning
their first SEC Western Division title in program history, the volleyball
team received a bid to the N C A A Tournament for the first time in 13
seasons.
The Tigers were hungry for a bid to the tournament after finishing
65th in a 64-seed bracket in 2004. Their diligent play throughout the
season was rewarded with a trip to Austin, Texas to face Texas in the N C A A
Tourney.
Though the Tigers would fall to Texas in the first round o f the
tournament, that loss did not mar the most successful season for the Tigers
in over a decade.
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December
December 3, 2005- Tigers bested by Georgia in the SEC Tournament, 34-14
It’s a moment most Tiger fans probably would rather not remember.
Nine straight victories found the Tigers in the Atlanta trying to
claim their third Southeastern Conference title in five years. The
University o f Georgia, on the other hand, had other plans. The Bulldogs
became the SEC Champions with a 34-14 victory over the Tigers.
LS U never did get into a rhythm and fell behind early 14-0 before
heading into halftime trailing 21-7. The Tigers loss quarterback JaMarcus
Russell in the third quarter, and by the fourth were trailing U G A 27-7.
Both teams scored once more before time expired, bringing the final score
to 34-14.
Tw o days later the Tigers accepted an invitation to meet Miami in the
Chick-Fil-A Peach Bowl.
December 15, 2005- No. 3 Lady Tigers defeat No. 4 Ohio State 64-48.
The No. 3 Lady Tigers basketball team snapped Ohio State’s 21-home
game winning streak when they beat the No. 4 ranked team 64-48 in Columbus.
The Lady Tigers closed the first half o f the game by going on a 23-5
run, including a 13-0 run, to take a 33-15 lead. The Buckeyes would go on a
13-2 run in the second half, but it could get them no closer to the Lady
Tigers than 12 behind.
Seimone Augustus and Sylvia Fowles both scored above 20, scoring 21
and 25 respectively. Fowles 25 points marked a career high.
The early season victory improved the Lady Tigers record to 7-0 and
would help pave the way to the Final Four.
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A trip to the Final Four for both the men and the women’s basketball teams
and a national title for an all-star LS U gymnast were just three memorable
moments for LS U sports in the Spring of 2006.

January
January 5, 2006- Football ends the season ranked No. 5 by Coaches, No. 6 by
A P after Peach Bow l triumph
It seemed strange that after such a upside-down season that the
Tigers ended the season basically where they began it-ranked No. 5 in the
Coaches Poll and No. 6 in the A P Poll. The Tigers jumped several spots in
both polls after dominating Miami in the Chick-Fil-A Peach Bowl, beating
the Hurricanes 40-3.
Les M iles closed out his first season as L S U ’s head coach on December
30, 2005 with the Peach Bowl victory. The win brought the Tigers record to
11-2, only the third time in program history the team collected at least 11
wins.
Ifl the Peach Bowl the Hurricanes scored the first points o f the
contest, a field goal with 8:45 to play in the first quarter. It would be
not only M iam i’s only lead, but its only points in the game. LSU, led by
quarterback Matt Flynn filling in for injured JaMarcus Russell, would then
go on to score an impressive 40 unanswered points.
The Tigers 2005 season ironically ended with what it began with: a
hurricane.
January 7, 2006- M en’s Basketball loses heartbreaker to No. 2 UConn, 67-66
It looked like it was going to be a stunning upset for the unranked
men’s basketball team on a cold, January night in Hartford, Conn.
In the first half the Tigers were holding on to a 14 point lead with
five minutes to go until halftime against No. 2 UConn. A 6-0 Tiger run had
brought the lead the 14 points, when UConn called a timeout. After the
timeout the Huskies cut L S U ’s lead in half and the two teams went into the
locker room at halftime with the score at 37-30.
With less than four minutes remaining the second half, the Huskies
regained the lead for the first time since early in the first half, and
left the Tigers trailing 61-59. Tyrus Thomas tied the scored on the Tigers
next possession, but UConn would soon score again and take the lead for
good. With the score at 67-66, Thomas tried a last gasp 3-point attempt at
the buzzer, but the ball bounced o ff the backboard and gave the win to the
Huskies.
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February

February 27, 2006- Gymnastics jurpps to No. 7 in national

When she graduated high school in 2002, Seimone Augustus

rankings

had a big decision to make: Where would she play college
basketball?

A fter lingering around the Top 10 for several weeks, the
gymnastics team jumped four spots from No. 11 to No. 7 in

L S U fans couldn’t have been happier with the choice she

the national rankings on February 27, 2006.

made.

Earlier in the week the team had posted a season-high score

Four years later, Augustus played her last game at LSU. In

o f 196.575 but still fallen to the No. 5 ranked Oklahoma

that game against Mississippi State, Augustus scored 27

Sooners. Tw o days later the team rebounded and beat in

points and helped the Tigers win their second consecutive

state foe Centenary with their highest

Southeastern Conference outright regular season title.

road score thus far in the season, 196.525.
In her four years at LSU, Augustus achieved many honors,
After the matches the Tigers improved their Regional

including the 2003 United States Basketball Female Athlete

Qualifying score eight-tenths o f a point to 195.955. Besides

o f the Year, 2003 Louisiana Freshman o f the Year, 2003
Consensus National Player o f the Year, 2005 and 2006 SEC

jumping an impressive four spots in the overall rankings, the
Tigers also improved in all four

Player o f the Year, 2004, 2005 and 2006 Kodak A ll-A m eri

individual events. L S U was ranked No. 2 on the floor exer

can and 2005 and 2006 A P National Player o f the Year, just

cise (49.205), No. 8 on the vault (49.090), No. 9 on the bars

to name a few. She started an LS U record 140 games in her

(48.955) and No. 11 on the beam

career, became the fourth player in LSU history to reach

(48.745).

2,000 career points in December 2005 and scored double

February 26, 2006- Seimone Augustus’ plays last home

other accomplishments.

figures in an LS U record 97 straight games, among many
game at LS U
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March

March 25, 2006- M en’s Basketball advances to the Final Four
Twenty years to the day o f the Tigers last Final Four appearance, the 2005 team ad
vanced to the Final Four by beating Texas 70-60 in overtime.

The T ig er’s Final Four run began in Jacksonville, FI. with an 80-64 win over Iona.
The Tigers trailed at the half in that contest, 37-32, but went on scoring runs in the
second half o f 18-7 and 10-0 to get the 80-64 win and advance to the next round o f
the tournament.
The Tigers needed a last second 3-pointer from Darrel Mitchell to hold o ff Texas
A & M 58-57 in the tournament’s second round. The Tigers held a seven point lead
late in the game, but the A ggies fought back and scored seven points before taking
the lead, 55-53. The teams traded scores before Mitchell launched his game-winning
3-pointer.
Next up for the Tigers were the Duke Blue Devils and the Sweet 16. There the Tigers
held J.J. Reddick to just 11 points and advanced to the Elite 8 with a 62-54 win. The
Blue Devils held a 52-51 lead with under four minutes to go, but L S U went on a 11-2
run to finish the game.
That win lead the Tigers to the Elite 8 and the win over Texas, sending the Tigers to
their first Final Four in 20 years.
March 27, 2006- Wom en’s Basketball advances to the Final Four
With a win over Stanford the Lady Tigers advanced to their third consecutive Final
Four.
The Lady Tigers began the N C A A Tournament by dominating Florida Atlantic, 72-48.
LS U trailed for a bit early on, but went on a 37-8 run and never looked back.
LS U next put Washington away with a 72-49 win over the Huskies. Although the
Tigers trailed 26-23 at the half, they came on strong in the second half to claim the
victory and propel themselves into the Sweet 16.
The team faced DePaul in the tournament’s next round and advanced to the Elite 8
with a 66-56 victory. The Lady Tigers lead by 20 with under ten minutes to go, and
the Blue Demons would never get closer to the Tigers than 10.
The Lady Tigers then met Stanford in the Elite 8 and relied on two free throws from
Seimone Augustus to send them to their third straight Final Four.
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Seimone Augustus started an LSU record 140 games in her career, became the fourth player
in LS U history to reach 2,000 career points in December 2005 and scored double figures in
an L S U record 97 straight games, among many other accomplishments.
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April
April 1 and April 2, 2006- M en’s and Women’s Basketball eliminated from the
Final Four
It felt like a bad April Fool’s joke.
Both the M en ’s and Wom en’s Basketball teams were eliminated from the N C A A
Tournament during the first weekend in April.
The men were defeated first, falling 59-45 to U C L A in Indianapolis. The Bruins led
by as much as 16 in the first half and led 48-27 early in the second half. The Tigers
shot 16-for-50 and never made a 3-pointer.
It didn’t go much better for the women in Boston one day later. The Lady Tigers
fell to Duke, 64-45. Seimone Augustus was held scoreless in the game’s first 22
minutes and finished with 14 points. In the end, the Lady Blue D evil’s defense was
too much for the Lady Tigers to handle.
L S U scored just 15 first half points, but did manage to get within six points with
12 minutes left in the game. But Duke then went on a 13-1 run and ended the Lady
T ig er’s dream o f a national title.
April 22, 2006- April Burkholder wins national beam title
The most decorated gymnast in L S U history capped o ff her career with a share o f
the national beam title at the N C A A Gymnastics Championships in Corvallis, Ore.
April Burkholder’s title was only the third individual national title won by an LS U
gymnast. Her score o f 9.9125 tied her with Courtney Kupets o f Georgia for the
title.
Burkholder also placed in the top ten in the competition’s other three events, plac
ing sixth on the vault, tied for eighth on the floor and eighth on the uneven bars.
In her career at LSU , Burkholder was named 2003 SEC Freshman o f the Year,
2004 and 2005 N C A A Central Region Gymnast o f the Year, 2004 and 2005 SEC
Gymnast o f the Year, was a four-time A11_SEC selection and earned 14 A ll-A m eri
ca awards.
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Mandy LeBourgeois

From Bones to Books: She Does it All
Mary

Manhein,

Director

of the

FA CES Laboratory has proven to be
a lady of many talents. She is able
to utilize her knowledge and exper
tise in many forms. She is involved
in research of tissue depth for facial
reconstructions and cemetery recov
ery work. She also has publications
in science journals as well as books.
She works as a deputy coroner for
East Baton Rouge Parish as well as
an instructor in the Geography and
Anthropology Department at LSU.
Through her work as a coroner she
has handled more than 800 cases of
unidentified bodies, both human and
animal. She says that the most re
warding aspect of her work is “help
ing families go on with their lives.”
She has also testified as an expert in
several court cases. “We are getting
justice for those who can’t speak for
themselves,” says Manhein.
Manhein has appeared on America’s
Most Wanted, C-Span: Book TV,
and The New Detectives over the
years discussing her work as well
as her books including “The Bone
Lady” and “Trail of Bones.”
Manhein speaks very highly of the
Department of Geography and A n
thropology. She tells how in 2005,
four of her past students immediate
ly applied to Ph.D. programs and all
were accepted.
Her immense involvement in the
field of Anthropology makes her
role at L S U a valuable one. She is
proud of her department’s prepara
tion of students in undergraduate
and graduate work.
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Mandy LeBourgeois

Teaching From Experience
Dr. Samuel Godber, an instructor
in the Food Science Department,
has a zest for life and because of
his experience with colon cancer,
feels the need to share it with the
rest of us. He is currently writing
a book about his experiences en
couraging others to increase their
awareness of cancer.
“They can see what happened to
me and take into account the way
I have changed my lifestyle,” ex
plains Godber.
He has been writing his book for
almost 5 years, beginning after his
release from the hospital in Octo
ber of 2001. “I begin my book by
explaining my thought processes
after my diagnosis of colon can
cer,” says Godber.

He also in

cludes ways to prevent cancer and
its recurrences.
He expands his understanding of
cancer prevention through his re
search of rice bran, a by-product
of rice processing, and its ben
efits in functional foods.
“M y research became much more
personal after my diagnosis,” says
Godber.
Dr.

Godber has attended Penn

State

University,

University

of

Connecticut and the University of
Missouri studying Meat and Food
Science.
Godber says that his book is writ
ten for those without a science
background to increase knowledge
and awareness of cancer.
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The Art of Ads

SoGo Live, “The work we receive from LSU
was transformed into a chic venue is very strong, especially the work
for the 2006 A D D Y Awards on Sat from graphic designers,” Perry said.

The downtown club,

urday, February 4. Instead of a DJ

“I highly encourage the students to

and strobe lights, the entertainment

continue to contribute to the show,

was provided by local advertisers —

because an A D D Y on a resume says

their work was creatively displayed

a lot about a student’s capabilities.”

on the T V screens.

Gerald Bower, graphic design teach

The evening’s theme, “Westminster

er at LSU, said the student will first

AD D Ys: Best in Show,” was carried

complete an assignment in the cur

from the video footage to the dog

riculum and then enter that assign

tags worn by the guests.

ment in the competition.

Throughout the event, guests learned

“The students are working through

the winners of innovative ads by Ba

their student careers and doing a

ton Rouge advertisers. The advertis

great job,” Bower said.

ers were required to not only properly

The Graphic

execute an ad but to present creative

fice is the main student organization

flair that was unique to the specific

that contributes to the A D D Ys. Isral

advertisement.

Duke, junior studio art major and a

Elizabeth

Perry,

District

Student

Design

Student Of

designer with the GDSO, said he was

A D D Y Coordinator, said it is not

surprised to be at the awards show.

enough for an ad to be well executed

“I’m really excited to be here. I didn’t

— it must be creative as well.

even know that my work had been

“Creativity is the main adjective,”

submitted to the A D D Y s,” Duke

Perry said. “A piece simply won’t

said.

win if the creative element is not

Duke worked with Alise Johnson, a

there.”

studio art major, to create the LSU

Such high standards have earned the

School of Art and Design pamphlet

A D D Y s high prestige with advertis

that highlighted the floor plan and

ing contemporaries and employers.

building progress of a Habitat for

The level of competition with the

Humanity home that was recently

A D D Y s grows after the local title

completed. The success of the pub

has been earned. A district compe

lication was so great that 3,000 ad

tition is held in a four- to five-state

ditional copies were made.

region, and the winner of this com “We are indebted to our teachers that
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petition advances to nationals in

have this knowledge upon us and

Washington, D.C.

appreciative of the trust our clients

“When an advertiser reaches the na

have given to us,” Duke said.

tional level, clients like Budweiser

The pamphlet received an A D D Y

and Sony will be represented,” Perry

award, and the G D S O brought home

said.

three A D D Y s overall.

Perry said that the student entry in

Winners in the student division of

the competition is great because it

the A D D Y s included Miranda Lem

will help secure the upcoming de

on, Lindsay Drude, Erin Olcsvary,

signers with a good base upon which

Colleen Landry, Brandon Jantz and

to build.

Grant Hulbert.
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Fueling Research
issue of “Mycological Research” the

Nguyen does. Nguyen, 21-year-old

leading international research journal

ing Research Award in the spring of

paints,

on all aspects of fungi. Mycology is

2005 for his work on yeasts. “I wish

cooks and plays acoustic guitar. But

a biological branch that deals with

we had more students as hardwork

what sets him apart is he is one of the

fungi -plants that lack chlorophyll

ing, interested and driven as Nhu,”

few undergraduates at the University

and include molds, mushrooms and

Blackwell said. “He really wants to

with soon-to-be published biological

yeasts. The mycology lab on cam

succeed.”

research.

pus, with funding from the National

After his December graduation, he

His findings could help other re

Science Foundation, has discovered

plans to continue his research in or

searchers potentially expand the use

hundreds of species of yeast from in

ganism interaction on a larger scale

of ethanol to be used as an alternative

sects within the past seven years.

at the University of California at

to refined gasoline. While studying

Professors say Nguyen’s discoveries

Berkeley. “Studying one organism is

the digestive tracts of wood-feeding

are as unique as his background.

too limited,” he said. “M y interest is

bess beetles in 2003, he discovered

He was bom in Vietnam to parents

in how insects and other organisms

biological

sciences

senior,

a new species of yeast with the po who farmed and harvested tropical
fruits by hand. “The country is very
tential to more efficiently produce
ethanol.

corrupt. You have no way to better

Ethanol a renewable alcohol that is

yourself unless you are the son of a

more environmentally friendly than

government official,” Nguyen said of

methanol is already mixed with gas

his native country. “We actually had

oline for car fuel, and researchers

it better than many other people.”

continue to study how it might stand

But his parents decided to move him

alone. The key to efficient ethanol

and his sister to the United States in

production is the ability of the yeast

1994 in pursuit of a better life, he

to ferment sugars. Nhu’s discovery

said.

does just that.

Nguyen said he began to leam the

Most yeasts found in fruits and plant

English language in middle school

materials do not have this unique

and that it took him three years to

ability, said Meredith Blackwell, bio

start having solid conversations.

logical sciences professor. Although

He said he learned how to paint and

it is still uncertain how Nguyen's

play acoustic guitar in high school.

discovery will be applied. Black-

His interest in wildlife bleeds into

well said U S D A forest researchers

his botanical paintings of actual plant

in Wisconsin are interested. “One of

images. “I had a lot of free time in

their long range goals is to be able to

high school,” he joked. “I was pretty

efficiently produce fuel alcohol from

nerdy.” He said he knew he wanted

plant materials,” she said. Blackwell

to study biology when he came to

also said Fortune Magazine is inter

the University in 2001. “Eve always

ested in the research on the newly

wanted to be a scientist,” he said. “It

discovered fermenting organisms.

excites me and I have a passion for

“They contacted us about informa
tion on the kinds of yeasts being dis
covered,” she said. “They were in
terested in the alcohol conversion.”
Nguyen named and described other
new yeasts derived from beetles in
an article that ran in a spring 2006
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Not many students do what Nhu
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questioning and understanding life."
Because he had already collected
and raised insects for several years
as a hobby, he began researching in
sect-related projects in his freshman
year.
Nguyen received the biological sci

interact.”
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Kip Holden speaks of his journey
“When you’re knocked down, you

through the legislature. I happened

can either stay on the ground and

to see the guy that fired me...I said,

have a pity party for yourself, or you

‘Thanks for firing me, because if you

can get up, brush yourself off, and

hadn’t I wouldn’t be where I am to

try again,” Baton Rouge’s mayor-

day,” ’ he said.

president Kip Holden said during a

Holden would go on to win a seat

speech given on L S U ’s campus.

with the state senate and then be

This was the theme for much of what

come mayor after his third attempt

the mayor spoke about to members

to do so.

of L S U ’s chapter of Delta Sigma Pi,

Interspersed throughout his presen

a professional fraternity for business

tation, Holden imparted some of his

students.

wisdom and philosophy to the listen

Holden recounted the winding road

ing students. He encouraged them to

that had brought him to be mayor of

be strong, confident leaders and ad

Baton Rouge.

vised them not to be brought down

“M y life took some strange turns,”

by the opinions of others.

Holden said, “I started off having

“The only person who can make you

no intention in the world running for

feel inferior is yourself. Don’t let

politics. I wanted to be a journalist.”

anybody program you and tell you

Holden graduated from L S U in 1974

you’re not what you can be. Don't

with a degree in mass communica

let them question your ability,” he

tion.

said.

His career in broadcast jour

nalism would eventually end with a

After his speech, students were able

messy firing from a local television

to ask the mayor questions about

network.

different topics concerning Baton

“I was basically told that I was in

Rouge. The topics of the questions

competent,” Holden said.

ranged from mass transit to crime

This led him to a public relations job

levels.

for a man running for mayor, but af When asked about what he learned
ter a government job from the can from dealing with Hurricane Ka
didate fell through, he turned to law
school for a new opportunity.
“Don’t ever let your fate or destiny
be tied to anybody but God; man is
too fickle. I learned that lesson the
hard way,” the mayor said.
After talking with several local poli
ticians about the political favoritism
that “left those people at the grass
roots level to fend for themselves,”
Holden decided to run for a state
representative position.
about 600 votes.

He lost by

He ran again sev

eral years later and won the state rep
resentative seat.
“I never looked back. I went straight
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trina and its aftermath, he responded,
“Never take life for granted. It’s not
here today and gone tomorrow.

It

could be here today and gone today.”
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Researching Wetland Loss

After the devastating hurricanes Ka

they exist. It poses a loss of buffer

use that trust post-disaster. We were

trina and Rita swept through the Gulf

zone for the next hurricane season,

very much involved before the storm

Coast region, many government offi which is projected to be worse than

by providing technical assistance.

the last, and makes inhabitants rely

The tools we used to build a stronger

of people trapped in their homes and

more on levees for safety and protec

coast were there to understand how

the logistical problems that arose

tion. The loss also results in destruc

to evaluate and assess the damages

from the hurricanes’ aftermath. But

tion of fishery habitats that provide

after the storm,” he said.

cials were concerned with the safety
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there were some who were working

essential food and protection, es As Twilley’s team looks ahead to the

to solve another problem of equal

pecially for shrimp and other shell

coming hurricane seasons, he real

significance, the destruction of wet

fish. The area is also a very impor

izes that there is still much left to be

lands along the Louisiana coastline.

tant habitat for migratory birds that

done in order to recover and prepare

“I’ve learned about the power of na

come from and go to South America.

for future storms. “There is a lot [of

ture and the vulnerability of the coast

Losing wetlands also affects water

the area] that won’t be rebuilt.

just because of the huge, extensive

quality in the area, because they are

bottom line is evacuation and avoid

My

landscape that was destroyed. It was

a reservoir for storing nutrients and

ance, and I hope people are prepared

very hard to tell people the magnitude

help to reduce the toxicity in water.

for this next hurricane season.

of what happened in a single picture

“When we lose [wetlands], we have

came away with an understanding

or video clip. It doesn’t come close

to fortify levees and purify water,

of risk, and it’s helped me calibrate

to what we saw firsthand,” said Rob

and we lose habitat for waterfowl

measures we’ll need to build a stron

ert Twilley, professor in the Depart

and fish,” Twilley said.

ger and safer future,” he said.

ment of Oceanography and Coastal

Accompanied by several other groups,

Science and director of the Wetland

including several people from the

Biochemistry Institute.

US Geological Survey, Twilley and

What Twilley and others from the

other researchers set out in boats to

School of Coast and Environment

determine for themselves the sever

saw was close to 100 square miles

ity of the storm’s wake in the re

of destroyed wetland area.

Before

gion, visiting two sites expected to

going to the affected areas, Twilley

have wetland loss. “ [Analyzing the

viewed satellite photographs of the

pictures] was done here on campus.

area from both before and after the

[The pictures] have a very tricky in

hurricane to analyze any changes in

dex; you could misinterpret wetland

landscape features.

loss when it could be just higher wa

100 square miles may seem like a

ter levels,” he said.

relatively small amount of land to

Twilley and those from the School of

lose after something like Hurricane

Coast and Environment were in close

Katrina, but Twilley puts the loss in

contact with both state and federal

perspective compared to what Loui

agencies during their time research

siana naturally loses. “Statewide, our

ing wetland loss. He explains that it

annual loss [of wetlands] is about 17

was because of the way they built re

square miles per year.

That makes

lationships with agencies before the

up about 80% of coastal wetland

storm that allowed LS U to have the

loss in the US.

capability to provide assistance after

So we experienced

about five or six years worth of loss

the hurricane came through Louisi

in one storm,” he said.

ana.

The loss of wetlands creates several

“You create your trust and your part

problems for the areas around which

nership prior to a disaster so you can
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Mandy LeBourgeois

A Playful Aproach to Teaching
The

Department

of

Continuing

Education’s Youth Program gives
growing students an academic and
creative advantage that can be used
way beyond their scholastic years.
The program began as only a few
classes for gifted students. It was
later expanded to enrich and ad
vance all different types of students.
The classes offered differ in length
from 4 days to 6 weeks depending
on the purpose of the class. They are
offered to students from preschool
through 12th grade, all of which are
approached in unique ways to better
cater to their needs.
Classes are also offered for students
to earn for high school credit. Some
classes that offer more challenge
have higher requirements.
An interesting class offered to 1st
through 3rd graders is titled “Frogwart’s.” This spin on the book series
Harry Potter allows for teachers and
students to explore their intellect as
well as their creativity.
“We have learned that graduation
gowns work especially well as a
witch’s cape,” explains Janet Shel
don, Youth Programs Manager.
“You get to be creative, something
we really enjoy doing,” says Sarah
Guillory, Program Coordinator.
The faculty and students utilize the
labs and museums around the cam
pus for a more enriching experi
ence.
Some students have gone through
the entire program and ended up at
LSU. “Many continue from year to
year,” says Sheldon.
For students and parents to trust the
program for that long is really an ac
complishment for the coordinators
and teachers of the Youth Program.
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Chinese educators visit
On November 1, 2005, 13 educa

but the Chinese aren’t so good at hav

tors from the Heilongjiang Province

ing students be creative or imagina

of the People’s Republic of China

tive and participate in activities. Part

came to Baton Rouge for a tour and

of the reform movement is to un

program hosted by the College of

leash human creativity as they have

Education.

not done in the past,” Doll said.

Bill Doll, professor in the Depart

Educators were also shown how LS U

ment of Curriculum and Instruction,

students in the Holmes program in

wrote several books on curriculum

teracted. The Holmes program is a

theory that were translated into Chi 5-year teacher education program
nese.

designed to produce strong academ

These books, such as “A Post-mod

ic and professional backgrounds in

ern

students majoring in education.

Perspective

on

Curriculum,”

became very popular with Chinese

‘If my book is a theoretical frame

educators because they offered new

work, then [the Holmes program]

ideas for reforming their education

is a living actuality of the ideas that

system.

come forth from it,” said Doll.

“He’s the reason they came,” said

In the last year of the program, grad

Angela Hyderkhan, director of exter

uate students spend a whole year

nal relations for the College of Edu working in a school, either junior
high or elementary. Doll said the

cation.
“The educators that came were inter
ested in reforming teacher education.
It’s a big movement in China right

philosophy behind this is that “one
learns out of difference.”
“Two of the graduate students are put

now,” Doll said.

into the same classroom with the in

According

tent of letting them gain a sense of

to him, the educators

wanted to find ways to get their stu

difference by working together and

dents to be more vocal and open in

working apart. They learn from each

class.

other,” Doll said.

“In their culture, a teacher is a revered

The Chinese visitors got to tour Pea

person, so students don’t speak un

body Hall and meet with the College

less spoken to. That’s our problem:

of Education’s dean, Jayne Fleener.

how do we go about changing some They were also given a tour of the
thing built into a culture? That’s why University Laboratory School with
they came to see how we do it,” Doll
said.
The Chinese educators were encour
aged to “build curriculum around
the notions of issues that have sub
stance to discuss and explore openended questions.” It would stimulate
Chinese students to look at things in
different ways, making room for cre
ativity and exploration.
“China is amazingly good at testing,
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its director, Wade Smith.
“They got a good feel for how Louisi
ana schools work,” said Hyderkhan.
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Shell donates to Engineering
Shell Oil donated $170,500 to the
university and dedicated $75,000
of that specifically to the Chemi
cal, Electric and Computer, M e
chanical, Minority and Petroleum
Engineering Departments.
The money was presented in a
ceremony

held

in

the

Energy

Coast and Environment Building
on January 27, 2005.

During the

ceremony, L S U system president
praised Shell’s contribution.
“It’s a great partnership that occurs
between your company and our
campus,” he said.
Greg Guidry, asset manager for
the Eastern Gulf of Mexico sec
tion of Shell, spoke at the event
and said his company values its
ties with the University.

Accord

ing to Guidry, Shell employs 400
university graduates.
According to a press release on the
L S U College of Engineering,web
site, Guidry talked during his pre
sentation about how Shell hopes to
do its part in rebuilding Louisiana
following the Hurricanes.
and L S U

Shell

have had a longtime

relatinoship and Shell hopes that
L S U engineering graduates will
soon play an “integral part of their
recruitment and rebuilding cam
paign” in Louisiana.
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Art grad students prepare for showing
It is the last bridge graduate art stu way I paint.”
dents must cross before they gradu Norris and O ’Malley said they do
ate in May—they must prepare thesis
not have firm plans for their post
exhibits to show off the work they
graduation future. “I’m trying to do
have accumulated in their three
the hustle and get some gallery rep
years of study toward a Master of
resentation,” O ’Malley said. “I’m
Fine Arts degree.
going to do everything I can to stay
Many of the graduate students hang in art.”
their collection of art pieces in “the
sis shows” in Foster Gallery on cam
pus. At the beginning of their threeyear graduate studies, each student
handpicks a thesis committee of five
professors to critique his or her work
each semester on a pass-or-fail sys
tem.
Fifteen minutes before his meeting
with his thesis committee last Tues
day, Ryan O ’Malley, a printmaking
graduate student who exhibited his
show in Foster Gallery, nervously
crossed his arms — with a black
splotch of ink on the inside of one
of his elbows. “I haven’t slept in 24
hours,” O ’Malley said.
O ’Malley had a day and a half to
hang his show.
Though facing the thesis committee
makes some students nervous, John
Norris, a graduate student specializ
ing in painting, said the committee
points out strengths and weaknesses
that can help artists improve.
“They provoke you to defend your
work,” Norris said. Norris’ show,
titled “The Still Beat,” incorporated
his music interests into his paintings.
Norris recorded a soundtrack for his
show at the School of Music, and he
added the sound element to his show
with individual sound systems with
headphones behind large paintings.
Norris said most of his art is still life,
and getting into recording has added
another dimension to his work. “The
colors got brighter, more ‘poppy,’”
Norris said. “Music has affected the
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The graduate students work in their
studios — former dormitories hid
den in the south stadium side of
Death Valley. Surprising jewels of
color from the artists’ canvases re
flect outside the gray cement walls.
The students are assigned to the stu
dios for the three years of study.
A mere month until graduation, Jo
anna Coke, a painting graduate stu
dent, was busy multi-tasking. She
was not only finishing her graduate
studies, but also contacting art gal
leries in New Orleans as well as out
side the state.
“I paint mostly nudes, so a conserva
tive market like Baton Rouge does
not receive them as well as larger
cities like New Orleans,” Coke said.
Coke is contacting galleries in New
Orleans, Houston, Miami and At
lanta.
“Going to a gallery is like going to
a restaurant,” Coke said. “You have
to match up your look with what the
gallery represents and its clientele
and do market research of how your
work sells in different areas of the
country.” “Peace,” Coke called as
she retreated back into her studio.
After Coke moves her three years
of memories and artwork out of her
home, the studio will go to another
graduate student beginning the jour
ney. “I eventually hope to move back
to Florida,” said Coke, who has lived
all over the country but calls Florida
home. “I can send out my work from
there.”
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Honors College hosts Quiz Bowl
Michael Moore, Hector of Troy and
Adolf Hitler were all present the night

from Baton Rouge High School.
“We’ve had a blast,” Juneja said be

of March 27 at the French House.

fore his team was eliminated in the

They were just a few of the trivia

semifinals.

answers in the first Honors College

Leslie Smith, freshman representa

Quiz Bowl, a program put on by the

tive on the Honors College Student

freshman representatives of the Hon

Council, helped organize the event.

ors College Student Council.

She said the event’s turnout was a

Council President Trey Smith, polit welcomed surprise.
ical science senior, said each class’s

“We were very much pleased,” she

representatives were instructed last

said. “We didn’t know what to ex

semester to create their own pro

pect because a lot of the Honors

grams.

College events don’t render [much]

“We put [programs] under the control

response. But everyone’s showing

of each class of representatives,” he

up. Hopefully the way it’s working,

said. “The freshmen came up with ei we’ll have it again next year.”
ther a quiz bowl or a talent show, and
I thought a quiz bowl would have a
better turnout. They’ve been work
ing on it since beginning of semester,
compiling questions and coming up
with formats.”
Fifteen four-member teams entered
the competition. Members of the
winning team received $15 Raising
Cane’s gift certificates, purchased
with the $4 per team entry fee.
The

tournament

consisted

of

a

bracket with five preliminary rounds
of three teams each. The teams faced
a first round of basic questions and
a second round with toss-up ques
tions. The team answering the tossup correctly was given the chance to
answer two bonus questions.
The winning team in each round and
the highest non-winning score of all
the rounds met in semifinals. The
semifinal winners faced a faculty
team in the final round.
Question

categories

included

as

tronomy, British literature and math
ematics, among others.
Sanjay Juneja, premedical freshman,
said he entered as a representative
of a championship quiz bowl team
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Attempt for Fee Increase
In October 2005, Tiger T V failed in
its second attempt for a fee increase.
However, Tiger T V came a little
closer to gaining extra funds. Only
59.03

percent of students voted

against the fee increase, while 75
percent had voted against it in the
spring of 2005. Station Manager
Ashley Coleman said she was much
more comfortable waiting for the
announcement than she was after
the spring election. “I really thought
we had a good shot,” Coleman said.
“I am disappointed, but we just have
to regroup.”
Randy Boudreaux, Tiger T V sports
director, said he was upset that stu
dents did not support what the sta
tion was trying to provide. “It’s a
matter of branching out and trying
to help student organizations pros
per,” Boudreaux said. “We’re trying
to grow. We’re trying to expand, but
we really need this.”
Tiger T V started airing off-campus
broadcasts two weeks ago, airing
three shows on Cox Communica
tions Channel 4. The station’s work
ers said they are now worried they
will not be able to continue off-cam
pus broadcasting without the extra
money. Boudreaux said he feels like
the station’s hard work has gone un
noticed. “I’m there from sunrise to
sunset because it’s all about hard
work and dedication,” Boudreaux
said. “I’m not saying we want to see
a financial benefit, but we wanted
more exposure and we aren’t going
to get it now.” But Boudreaux said
he was not going to give up. “We
might try again [in 2006], Third
time’s a charm,” Boudreaux said.
“I’m going to leave my mark on this
school, and this is how I’m going to
do it.
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Attempt for Fee Increase
In October 2005, Tiger T V failed in
its second attempt for a fee increase.
However, Tiger T V came a little
closer to gaining extra funds. Only
59.03

percent of students

voted

against the fee increase, while 75
percent had voted against it in the
spring of 2005. Station Manager
Ashley Coleman said she was much
more comfortable waiting for the
announcement than she was after
the spring election. “I really thought
we had a good shot,” Coleman said.
“I am disappointed, but we just have
to regroup.”
Randy Boudreaux, Tiger T V sports
director, said he was upset that stu
dents did not support what the sta
tion was trying to provide. “It’s a
matter of branching out and trying
to help student organizations pros
per,” Boudreaux said. “We’re trying
to grow. We’re trying to expand, but
we really need this.”
Tiger T V started airing off-campus
broadcasts two weeks ago, airing
three shows on Cox Communica
tions Channel 4. The station’s work
ers said they are now worried they
will not be able to continue off-cam
pus broadcasting without the extra
money. Boudreaux said he feels like
the station’s hard work has gone un
noticed. “I’m there from sunrise to
sunset because it’s all about hard
work and dedication,” Boudreaux
said. “I’m not saying we want to see
a financial benefit, but we wanted
more exposure and we aren’t going
to get it now.” But Boudreaux said
he was not going to give up. “We
might try again [in 2006]. Third
time’s a charm,” Boudreaux said.
“I’m going to leave my mark on this
school, and this is how I’m going to
do it.
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Aquatic Ease
Veterinarian technician Nina French

his hip, which was barely covered

“A lot of animals are very stoic, so we

and Dr. Jacqueline Davidson eased

by cartilage causing arthritis. From

have to look for little signs,” French

Nick into the water tank for his aqua

rehabilitation, Nick’s body is able to

said. “Caroline barks even louder.”

therapy session, gingerly handling

create a false hip as scar tissue and

French said there are many rehabili

his right hip that recently under

muscles form around the new sur

tation options for animals.

went surgery. Meanwhile, Caroline

face of the bone.

flopped her long ears and bayed for

French said the Vet School’s rehabil

mill, and others are afraid of water,”

attention as Niles lounged in front of

itation services, which are similar to

French said.

a fan drying his caramel-colored fur.

human rehabilitation, benefit injured

Some animals exercise through gate

After Hurricane Katrina, the LSU

animals.

training, which

School of Veterinary Medicine be

It increases the heart rate and works

and others do exercises that work

came the only place in the state

muscles,” French said. “The water is

specific joints.

that offered therapy to animals. The

kept at 90 degrees to increase blood

“Some people don’t believe it works

therapy ranges from aqua - where

flow, anything hotter is dangerous

... like voodoo,” French said. “It’s

water increases resistance and helps

because animals get hot while ex

becoming much more commonplace

animals build muscles when exercis

ercising. The viscosity of water and

though.”

ing in a water tank- to ultrasounds

water jets increase resistance.”

- which heat and relax injured mus
cles. Animals like Niles, a pug who
underwent back surgery two years
ago, also run on a treadmill, the only
animal treadmill in Louisiana, to
strength train.
The

Vet School

found at surgical and specialty vet
erinary medicine practices, for about
two years, said Davidson, clinical
associate professor of veterinary sur
gery. The Vet School bought the re

includes jumping,

Caroline, a five-month-old blue tick
hound started the clinic after she
was hit by a car when she was three
months old and suffered several pel
vic fractures.

therapy is to convince her to balance
her weight and strengthen her back
legs.
“Scent hounds keep their noses to the
ground and carry all their weight on
their front ends,” French said.

habilitation equipment in 2003 and

Niles, who also has a distibular dis

charges pet owners $36.75 per hour

ease that causes his head to perma

for its use.
There was a clinic in New Orleans
that offered rehabilitation services,
said French, a registered veterinar
ian technician and associate clinical
specialist, but it closed after Hurri
cane Katrina hit the city.
Aqua therapy takes the weight off
an animal’s injured joint and can
strengthen damaged or weakened
muscles and tissues, French said.
Nick, a St. Bernard, had a section of

nently tilt to one side of his body,
carries most of his body weight on
his front legs, French said. Niles’ ™
therapy is a combination of aqua
therapy and treadmill work.
French tempted Niles, the perky
pug scampering in circles around
the clinic, onto the treadmill, which
helps his back muscles strengthen so
he can carry more weight on his hind
legs.
French said working with animals

his hip joint removed because his leg

can be difficult because animals, un

bone was painfully rubbing against

like humans, cannot voice their pain
and identify their health problems.

Academics

lot won’t walk on the tread

French said the goal of Caroline’s
has offered ani

mal rehabilitation, which is mostly
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Equine Evacuees
New Orleans evacuees who fled Hur

the shelter. French said he consid

ricane Katrina have personal stories

ered the volunteers colleagues, not

of their flight from the city, but ani just students.
mal survivors such as French Quarter

Charles

carriage horses have their own silent

volunteer from New Orleans, took

stories of survival.

care of the 19 carriage horses ev

The horses that carted countless tour

ery day. Fontenot stopped to nuzzle

ists through the cobbled streets of

heads with his favorite, “Brandon,”

Fontenot,

a

16-year-old

Jackson Square in New Orleans sur

a brown and white spotted four-year-

vived for more than a week down

old, as he walked down the row of

town, overcoming rising flood water,

horse stalls.

chaos and panic. Rescuers brought

“He just eats so much!” Fontenot af

the horses to the Lamar-Dixon Expo

fectionately said of the hungry horse

Center in Gonzales after rescuing

chomping hay.

them Sept. 4. Volunteers and vet
erinarians from the University and
around the world kept them and oth
er farm animals safe until their own
ers come to claim them.

Fontenot, who is from the Ninth
Ward, said working with the car
riage horses brings back memories
of home because he used to frequent
the French Quarter and recognizes

Though rescuers were able to save
most of the horses, one mule died at
the park, one horse died in a trailer
on the way to Gonzales and another
horse had to be euthanized at the
center because of extensive injuries.
Rescue workers began administer
ing aid to the horses, which had wa
ter-logged hooves and injuries from

many of the horses.
Lucien

Mitchell,

Sr., a company

employee for one of the carriage
companies said he admired all that
the workers went through to save
the horses, which are a vivid part of
New Orleans’ rich culture.
“I probably would have done the
same thing,” Mitchell said of the

debris.
“The horses’ feet just sort of fell
apart,” said Dennis French, the head
veterinarian from L S U

workers’ heroic deeds. “I'd probably
still be shaking. That’s scary.”

Veterinary

School. “They also had abscesses
and some had roofing nails [stuck in
the hooves] where they had to climb
out of trash.”
French said the American Farriers
Association, an organization of pro
fessionals who fit horseshoes, sent
volunteers

to re-shoe

the

horses’

hooves.
French credits University

student

volunteers for their continuous help.
Veterinarian medicine students and
volunteers from organizations such
as Block and Bridle helped out at
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November 16, 2005

Photo Op

Marcia Culotta, So.

Nikki Dufrene, Sr., Kathryn Sercovich, Sr.

Keri Beth Schneder, Sr., Beth Ethridge, So.,
Kendal Schroeder, So., Kim Garrett, So.

Danie lle Smith, Jr.
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Alexis Garner, Jr., Pete Johnson. Jr.

Elisabeth Peacock, Fr., Lindsay Seals. Fr.

aquel Henry, So., Ashley Norman, So., Danielle L. Smith, Jr., Alexis
R

Garner, Jr., Marcia Culotta, So., Sharise Washington, Sr.

Alexis Garner, Jr.
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Pete Johnson, Jr.

Shorise W ashington. Sr.,
Baxter Sandrs, Jr.

R aquel Henry, So., Ashley N orman, So.

Victoria Roberts, Sr.
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People

K ristalynn

Jarrott Cohen, So., Brandon Williams, So.

Kindschuh, So.

Baxter Sanders, Jr.

Broach, Sr., Rebecca Guttry, Sr., Ree n a Lepine, Sr.,
Micha Blanchard, Sr., Lacey Deshotel, S o .

Brandy
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Jared Avery, Jr.

Kay Goodrich, J r., Jessica McCoy, Sr.

Adeola Adeosun, So.

Justin Woo ley, So., Evan Stewart, Jr.
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Adeola Adeosun, So., Eron "Eazy Money" Rousell, Sr.

Blaine C l ancy, Sr., Sara Castel l vccio, So.

Brittani R. Morgan, Sr., Victoria A. Roberts, Sr.
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October 14, 2005

Fall Fest

Mark Ebarb, Fr.

Stacy Stewart, Jr.,
Tres Cossaboom, So.

Rasheeda Staples, Jr., Krystal Shelmire, Sr.,
Chavonne Thompson, Sr.

Am anda Rudolplh Jr., Lucas Lane, Jr., Emily S hmidt, Sr.
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Tyler Barker, Fr.

Lindsey Pope, Jr., Geralyn Suhoc, Jr.

Annie Hotard, Fr., Elizabeth Parent, Fr.

Mo Breaux, Sr.
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G ithy Opoku, Grad., O layinka Talabi, Sr.

Anna M. Belanger, Grad.,
Maria Antonieta Pacheco, Grad.

LaurenAmmerman, Jr., CalebIzdepski, Grad., Tessa Kambur, Sr.

Janna
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People

Landry, So., Rosie Politz, Jr.

Rajesh Bodapaty, G rad., V i j a * * k a , Grad., Lohitha Perumandla, G rad., Saritha Perla, G rad.,
S iva Perla , Grad.

Whitney Breaux, Fr., Justin Doherty, Jr., Morgan Johnson, Fr.

Travis DeRoche, Jr.
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Alayna Pockenschuh, Fr., Lauren Hayes, Fr.,
Whitney Breaux, Fr., Mariah Lowrey, Fr.

Lauren Camel, So., Brittany Deshotels, So.,
Katie Blount, So., Pam Leblanc, So.

Alicia Bowie, Sr.
Rachel Spinner, Sr.,
Meghan O'hara, Sr.
Kankipati, Grad.,
A rchana Polapally, Grad.
Urvi Patel, Grad.
Ravikiran
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Annie Nguyen, Sr., Carolyne Chung, Sr., Kim Anh le, Sr., Cecilia Park, So., Julie Nguyen, Grad.

Jen Douglas, So., Nick Saragusa, So.

Josh Garner, So.
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Collin Cleary, Jr.,
Brittany Manale, So.,
Amber Hughes, Jr., Amie Hope, Jr.
Laura Guidry, Sr., Ross Ledet, Jr.

Alicia Bowie, Sr., Ariana Seraile, Sr., Cami Dinkel, Jr., Carletria Wheeler, Sr.,
Mo Breaux, Sr.
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Mia Majoria, Fr., Alexis Adams, Fr.

Bich Cao, Grad., Tien Tran, Jr.

Meredith Gautrau, Fr., Chad Cerny, So.,
Crystal Bergeron, Fr., Brandi Bradley, Fr.
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T.K., Jr., Nicholas, Jr.

Dustin LeBoeuf, Sr., Carly Price, Sr.
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Eva Wowor, So.

Carly

Price, Sr.

Liz Wilks, Jr., Colin Vandervort, Jr.

Jessica Seyler, Jr., Emily Wilkerson, Jr.,
Liz Wilks, Jr.
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People

L alitha

Devarakonda, Grad., Anil Goparaju, Grad., Pankaj Uppalapah, Grad.,
Dinakar Choppa, Grad., Rajesh Bandasu, Grad.

Randy Boudreaux. Jr., Adam Fontenot, Jr.

Carletria Wheeler, Sr.
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StephanieLauney,Fr.,C
ourtneyD
ow
den,Fr.

Elizabeth Eldridge, Sr., Nick Defelice, Sr.

Dhananjaya Reddy, Grad.,
Sreedhar Thirumala, Grad.,
Sachin C hintawar, Grad.

T recee Hutchinson, Fr.,
Ashley Daniels, Fr.

Ginger Gibson, So.,
Cicely Richard, Sr.
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People

Ross Viltz, Fr., ChandlerC
o
a,
rtin
Fr., Tyler Mallet, Fr.,
Ashley Guldroz, Amy Desormeaux, Fr., Ashley Romero, Fr.

Jared
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KayhrynHalphen,Sr.,BenGallagher,Fr., JohnThornton,Fr.
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Kendra McCullum, Grad.
Pawan Poudel

Teal Dicharry, Fr.
Mandy Boyd, F r .
Kevin Hollingsworth, Fr.

W ill Heflin, Sr.

Rhett Bouquet, Fr.
Mikki Smith, Fr.

Angela Dugas, Sr.
Shawn Dugas, Grad.
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People

Deepti Subudhi, Sr., Srinivas Thouta, Grad., Sachin Pal, Grad.,
Rajesh Thouta, Grad., Jayaraj Setty, Grad.

Britnnay Lemoine, Fr., Elizabeth Miller, Fr.,
Lindsay Chargois, Fr., Brittany Zeisler, Fr.

Laura Vinsant, J r .
Andrea Saenz, Jr.
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Rohi t M ishre, Grad.

Archana Jha, Jr.

Adrian Bennett, Sr.,
Eileen Bibbens, Sr.

Cami D inkel, Jr.
Katie Fontenot, Jr.

SrinivasThouta, Grad.

Sasha Mozuliova, Grad.
Deepti Subudhi, Sr.
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People

Adrian Bennett, Sr., Eileen Bibbens, Sr., Moe Breaux, Sr.,
A licia Bowie, Sr., Carletria Wheeler, Sr.

Jessica Abell, So.
Jason Major, Jr.

Adrienne Castille, S r .
Brooke Hopkins, Grad.
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ajiRSoundarajajan, Grad., Harsha Chatra, Grad.
Pooveen Baskaran, Grad.

Christen Daniels, Jr.
Catherine Maxwell, Jr.

Rahesh Thouta, Grad.
Deepi Subudhi, Sr.
S rinivas Thouta, Grad.

Dung Le, Sr.
Wayne Le, Grad.
Lap Tran, S r .
Lindsay Labove, Jr.

Marcus Bufford, Jr.
Betsy Sweeney, Sr.
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People

Matthew Butler, Jr.
Joshua P Melder, Jr.

Lacy Little, Sr.
M elanie Little, Jr.

Alberto Quant, Fr. Jessica
Castillo, Fr. Ricardo Zabeneh, Fr.
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Anna Martin, So.
Courtney Ritter. So.

Yuanda Zhu, Grad.

Michah Williams, So., Neige Cotten, Fr., Selina Holland, Fr., Travis Zalman, So.
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Sathish Thinivengadam, Grad.
Madhave C Sistla, Grad.
Dmishprasad Benkahao, Grad.
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October 14, 2005

Late Night

Ife

Onyenekwu, So.

Victoria Roberts, Jr., Ife Onyenekwu, So.

Jori Hawkins, Fr., Jerru Bran, Fr., Barry Kelly, Fr.

Victoria Roberts, Jr.
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People

j

V

Chris Hume, Fr., Heather Watson, F r.,
Vernell K eller

Hanna Gartman, Fr.

Lauren Lum, Fr., Colby Peters, So., Robyn Canady, Fr.

Dinorah Balthazar, Sr.
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Githy Opoku, Grad., Olayinka Talabi, Sr.

Toni Esther-Zubowski, Fr., Neisha
Stevenson, Fr., Jaleesa Auzenne, Fr.

Amol Patwardhan, Grad., Balaji Nedurumalli,
Grad., Srinath Sitaraman, Grad.

Kari Champion, Fr.
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People

Theey Ta, Fr., Pang Asapromtada, Fr.

Courtney Joseph, Sr., la Tekqua Memmezzwattay, Sr.

Jin So, Fr.
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Daniona Banks, So., Shadreka Haynes, So.,
Erika Wyatt, Jr.

Dorren Wallace, Fr., Vidal Jo h n so n ,F
r.,
Bryan Khen, Fr., Joel Montgomery, Fr.

Josh Harris, So., Andre D. Valentine, Jr.,
Samantha Richardson, Jr., Nakesla Blount, Jr.

Jason Hughes, Sr., Tyrus Thomas, So., Tasmin Mitchell,
Fr., Kirston Pittman, Jr., Steve Williams, Sr.

Christina Leslie, So., Zotarealil James, So. ,
Sevetri Wilson, So.
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People

Terrica T. Dyson, So.
Gloria Ac kers, So.
Tonye Jones, So.

Cristina M islan, Sr., Akua Aidoo, So., Tameka Mason, Sr.,
Dawn Weddington, Jr.

Quinshel Hebert, Fr.

Summer Clark, So., Amy Thierry, So.,
Bryan Wilson, So.
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Cedric Cross Ley, Fr., Chris Celestine, So.

Allison Dugas, So., Angela Kopynec , Jr.

Jordan Jackson, Fr., Shayna Beevers, Fr.,
Manisha Gonsalles, So., Amanda Veade, So.

Christopher Benjamin, So.
Laura Williams, So.
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People

Ragan Greer, Sr., Sarah Perkins, Jr., Amanda Exner, Jr.

Anita Johnson, Sr., Paul Coussan, Sr., Aimee Brasseaux,
Jr., Amelia Cormier, Jr.
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Shechaniah Riley, Sr. and Lashara Walls, Jr.

Gene Ross, Jr., So., Terell A. Carter, So., Monisha Randolph, Sr.,
Christina Oatis, Sr., Meryl Lain, Jr.

2881

People

Lauren Taylor, Fr., Shena Osborne, Fr., Beth
any Kleber, Fr., Karimah Mitchel, Fr., Jessica
Griffin, Fr., Danielle Crawford, Fr., Keirand
Daniels, Fr., Andriel "Muffin” Kirkendoff,
Fr., Jessica N. Higgins, Fr., Tatjana Dunn, Fr.,
Nikki Joseph, Fr.

Parris M. Chavis, Jr., Leon R. White, Jr., Gregory Woods, So., Marcus Smith, Jr.,
Ronald Piper, Jr., Mark Walton, Jr., Nikki Joseph, Fr., Marcus Ryan, Jr.

Benita Manning, So., Erica Kelly, So., Candice Battiste, So.,
Chyra Howell, So., Dusty Cleveland, Sr., Charlie Delaney, So.
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KAPPA DELTA
SORORITY
In 1909, Epsilon chapter of Kappa Delta was
chartered making it the first sorority on the
L S U campus. The purpose of Kappa Delta
sorority is to promote friendship, fellowship,
and sisterly love among its members, to
encourage academic success, to promote
social interest and to further charitable and
benevolent interest.
Kappa Delta is home to a diverse group of
women who are involved in many different
campus organizations. Kappa Delta
also works hard to promote its national
philanthropy, Prevent Child Abuse America.
In March of 2006, Epsilon chapter held its
annual Shamrock Project, a jambalaya sale
at the Baton Rouge St. Patrick’s Day Parade,
to raise money for the cause. In addition,
Kappa Delta participated in many other
LS U sorority and fraternity philanthropies
throughout the year.
Kappa Deltas will continue to strive for
excellence to meet the high ideals set by
its founders both now and in future years.
Kappa Delta sorority will always be a place
where its members seek those things that are
honorable, beautiful, and highest.

Officers
President: Lindsey Searcy
V P - New Member Education: Bethany
Klotz
VP - Membership: Mary Kathryn Schneider
VP - Public Relations: Keely Gillen
VP - Standards: Ashley Swan
Secretary: Elise Reuter
Treasurer: Amanda Stephens
Assistant Treasurer: Ailene LeRouge
Panhellenic: Ashley Cutler
House Manager: Sarah Mundy
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KAPPA ALPHA THETA
SORORITY
Kappa Alpha Theta is the first Greek letter
fraternity for women and was founded
in 1870 at De Paul University. Since the
fraternity’s founding, Theta has recruited
the best and brightest young women. The
Delta Kappa Chapter was founded at the
Louisiana State University in 1963 and
is currently one of Kappa Alpha Theta’s
largest chapters.
The members of Kappa Alpha Theta
are involved in every aspect of L S U ’s
campus. In 2005, Thetas participated in
everything from athletics to distinguished
honor societies. This past year Thetas were
involved in Order of Omega, Mortar Board,
Omicron Delta Kappa, and much more.
Kappa Alpha Theta promotes sisterhood
and life long friendships by participating
in fun activities such as, sisterhood retreat,
grub, crushes, and Twin Star Formal, just
to name a few. Thetas also participate in
Greek wide events such as Greek Week,
Songfest, Homecoming, and the many
philanthropies of student organizations.
Kappa Alpha Theta is recognized
for having an outstanding signature
philanthropy, Crawfish on the Clover. The
crawfish boil provides not only food, but
also live, local music. This event is not
only attended by LSU students and family,
but by the local community as well.

This

annual philanthropy event raises money
for Court Appointed Special Advocates
(CASA), which is Kappa Alpha Theta’s
national philanthropy.
The Delta Kappa Chapter continuously
strives to maintain the same mission set by
the founders, to offer a lifelong opportunity
for social, intellectual and moral growth as
the member meets the higher and broader
demands of mature life.
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DELTA DELTA DELTA
SORORITY
Delta Delta Delta Sorority commonly
referred to as Tri Delta, was founded
in 1888 on Thanksgiving eve at Boston
University in Boston, Massachusetts. The
L S U chapter was established to broaden
the moral and intellectual life of its
members and to create an everlasting bond
of friendship among sisters nationwide.
Every year Tri Delta hosts a number
of events benefiting their philanthropy,
children’s cancer research and treatment.
Such events include Delta Desserts in the
fall and Tri Delta Triple Play in the spring.
These events are designed to raise money
for Cancer Services of Greater Baton
Rouge and St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital in Memphis, TN.

(above) Tri-Delta sophomores get ready for formal

(above) Tri-Delta seniors gather at their last ski trip to Copper Mountain,
Colorado.
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PI BETA PHI
SORORITY
I Pi Beta Phi is proud to be the nation’s first
I fraternity for women. It was founded April
I 28, 1867 at Monmouth College in Monmouth,
I Illinois. The Louisiana Beta chapter was
I established on L S U ’s campus in 1936. It has
I grown to 134 chapters across the U.S. and in
Canada. Pi Beta Phi’s colors are wine and
silver blue. The flower is the carnation and the
symbols are the arrow and the angel.
Pi Beta Phi is proud of its 200+ members and the
impact they have made on both the campus and
community. They also participate in other LSU
teams and organizations including equestrian
club and student government. In addition to that,

(above) Pi Phi’s on a Ski Trip

Pi Phis are noticeable in Omega, Mortar Board,
Omicron Delta Kappa, and Rho Lambda. They
also had members awarded for Most Photogenic
in the Miss LSU Pageant, and Mambo Court
Queen.
Pi Phis hosts an annual basketball tournament
called Double Shot in the spring. They raise
money nationally for the Arrowmont School for
Arts and Crafts in
Gatlinburg, TN, and for the local Battered
Women’s Shelter. Pi Phis is also proud of
their commitment to the Our Lady of the Lake
children’s ward, where they read to the children
every other week. Their newest undertaking is
the Champions Are Readers (CAR) program,

(above) Juniors before Fall Grub

which entails visits to a local inner-city
elementary school weekly to help stress the
importance of reading.
This year Pi Phis placed in Homecoming and
was 1st in Sammy’s Dodge ball tournament.
They received the awards for Best New Members
and Most Outstanding Athlete at the LSU
level and also received Top Ten Chapter for an
international award as well.
The mission o f Pi Beta Phi still remains
strong today, as their founders intended, to
promote friendship, develop women of intellect
and integrity, cultivate leadership potential,
and enrich the lives of members and their
communities.__________
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I

CHI OMEGA
SORORITY
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DELTA GAMMA
SORORITY

Delta Gamma was created with its foundations on
the ideals of friendship, loyalty, and sisterhood in
1873 at the Lewis School for Women in Oxford,
Mississippi. The Gamma Zeta chapter of LSU
was established with those same high ideals. Delta
Gamma members actively participate in campus
activities such as Homecoming, Greek Week, and
Songfest. Through fun events such as Golden
Anchor Ball, chapter retreat, Big Sis/Lil Sis, and
Grub we create lasting friendships that support,
encourage, and inspire each other.
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I

KAPPA KAPPA
GAMMA
SORORITY
Kappa Kappa Gamma was founded on October 13,
1870 at Monmouth College in Monmouth, Illinois.
The Delta Iota chapter was established at LSU,
holding high the ideals of friendship, scholarship and
ethical standards. Kappa promotes a broad college
experience in all of its 131 chapters and nearly
200,000 active members.
The sisters of Delta Iota have proved to be valuable
members of the LSU and Baton Rouge community.
Members have excelled in student leadership,
athletics, academic societies, community service
organizations and various LSU organizations.
Kappa Kappa Gamma supports the Greek
community by participating in the numerous
philanthropies of the Greek community as well

(above) A group of new members on Bid Day

as annual Greek activities such as Songfest,
Homecoming, and Greek Week. One of our greatest
accomplishments is our own philanthropy, the
Kappa Klassic golf tournament, which raises money
to support St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital.
The tournament is held annually at the LSU golf
course where friends and family participate in the
four-man scramble or enjoy shopping at the.silent
auction. Kappa was able to give $45,000 to the
Dream Day Foundation of St. Jude in 2005.
The members of Kappa Kappa Gamma continue to
uphold the values of our society as we strive to seek
the beautiful and the good in all that we do both now
and in the future.

(left) A group of
Kappas present a
check to the Dream
Day Foundation of
St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital.
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PHI MU
SORORITY!
Phi Mu celebrates its 153rd anniversary this year and

328

and LSU Track and Field. Our chapter members also

is proud to be the nation’s second oldest sorority,

participate in several service events throughout the

established in Macon, Georgia in 1852. Since then

year. One service project is the annual “Senior Prom”

over 200 chapters have been chartered across the

in which Phi Mu and two fraternities entertain senior

country and more than 140,000 women have been

citizens from the Baton Rouge area. Phi M u’s at LSU

initiated. The Alpha Eta chapter at Louisiana State

also donated over $70,000 to the Children’s Miracle

University was established in 1934 and is the largest

Network in 2003 as one of their philanthropy projects

Phi Mu chapter in the nation.

and continue to work closely with C M N . Phi Mu is

Our sisterhood is strong and each of our 200+ members

proud to be active in numerous Greek wide events at

represent a unique area of campus life. Phi M u ’s are

LSU such as Homecoming, Greek Week, Songfest, and

active participants in organizations such as Student

other sorority and fraternity philanthropies.

Government, Mortar Board, Rho Lambda, Greek Board

Phi Mu honors its bond in sisterhood and is looking

of Directors, Order of Omega, LSU Golden Girls,

forward to its continuous growth.
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DELTA ZETA
SORORITY
Delta Zeta was founded on October 24, 1902
at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. The
Sigma Chapter on L S U ’s campus was created
in 1917. Since then the chapter has been
involved in a variety of activities, on campus,
in the community and all over the United
States. Each year the Sigma chapter puts on
the Miss LS U Pageant, which raises thousands
of dollars.
Volunteering is a main priority of Delta
Zeta’s. Nationally they participate and give
money to Galludet University, which provides
scholarships to women who might not be able
to continue their education otherwise. Locally
they are involved with the Louisiana School
for the Deaf and the Baton Rouge Speech and
Hearing foundation. They take part in Bubble
Day, an annual Easter egg hunt and a Mardi
Gras Parade.
Delta Zeta’s participate in a variety of
sisterhood activities throughout the year.
Sisterhood activities are one of the many ways
the girls bond with each other throughout
the year. Some of these events include:
group dinners, movie nights and birthday
celebrations.

(above) The Delta Zeta
executive board (from
top left): Lea Ross- Vice
President of Programs, Casie
Mullett- Outgoing Treasurer,
Jessica Kolwe- Incoming
Treasurer, Ashley DoyleVice President of New
Member Education, Christen
Heaton- President, Kayla
Lato- Risk Management/J
Board, Jessica Combes- Vice
President of Membership,
Rita Yaun- Secretary, and
Molly Dart- Vice President of
Membership.
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ZETA TAU ALPHA
SORORITY
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority was founded at State Female

Chapter and Best Sisterhood. Zeta is very proud

Normal School in Farmville Virginia, on October 15,

of its Best Sisterhood award because it is the third

1898. The Delta Kappa Chapter was chartered in

consecutive year that it has been awarded to Zeta.

1959, starting a tradition of outstanding sisterhood on

Zetas actively participate in campus events like

L S U ’s campus. Nationally, the sorority is the third

Homecoming, Songfest, and Greek Week. They are

largest in the Panhellenic Conference.

also members of Tiger Girls, Student Government,

The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha exemplify sisterhood,

Bat Girls, Homecoming Court, and Ambassadors.

scholarship, campus involvement, and community

Many Zetas are involved in Greek honor fraternities

service. This year they enjoyed social activities,

such as Order of Omega, Rho Lambda, and Omicron

including Dixieland Grub, New Year’s in November

Delta Kappa.

Semi-Formal, Crush, and Royal Crown Formal.

Overall the 2005-2006 school year was very

Zeta Tau Alpha’s national philanthropy is breast

successful for the Delta Kappa chapter. The sisters

cancer awareness. Throughout the year Zetas

look forward to another great year at LSU.

promote their philanthropy through distribution of
shower cards and pink ribbons. In March, the chapter
held its 3rd annual Zeta 200 philanthropy event.
This event consists of a go-cart race, batting cage
and putt putt competitions at Celebration Station
between fraternities at LSU. The Zetas also host
Prince and Princess for a Day each month, where they
visit children at Our Lady of the Lake Hospital and
treat them to a time of fun and games. Z T A ’s many
projects allow them to serve others while creating
lasting friendships and promoting sisterhood.
This year at the Order of Omega Greek Achievement
Awards Zeta Tau Alpha was awarded Outstanding
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Executive Council Officers
President: Amanda Exner
Vice President of Programming: Tiffany Monette
Vice President of Recruitment: Sarah Roberts
Vice Presient o f New Members: Emmy Williams
Secretary: Kirsten Peterson
PR/Historian: Jamie Polozola
Panhellenic Delegate: Sarah Ford
Scholarship: Susan Elkins
Ritual: Marcelle Navarre
House: Amanda Webre
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
This year’s Student Government completed numerous

House, and a 24-hour hotline was created to assist

initiatives even in the face of Hurricanes Katrina and

the thousands of displaced students from the New

Rita.

Orleans colleges and universities who had to quickly

Led by President Michelle Gieg and Vice President
Patrick Downs, Student Government, among other
successes, worked to provide free and discounted
software via Tigerware, maintained the autonomy of
the African-American Cultural Center and Women’s
Center, ensured that scheduling waiting lists are
implementing

for Spring 2007,

realigned Tiger

Tram to service outer lots and shuttle students and
providing mandatory cultural competency training
for new faculty through the “Your Class:

Their

enroll at LSU.

Mission:

Possible, S G ’s campaign

for the Katrina/Rita Student Relief Fund, set its
goal to raise $500,000 by the Homecoming football
game on November 5, 2005. One of the most visible
promotions of Mission: Possible was the creation of
gold game day shirts that publicized the relief effort.
Through the shirt sales, LSU v. Arizona State viewin game and SG members asking for donations at the
gates of all home football games, SG far exceeded its
original goal and rose over $1 million for the SRF.
The governing body then worked to ensure that

Voice” panel.
SG also made significant progress in the elimination of
Social Security numbers as University identification,
finding permanent funding for the recycling program
and the creation of a 24-hour computer lab in C E B A .
One ofthe greatest achievements of this administration
was the ability to act in the face of tragedy. When
Hurricane Katrina struck the G ulf Coast on August
29,2005, SG was quick to respond. Many SG leaders
volunteered at the P M A C and Carl Maddox Field

the funds were distributed as fairly and quickly as
possible to all students affected by the storms.
Throughout the year, SG strived to serve the LSU and
surrounding Baton Rouge community at all times.
Whether it was through the Executive Staff’s “Chats
with the Chancellor,” Student Senate’s approval of
funding for student organizations or the University
Court’s decision to make the SG election process
more open, SG is proud o f its accomplishments in
making LS U a better place to live and learn.

(below) Asst. Director of Governmental Relations Emily
Courtney collects a donation from a LSU student for Mis
sion: Possible.

(above) President Michelle Gieg accepts a
donation from Raising Cane’s founder Todd
Graves and Cane
Student Relief Fund.
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II for the Katrina/Rita

Executive Staff
2005-2006
President

Michelle Gieg

Vice President

Patrick Downs

Chief of Staff

Emily Burris

Executive Director of Policy Development

Brennan Kluka

Executive Secretary

Crawford Leavoy

Executive Assistant

Rachel Schott

Director of “Chats with the Chancellor”

Collins Phillips III

Director of Provost’s Council

Mychon Deslandes

Director of Diversity Awareness

Caroline Herring

Director of Student Action Team

Daniel LeSage

Director of Academics

Kirbie Pillette

Assistant Director of Academics

John Casey

Assistant Director of Academics

Elizabeth Weiner

Director of Athletics

Garrett Chassee

Director of Finance

Mary Sanchez

Director of Governmental Relations

Jessica Perez

Assistant Director of Governmental Relations

Ryan Bemi

Assistant Director of Governmental Relations

Emily Courtney

Assistant Director of Governmental Relations

Micah Davies

Director of Marketing

Autumn Caldwell

Assistant Director of Marketing

Laura Bratcher

Webmaster/Graphic Designer

Scott Davis

Director of Programming

Ryan Cooney

Assistant Director of Programming

Jessie Tucker

Assistant Director of Programming

Raoul Manalac

Director of Student Services

Dorothy Kemp

Assistant Director of Student Services

Josh Melder

Director of Technology

Pete Mistretta

Assistant Director of Technology

Paul Dietzel

Director of Transportation

Holden Wright

Commissioner of Elections

Savanna Ordoyne

Ombudsman

Jennifer Ardoin

Michelle Gieg

Patrick Downs

Members of the 2005-2006 University Court
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DELTA SIGMA THETA
SORORITY
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Delta Sigma Theta Sorority was founded on January

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority was founded on January

13, 1913 by twenty two collegiate women at Howard

13, 1913 by twenty two collegiate women at Howard

University. These students wanted to use their

University. These students wanted to use their

collective strength to promote academic excellence

collective strength to promote academic excellence

and to provide assistance to persons in need. The first

and to provide assistance to persons in need. The first

public act performed by the Delta Founders involved

public act performed by the Delta Founders involved

their participation in the Women’s Suffrage March in

their participation in the Women’s Suffrage March in

Washington D.C., March 1913. Delta Sigma Theta was

Washington D.C., March 1913. Delta Sigma Theta was

incorporated in 1930.

incorporated in 1930.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. is a private, non-profit

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. is a private, non-profit

organization whose purpose is to provide assistance

organization whose purpose is to provide assistance

and support through established programs in local

and support through established programs in local

communities throughout the world. A sisterhood of more

communities throughout the world. A sisterhood of more

than 200,000 predominately Black college educated

than 200,000 predominately Black college educated

women, the Sorority currently has over 900 chapter

women, the Sorority currently has over 900 chapter

located in the United States, England, Japan (Tokyo and

located in the United States, England, Japan (Tokyo and

OKinawa), Germany, the Virgin Islands, the Bahamas,

OKinawa), Germany, the Virgin Islands, the Bahamas,

and the Republic of Korea. The major programs of

and the Republic of Korea. The major programs of

the sorority are based upon the oranization’s Five

the sorority are based upon the oranization’s Five

Point Thrust of: Economic Development, Educational

Point Thrust of: Economic Development, Educational

Development, International Awareness and Involvement,

Development, International Awareness and Involvement,

Physical and Mental Health, and Political Awareness.

Physical and Mental Health, and Political Awareness.
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SCOTCH GUARD
Scotch Guard was established in 1962 by Colonel

the Army R O TC by helping with cadet PT tests, LSU

Dale Swindle. Swindle wanted to create an

Salutes, and Chancellor’s Day.

organization to render service to the Army RO TC, as
well as the Baton Rouge and campus communities.
Scotch Guard is considered a sisterhood of service

Officers:

and members participate in a variety of social events
each year, including annual crawfish boils, family

Commander - Clare Polito

day, Big Sis/Lil Sis, movie nights, and retreats. The

Vice Commander - Reena Lepine

Guard also continues to be active on campus by

Colonizing Commander - Kristen Harrell

ushering at commencement ceremonies and providing

Army Executive Officer - Erin O ’Donal

assistance at other various events. Guard members

Service Executive Officer - Jessica Ross

have also dedicated many hours volunteering in the

Public Relations Officer - Britni Rachal

Baton Rouge community by helping with Habitat for

Operations Officer - Ashley Pregeant

Humanity, CAAW S, the Alzheimer’s Walk, B R EC

Cadet Commander - Kathleen Elstrott

events, benefits for the M cM ain’s foundation, the

Guard Relations Officer - Brandy Broach

Mary Bird Perkins Center, and the Governor’s Prayer

Adjutant Recorder - Heather Richardson

Breakfast. Members also dedicate time supporting

Comptroller - Micha Blanchard
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LSU AMBASSADORS
“Recruit, Orient, and Advise” is the LSU Ambassador

as group leaders and guides for Spring Invitational.

mission. Founded in 1991, the Ambassadors serve the

To help develop and perfect the orientation process,

LS U community in these three fundamental areas.

every year Ambassadors attend the Southern

Combining the talents of 200 student leaders across the

Regional Orientation Workshop (SROW). At

campus, the LSU Ambassadors collaborate with the

SROW, Ambassadors bring presentations on different

Office of Recruiting Services to help facilitate events

issues concerning orientation, such as how to apply

such as Tiger Day, as well as visits to high schools.

experiences as an orientation leader to a future

Ambassadors also help with Tiger Calls, which

career, or how to maintain communication with your

contact prospective students and/or students admitted

orientation group throughout the year.

to the university, to answer any questions that these

To ensure that their help exceeds past the boundaries

prospective students may have.
Orientation is another major part of the Ambassadors’
purpose. Along with the Office of Orientation, the
LSU Ambassadors organize and run Spring, Summer,
Transfer, and Freshmen Orientation. They also serve

of orientation, Ambassadors hold advising sessions
for current students. Also, some students within the
organization have “international buddies” that they
help throughout the year. In addition, Ambassadors
assist with other university events like Christmas Tree
Lighting and Graduation.

___________

(above) Ambassadors working Freshmen
Orientation, Advising and Pre-registration. Left
to right: Chris Landry, Niamh Minion, Megan
Peterson, Meagan Appling, Kyle Allen, and Nicole
O’Malley.

(left) In 2006, the Ambassadors traveled to the
University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa for SROW.
Clockwise from left: Laura Vinsant, Damien
Rubin, Kirbie Pillette, Angela Kopynec, Colleen
McDermott, Monica Nguyen, and Gabby Martinez.
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DAIRY SCIENCE
The Dairy Science Club at LS U works
to improve consumer awareness of the
dairy industry and provide members with
career development opportunities as well
as assist them in establishing contacts
with industry leaders. Club members are
committed to excellence and achievement.
From membership in Les

Voyageurs, the

College of Agriculture Student Speaker’s
Bureau, to Vice President of the American
Dairy Science Association Student Affiliate
Division, Dairy Science Club members are
building their leadership, communication,
and professional skills.
Through their affiliation with the American
Dairy Science Association, Dairy Science
Club members attend national and
regional conferences and routinely place in
undergraduate paper competitions at both
levels. The members also work hard together
to make their club a top three choice for
best club in the nation. Members perform
community service, host promotional events,
and educate the community about agriculture
and the dairy industry. The Dairy Science
Club advisors, Dr. Cathy Williams and Dr.
Kayanush Aryana, are also dedicated to the
club and provide wonderful encouragement,
guidance, advice, and support to all club
members.
The Dairy Science Club at LSU is truly
comprised of some of the best students not
only in the College of Agriculture, but at
LSU. For prospective students who want to
be a part of this excellence, please contact
someone in the Department of Dairy Science
through our club website, http://www.lsu.
edu/dairvscience/club.htm.
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Late Night College Ministry

LateNite, as a ministry of Healing Place
Church, has a passion: “to be a healing place
for a hurting world.” LateNite is fueled by
its desire to have an impact on our culture,
by providing an environment where hurting
and broken people can allow Jesus to heal
them of anything from emotional hurts to
addictions.
The LateNite Pastor, Mike Haman,
dreamed of relating 1st century values
to 21st century life, to College students
and young professionals. What developed
was a service characterized by relevance,
creativity, and sacredness. The atmosphere
is highly relational, casual, and very laid
back. The worship is an unharnessed,
authentic expression that sets an atmosphere
where God is in the forefront. Our vision
is to see young people living the life God
intended. We don’t want to mimic culture,
but realize we are a part of it. LateNite meets
on Wednesday nights at 8:30pm at Healing
Place Church’s Highland Campus.
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EQUESTRIAN CLUB
In its seventh year on campus, the Equestrian

field. The team finished their season third overall in the

Club at Louisiana State University enjoyed another

region only behind Texas A & M and OSU, both varsity

successful season of horse shows. The team competes

teams. Devon Smithburg and Elizabeth Waguespack

in the Intercollegiate Horse Show Association in Texas,

qualified for the Regional Championships for the 2005-

Oklahoma, and Louisiana. Riders compete on the host

06 season, and both placed 5th in their classes. The team

college’s horses on flat and over fences. Showing an

also hosted two competitions for fundraisers, the Tiger

unfamiliar horse, also known as “catch riding,” is meant

Tail Horse show in March and the Tiger Classic Horse

to challenge the individual’s skill and level the playing

Show in May.

Society of
Physics
Students

Student
Media
Managers

(Front row) Ashley Coleman, Tiger TV; Amanda Rudolph,
sales manager; Marissa Frayer, Legacy.
(Back row) Ben Hargrave, K LS U -FM ; Kristen Campbell,
broadcast sales manager; Vanessa Deggins, Gumbo; Walter
Gabriel, Daily Reveille.
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NSSLHA
L S U ’s chapter of N S S L H A (National Student
Speech— Language— Hearing Association) is an

Officers:

organization composed of undergraduate and graduate

Brittany Durand— President

students interested in the study of communication

Holly Morlas— Vice President

sciences and disorders. Its purpose is to encourage

Sarah Payton— Secretary

professional interest among students in the study of

Jennifer Denoux— Treasurer

normal and disordered human communication, to

Heidi Huckabee— Historian

assist university departments and local organizations

Aimee Bonnette— Graduate Liaison

interested in speech-hearing-language behaviors

Emily Lucito— Senior Undergraduate Liaison

and disorders, to provide professional information

Ashley Salles— Junior Undergraduate Liaison

about graduate schools, doctoral programs and career

Michelle Smith, Au.D., C C C - A — LSU Chapter

plans, to provide a vehicle for student representation

Advisor

in matters of professional concern, and to develop
leadership skills for students.
(left) LS U Chapter of
N S S LH A

(below) N S S LH A
Officers: (left to right)
back row: Heidi
Huckabee, Jennifer
Denoux, Aimee
Bonnette, Holly Morlas
front row: Emily Lucito,
Brittany Durand, Sarah
Payton

N S S L H A Member Monica Mouch paints
faces at Zippity Zoo Daze held at the Baton
Rouge Zoo.
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PHI ALPHA DELTA
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PHI SIGMA PI

Executive Board:
President

John Guidry

Vice President

Jon Grest

Secretary

Julie Preau

Treasurer

Jennifer Vick

Initiate Advisor

Melissa Femiz

Rush Chairman

Katie Glennon

Historian

Elise Collins

Parliamentarian

Katie Breaux

Executive Council:
Alumni Chair

Noelle Dazzio

Fundraising Chair

Aimee Brasseaux

ICR Chair

Libby Hoover

Publicity Chair

Brian Patterson

Scholarship &

344

Risk Management Chair

Charles Dionne

Service Chair

Eddie Gaston

Social Chair

Melissa Randall

Organizations

SAACS
The

Student

Affiliates

of

the

American

Chemical Society (SAACS) is part of a national
organization of over

161,000 students and

professionals from across the US. Our purpose
is to help prepare undergraduates for their
careers and spread an interest for science in the
community.

Membership includes students in

chemistry, chemical engineering, biochemistry,
biological science, and physics.
Chapter meetings take place twice each month,
and free food is served while a guest speaker talks
about the latest advances in scientific research,
tips on studying for classes, or opportunities
(above) Field trip to Albemarle Corp. (left to right) Warayuth
Sajomsang,

Matt McCaughey,

Samantha Ingalls, Mary

Sorrell,

Jennifer Armstrong, Ryan Schiro, Lisa Brown, and Katie Troxler

for graduate school. We periodically visit local
industries, and each year, select members travel
to the National A C S Meeting, where they present
their research and are exposed to chemists
from across the country. Scholarships are also
available to S A A C S members who are active in
the chapter and show academic excellence.
During July 2005, we held our first summer
camp for high school students.

This was

largely supported by Chemistry Concepts and
Connections, the Center for BioModular MultiScale Systems, and the LSU

Cain Center.

Activities included chemistry experiments, field
trips, and a scavenger hunt on L S U ’s campus.
We regularly enjoy visiting local schools to
present

chemistry

demonstrations,

and

we

help the Baton Rouge A C S Section with the
(above) Super Science Saturday

annual Super Science Saturday and Earth Day
celebrations.
For more information, visit our website at
http://macro.lsu.edu/saacs or send us an e-mail
at saacs@lsu.edu.

(left) Outstanding Chapter Award Ceremony. Top:
(left to right) Amin Hamideh, Ali Baghian, Shawn
Wilkinson, and Matt McCaughey, Bottom: (left
to right) Becky Vidrine, Princess Ojiaku, Katie
Troxler, Jennifer Armstrong, Lisa Brown, Mary
Sorrell, Alum Yi, and Michelle Domingues
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SIGMA GAMMA RHO
SORORITY
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LES VOYAGEURS
Founded in 1989, Les Voyageurs is a unique
organization comprised of student leaders
who serve the College of Agriculture in
a variety of capacities. Les Voyageurs
are unpaid student volunteers who are
continuously train in order to effectively
serve the College and the agricultural
industry. These students work closely with
the recruiting coordinator and the office
of the Assistant Dean of the College of
Agriculture. This prestigious group of
specially selected individuals represents
the diversity of the College of Agriculture
at civic clubs, high school career days,
and other related events. They also
make themselves available for individual
presentations on specific topics related to
agriculture. Their purpose is to spread
the word throughout Louisiana about
opportunities in the field of agriculture at
LSU.
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PHI SIGMA EPSILON
FRATERNITY
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Pi Sigma Epsilon is the only nationally recognized

One of the most important aspects of Pi Sigma Epsilon is

fraternity in Marketing, Sales and Sales Management.

the camaraderie. Although we work hard, we play hard

As such, our chapter has a unique opportunity to gain

too.

real-world experience that will help prepare us for our

activity among our members, when we spend the weekend

futures. PSE operates like a small business, complete

at a campsite teambuilding and just having fun.

with a Management Team, directors, and programming

The real benefit of this organization comes from being

committees. Through projects such as Game Day T-shirt

recognized

Sales, Rock ‘n’ Wear Fashion Show, and Above the Rim

in the nation.

Chapter retreat is quickly becoming the new favorite

as one of the most

prestigious

chapters

Each year we compete at the Pi Sigma

Basketball Tournament, members gain experience with

Epsilon National Convention.

event planning, selling sponsorships, advertising and

X i Chapter dominated its competition with wins in Top

promotions. We also implement several service projects

Public Relations, Top Service Project, and Special Events

each year. Projects such as Pi Sig Dig, Kids Fest, and

categories. Additionally, the chapter won the Top Sales

Martin Luther King Day of Service provide PSE members

and Marketing Executives International Award for its

with opportunities to give back to the community.

sponsoring organization, SMEI of Baton Rouge. This year

Pi Sigma Epsilon is open to all majors. We offer

also proved successful for the Beta Xi chapter as we too

opportunities for majors such as Graphic Design, Mass

home second place in the nation in the Lewis F. Gordon

Communications, Arts and Sciences, and many more.

Top Chapter award competition. Beta Xi congratulates all

Each member plays a critical role in the success of our

of our members with their achievements and hard work

organization.

they put forth throughout the year.

Organizations

This year the LSU-Beta

ASCE
The American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) is a professional organization
with a student chapter at LSU. We strive to
familiarize the students with the profession
and job opportunities by inviting professors,
professional engineers, and organizations to
speak at our bi-monthly meetings.
We provide a social setting for students and
professors to interact and just have fun! This
year we participated in flag football and
softball and hosted two banquets.
We also strive to increase enjoyment of civil
engineering through competition. In March,
we traveled to Memphis and participated in
the Deep South Regional Conference hosted
by the University of Memphis. We entered the
concrete canoe and steel bridge competitions.
The concrete canoe and steel bridge were
designed and constructed solely by A S C E
members. The bridge team and canoe team
placed 1st in the competition. The bridge team
traveled to the University of Utah in Salt Lake
City in May to compete at the National A S C E
Steel Bridge Competition. The canoe team
traveled to Oklahoma State University in June
to compete in the National A S C E Concrete
Canoe Competition.
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(above) Members help James Bullman (front) build our sukkah

(above) Daci Spielberger (senior) and
Yoni Platt enjoy a Welcome Back Dinner

(above) Seniors Tina Gorgotta, Rachel Spinner, Leah Feinberg, and Bekah
Goldman paint their own Miriam’s Cups at the women’s program.

(left) Kyle Goldrich, Jeff Lahasky,
Jeremy Solomon,
Moshe Cohen, and
K C White show
off the finished
sukkah.
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BAPTIST COLLEGIATE
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SILVER WINGS

Silver Wings is a national, co-ed,
professional organization dedicated to
creating proactive, knowledgeable, and
effective civic leaders through community
service and education about national defense.
Silver Wings strives to achieve three
main objectives of personal development,
professional development, and civic
awareness. Silver Wings was established
nationally in 1952 and at LS U in 1958.
This past year, both Silver Wings’ National
Headquarters and Region IX Headquarters
were hosted at LSU. Silver Wings works to
serve the Baton Rouge community, LSU,
the Air Force Association, the United States
Air Force, and the Air Force R O T C at LSU.
As a chapter, Silver Wings averages 2,000
service hours a year. Members can be seen
volunteering at numerous events, such as
Boo at the Zoo, Baton Rouge Green Tree
Planting, Bowl-a-Thons, the American Heart
Walk, and LSU Salutes. Members also enjoy
themselves at social events such as Dining
Out and Military Ball.

Officers
President: Jenna Hatty
Vice President: Stephanie Lampert
Secretary: Raquel Parker
Treasurer: Katrina Tabinowski
Fall Chapter Development: Mary Beth
Lemoine
Spring Chapter Development: Amy Abbate
Fall Public Affairs: Sarah Ford
Spring Public Affairs: Danielle Duhe
Activities: Mary Jean McAdams, Aubrey
Palumbo
Advisors: Colonel Bankston, Major Segura
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BLOCK AND BRIDLE
The objective of the Block and Bridle Club are:
To promote a higher scholastic standard and a more
complete understanding of the field of Animal Sciences

ii

among student members.
To promote Animal Sciences through the development
of a program of activities especially all phases of stu
dent Animal Science work in colleges and Universities.
To bring about a closer relationship among all student
pursuing some phase of the Animal Sciences as a pro
fession
The Block and Bridle Club is affiliated with the
Louisiana State University Departments of Animal
Sciences however, members do not have to be Animal
Science majors. The Block and Bridle Club is a
service organization and it hosts an annual All-Student
Rodeo in which L S U students compete in rodeo
events for prizes. Due to the effects of Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita, the 2005 All-Student Rodeo was
cancelled. Therefore Block and Bridle members
dedicated themselves to hurricane relief efforts at
local animal shelters. The Block and Bridle Club also
hosts a livestock show for its members called Little
International, as well as an end of the year Spring
Banquet.
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BEST BUDDIES
The mission of Best Buddies is to enhance
the lives of individuals with intellectual
disabilities by providing opportunities for
one-to-one friendships. Best Buddies is an
international program that pairs individuals
with intellectual disabilities and college, high
school, and middle school student volunteers
in one-to-one friendships. It is structured
around the academic year with matches made
in the fall and both individuals in the “buddy
pair” committing to the program through the
spring semester.
LSU is one of the best chapters in the nation!
In 2005, the group was named Outstanding
Chapter of the Year, competing against every
other Best Buddies Chapter in the nation.
This year is just another success for the group,
which has participated in events including
parties for Halloween, Valentine’s Day, and
St. Patty’s Day, a Bowl-a-thon, and the annual
(above) College Buddy Director Nichole Bickham talks to students
about joining Best Buddies during the Fall Organizational Fair.
(below) Buddy Krystal Brown and College Buddy Rebekah Lee take

Best Buddies Prom. More importantly, these
students are changing lives one friendship at
a time.

time out from the Halloween Party to pose for pictures.
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CHRIST THE KING
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Christ the King Parish and Catholic Center at LSU

during semester breaks, student conferences, such as

is located at the comer of Highland Road and

the Louisiana Catholic College Student Conference,

Dalrymple Drive. Originally established at LS U as

and on campus retreats.

the Newman Center in 1928, today, the Center is

In addition to the many programs offered by the

a diverse, international community, formed to be a

Center, students are welcome to study in our library

living ministry of Jesus Christ among persons on the

or classrooms. The entire Center has wireless

campus of Louisiana State University and the Diocese

internet access for student use. The newly renovated

of Baton Rouge.

Recreation Room is open for students to watch TV,

Programs offered at the Center include Bible Study,

play ping pong and billiards.

Small Christian Communities (Faith Sharing Groups),

The Social Planning Committee (formerly known

Confirmation, and many more. Faith, Peace, and

as the Newman Club) is an active organization

Justice Committee provides opportunities for service

promoting student fellowship. Every semester the

and promotion of social justice - please check the

committee sponsors Homecoming activities, tailgate

website www.ctk-lsu.org for a complete listing of

parties, dances, and many other events -

ministries. The Center also sponsors mission trips

students are welcome to attend.

Organizations

all LSU

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
From cleaning up the Crescent

spent for some club members at

city, to builds in Baton Rouge,

Beaches habitat in Florida where

LSU habitaters took on the 2005-

we exemplified the motto “work

2006 school year with hammer in

hard play hard”, splitting our time

hand. In the fall we aided the local

between being a construction crew

affiliate in the completion of houses

and being beach bums. Thanks to

in the Baton Rouge area. LSU

all our members, and friends and

habitat members also participated in

family within the LS U community

clean up efforts in the upper ninth

who made this year such a

ward of New Orleans, restoring

successful one for H FH LSU . To

houses in the hopes that some

all the new faces out there we hope

families might be able to return to

you come join us next year as we

the place they call home. In Spring

continue to build a brighter future

2006 the culmination of years of

together.

fundraising efforts was realized
when the LSU chapter raised

“For a Community to be whole

enough money to sponsor our own

and healthy, it must be based on

Habitat home. Club members,

people’s love and concern for each

along with family and friends,

other.”

worked through the month of April
to make one family’s dream of a

-Millard Fuller, Habitat for

home a reality. Spring break was

Humanity Founder

Firearm Rights Coalition

(left to right) top: Jay Reynolds, Andrew Nesom (Vice President), bottom: Ben Goetzmann (President),
Brandon Deshotel (Treasurer), Everett Baudeen (Secretary)
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LIVING WATERS
Living Waters is a Non-Denominational
Christian student organization that desires
to know God and is devoted to sharing the
gospel of Jesus Christ to the students of LSU.
Living Waters sponsors a variety of Mission
Trips and Retreats and is focused on the
Word, Prayer, Worship, and Fellowship.
Living Waters meets Tuesdays at 7:30 pm in
130 Howe Russell.

PHI DELTA
THETA
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PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
The Panhellenic Council is composed of two
representative delegates from each of the 11 sororities
on L S U ’s campus. It serves as the governing body of
all sororities, and makes various decisions regarding
the chapters, especially on issues about the Recruitment
process.
Under the leadership of its seven elected Executive
Board officers, the Panhellenic Council organizes all
women’s programming to promote Greek unity. These
include a range of philanthropic and service activities on
L S U ’s campus and in the Baton Rouge community. The
Council has adopted the LSU Childcare Center as their
main philanthropy, where sorority women volunteer
with the children and assist with fundraisers.
In the beginning of each semester, the Council gathers
for a retreat, where delegates set goals for the semester,
learn about their duties and expectations of their

(left to right) Rachel Gibbons, VP Administration;

position, learn leadership skills, and spend time getting

Natalie Cook, Dir. of Gamma Chis; Meg McKown, VP

to know each other. During the school year, they hold

Judicial; Maryanna Broussard, VP Recruitment; Breylyn

meetings every Monday afternoon, and each sorority

Crow, President; Jenny Hallner, Secretary. Not pictured:

takes a turn hosting the meeting in their house.

Katherine Rippel, Treasurer.

Each delegate serves on one of the Council’s five
committees: scholarship, philanthropy, public relations,
Greek interrelations, and sisterhood. The committees
oversee a variety of projects and activities, such as the
development of the first-ever Panhellenic website, a
Halloween Trick-or-Treat down W. Lakeshore Dr. for
children in the community, Greek Night at the Box, and
organizing help for the Child Care Center.
The Council travels to Atlanta, G A each April to attend
the Southeastern Panhellenic Conference, where they
meet with other college Panhellenic Councils from
around the region. There they attend workshops and
listen to nationally acclaimed speakers, and exchange
ideas on improving the Panhellenic community with
officers from different universities.
Also, the Council works with chapter and campus

(left to right) Rachel Gibbons, Arianne Livaudais, and
Maggie Placer.

administrators to promote the ideals of the Panhellenic
Creed. Member delegates serve as role models,
dedicated to uphold good scholarship and high standards
of ethical conduct, while promoting friendship, harmony
and unity among members, faculty, administration, and
campus groups.
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KLSU

Jackie White Promotions Director and Nick Smith Sports Director.

Kelly Glover Traffic Director

(left to right) Jeremy Batiste, Chief Announcer, Peyton Jeuno, Program Director, Benjamin Hargrave, Station
Manager, Robert McAlister News Director, Adam Hains Production Director
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Student Media Marketing
Student Media Marketing
Fall Staff:
Jamie Beck
Dave Melerine
JoMae Ching
Emily Wilkerson
Liz Wilks
Jessica Seyler
Advisor: Kodi Wilson

Spring Staff:
Jamie Beck
Liz Wilks
Dave Melerine
Jay Lawless
Kelly Botel
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ROTARACT
President: Devin Reid

Affiliated with the Sunrise Rotary Club of Baton Rouge,

Vice-President: Monica Nguyen

Rotaract members stay involved in both campus and

Secretary: Paul Coussan

community volunteerism. This relationship provides

Treasurer: Alyson Moll & Mazeyar Saboori

members with the opportunity to get to know each other

Community Service Chair: Megan Scelfo

as well as professionals in the community on a more

Professional Development Chair: Jonathan Cornish

personal basis.

International Chair: Judson Moore

Rotaract’s many community service contributions

Public Relations Chair: Erryca Robicheaux

include the March of Dimes, Volunteers of America,

Club Service Chair: Monty Aghazadeh

Student Government, BR EC, Up ‘til Dawn, and many
other worthy causes.

Sponsors

Rotaract’s main philanthropy is the Leukemia Lymphoma

Mr. Mark Bradley

Society of Baton Rouge. Funds are raised by “Kiss the

Dr. Randy Gurie

Pig” in which students and faculty donate money in the

Ms. Nell McAnelly

name of a fellow student, athlete, or professor they’d

Ms. Susan Reed

like to see kiss a pig. The “celebrities” with the most

Mr. Jim Stalls

votes have to kiss the pig at the check ceremony. This
year Chancellor O ’Keefe and Rotaract President Devin

The Rotaract Club of LSU is an internationally diverse

Reid puckered up to raise $ 1,000 to fight blood cancer.

service organization that stands strong on four pillars:

Rotaract members engage in numerous activities year

community service, professional development, club

round, making membership an enriching, exciting, and

service, and international service and appreciation.

eventful experience.
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Thanks to our sponsors!

remind you when drinking to:
• K n o w th e d r in k in g la w s .
• G o o u t w ith r e s p o n s ib le fr ie n d s .
• B r in g o n ly a n ID a n d m o n e y , le a v e v a lu a b le s a t h o m e .
• U tiliz e b a r s ’ fr e e c a b rid e s e r v ic e .
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Great Stories, Great Pictures
Check it out!

